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INTRODUCTION
ALSO, A NOTE ON ENCIPHERED HINTS

Welcome to this Walkthrough and Hint Compendium for The Fool and His Money! 
Here are a few quick notes before you set out into the book.

First of all, if you are playing the game and have already assembled the Moon’s Map in 
its silvery glory, you will find little of use in this text. Everything that can help you 
is found in the Second Part of this compendium [released as a separate volume].

This Compendium is divided into two main sections. In the first section, 
Walkthrough/Hints, this guide will provide a journey through the Land in the same 
order as the Fool; starting from the beginning of the Seventh House, the game’s menu 
screen, and moving in order to the end.
This section contains general advice on each type of puzzle you will meet, as well as 
hints, enciphered (the code is detailed below) to keep you from getting an eyeful of 
some piece of assistance you did not desire.

The second section of the Compendium, Answers, contains the answers to the puzzles. 
However, not only are they enciphered, they are also out of order; you will need to refer 
to the Walkthrough to determine which puzzle corresponds with which Answer.

(continued on next page)
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Here is the key to the code used to encipher Hints and Answers. It is a simple code; A 
becomes N, B becomes O, and so on— as well as the other way around: N becomes A, O 
becomes B, etc.

      An example: A SAGE IS A FOOL WHO HAS BECOME WISE
would become: N FNTR VF N SBBY JUB UNF ORPBZR JVFR.

On the Internet, this code is commonly referred to as ROT-13, and a number of online 
tools can be found to solve it instantly. Hints are often quite wordy, and translating code 
to English can be painstaking, so this is highly recommended.

One more thing: before you go to decode a hint or decipher an answer, think on 
whether you’re stuck enough to need it. This guide is full of help, but it’ll always feel 
more rewarding if you solve the Bewitchments by yourself.

Good luck, and happy puzzling!
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Section 1:
HINTS & WALKTHROUGH



Prologue
 Twenty-five years ago— or, by 
the Land’s most excellent 
calendars and sundials, just 
yesterday— a wandering Fool 
traveled through the Land, 
cracking confounding 
conundrums at every turn. With 
the help of the Sun’s Map, the 
Fool was able to recover the 
Fourteen Treasures of the Land. 
So it was that the Fool gained 
the Gift of Wisdom.

Moreover, with his newfound 
Gift, the Fool was able to trick 
the High Priestess, the apparent 
perpetrator of the profound 
plague of puzzles. In her final 
attempt to destroy the Fool, she 
instead wound up trapped 
inside her own Tarot Card.
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“Now what have I gotten myself into?”

“DESTROY HIM!!!”

Glowing red eyes free of charge.



That was yesterday. Today, the Fool begins to trek through the land on a quest to return 
the Fourteen Treasures to their true owners.

With the Crown on his head, the Mahogany Staff taking the place of his knapsack, and 
the High Priestess card safely in his pocket, the Fool sets out for the Kingdom of the 
Swords, there to begin his New Errand by returning the Swords’ One Treasure.

All the while, he daydreams about how, for his service in recovering the Fourteen 
Treasures, he might be hailed as a great Hero. Perhaps, he could even become the 
High Priest of all the Land!

Unfortunately, it seems that Fate has other things in store for him.
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...are soon parted.

A Fool and his Treasures...



Payne’s Patchwork

The first of the puzzles on the Fool’s new journey, Payne’s Patchwork involves piecing 
together a scrambled picture. However, there is a catch: in the Fool and his Money, you 
will have to fend off the attentions of pirates while piecing together the picture!

General Advice

The goal of all four Patchwork puzzles in the game is to swap tiles to assemble the 
scrambled picture. You can match pieces with the thin border around the edge to start.

Pirates

Once about half the pieces of the Patchwork are in their correct places, the puzzle will 
start to come under attack!
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A piratical picture-puzzle.

Incoming!!



During a pirate attack, green pirate symbols (usually around 6 or more) appear, and 
quickly grow larger.

To fend them off, click on them; they will turn purple, shrink, and disappear.
In the event that they reach full size without being clicked upon, pirate symbols will 
turn red, and stay there until the attack is over.

Once the dust settles, red pirate symbols will swap the piece they are on top of with a 
random piece that is also in its correct location.

Hints

There is a way by which one can avoid pirate attacks entirely. The following hints 
suggest how...

1.  Cvengr nggnpxf bayl bpphe ba cvrprf va gurve pbeerpg cynprf.
2.  Vs cvrprf unir orra chg gbtrgure, ohg nera’g va gur pbeerpg cynprf, cvengrf jba’g 

obgure gurz.
3.  Erzrzore gung lbh pna zbir ynetr oybpxf bs cvrprf ng bapr.

A full, detailed guide to how to avoid pirates can be found at Answer #21.

Answers

The completed picture for Payne can be seen at Answer #26.
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The aftermath of the above attack. Note how the three squares where red symbols 
appeared have now been shuffled.



Ursula’s Umbrage

The Fool’s daydreams quickly give way to reality as he steps onto Robber’s Road— 
which promptly lives up to its name! Divine the portent in the sky and help the Fool 
figure out exactly who he’s up against.

General Advice

There’s only one Umbrage puzzle in the game, and this is it! Clicking on each of the 
letters of BETRAYAL will change three of the shapes in the sky. Each of the seven shapes 
has four different states, three of which are unrecognizable, and one of which is, sadly, a 
bit more familiar.
The goal of the puzzle is to make all the shapes come into focus at the same time.

The letters of BETRAYAL affect the following shapes (from left to right:)

B: Shapes 1, 3, and 5
E: Shapes 2, 4, and 6
T: Shapes 3, 5, and 7
R: Shapes 1, 2, and 3
First A: Shapes 2, 3, and 4
Y: Shapes 3, 4, and 5
Second A: Shapes 4, 5, and 6
L: Shapes 1, 4, and 7

The RESET button at the bottom of the screen will rewind the puzzle to its original state.
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That’s funny, those fogbanks look a lot like...



Hints

This puzzle can be challenging if you flail around. Try to move from one side to the 
other, working methodically— and remember that the RESET button will undo all your 
changes if you get confused.
Beyond that, here’s a strategy that can help you clear the air:

1. Jbex zrgubqvpnyyl. Trg gur evtugzbfg funqbj va sbphf jvgu ‘Y’, gura jbex evtug gb 
yrsg jvgu gur yrggref E-N-L-N gb pyrne gur bguref.

2. Lbh fubhyq or noyr gb trg nyy bs gur funqbjf va sbphf rkprcg gur yrsgzbfg bar. 
Bapr guvf unccraf, hfr Y naq G gb punatr funqbjf 1, 3, 4 naq 5 juvyr xrrcvat gur 
evtugzbfg funqbj gur fnzr. Gura hfr E-N-L-N gb sbphf gur oyheel funqbjf, jbexvat 
sebz evtug gb yrsg.

3. N frdhrapr gung jvyy punatr gur fgngr bs gur yrsgzbfg funqbj, juvyr yrnivat gur 
bgure fvk hapunatrq, vf: Y, G guerr gvzrf, L, svefg N gjvpr, E gjvpr.

Answers

If you’re completely stuck, a 7-move sequence that unravels the portent is found at 
Answer #196.

~~~~

...and so it was that the Fool was relieved of the Fourteen Treasures, his good health, 
and his hat. Why on earth did the pirates take his hat?!
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Almost there. That leftmost shadow isn’t quite right, though.



Lawley’s Literals

After being lightened of his valuables, the Fool stumbles upon a five-man search party. 
What are they gossiping about? Why do they talk of words as if they own them? And, 
who are they searching for— could it be him?!

General Advice

There are four different Literals puzzles in the game, and each works the same way. All 
of the figures onscreen (except the Fool) each have their own quotation or observation. 
You may switch between quotations by clicking on the figure of your choice.

However, these quotations are enciphered. Clicking on the row of letters along the 
bottom of the screen will build the quotation, with the letters appearing in the order of 
your choosing.

As an example, suppose the quotation was: THE FOOL’S HAT WAS STOLEN. Then,
A - E - F - L - H - N - O - S - T - W would appear at the bottom of the screen. If you 
clicked on the letters in alphabetical order, then instead of a usable sentence, you would 
see: AEF LHHN’O ESA  TSO OAHNFW, instead of the original text:
       THE FOOL’S  HAT WAS STOLEN.
"
The letters follow the same pattern as the true sentence. The only difference is that what 
letters go in which places has changed. (For example, every T has been replaced by an 
A, and every O has become an H.) In effect, this puzzle is a variant on the common 
cryptogram.
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In which the Fool gets his hearing checked.



When solving Literals, there are a few tips that are always useful:

• The game won’t show you the unfilled spaces between letters while you’re solving a 
Literal— so before you begin, be sure to tell the game to display the full (scrambled) 
phrase (the ~ key), then write down the coded version so you can see what letter 
maps to what, and where the remaining letters to decrypt are in the phrase.

• One-letter words are always ‘A’ or ‘I’, and two- and three-letter words tend to be one 
of a few common possibilities. ‘THE’, ‘AND’, ‘WHO’, ‘IT’, ‘ME’, ‘BY’, ‘AN’, ‘IS’ are a 
few solutions, but there are more options out there.

• If a word ends with an apostrophe and a single letter, it’s likely either ___N’T or 
____’S. If there’s an apostrophe and two letters, it’s almost certainly ____’LL.

• If a word begins with a capital letter in the middle of a sentence, it’s probably a name, 
such as “the Hierophant”, or something else of great importance.

• Often, sentences are replies to the ones just to the left of them.

Hints

First of all, the search party’s comments have a general theme. They are discussing gur 
raqvat bs gur cerivbhf tnzr, Gur Sbby’f Reenaq, naq jurer gurl oryvrir gur Sbby vf abj, 
va trareny.

Each sentence in Lawley also has its own pair of hints. Moving from left to right:

First Sentence
1.  Gur Sbby jnf fher ur pbhyq urne ‘Gur’ naq ‘uvz’.
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A sentence in progress. Clicking on further letters adds them to the quote, in order. 



2.  Pbapragengvat, gur Sbby ernyvmrq gur zra unq zragvbarq gur Uvtu Cevrfgrff!

Second Sentence
1.  Gur Sbby dhvpxyl erpbtavmrq uvf bja anzr.
2.  Jung jnf gung ybat jbeq gur zna jnf hfvat?, gur Sbby jbaqrerq. Pbhyq vg or 

‘qrwrpgrq’? ‘Qrgrpgrq’? Ab, arvgure bs gubfr jnf dhvgr evtug.

Third Sentence
1.  Sebz gur jnl gung gur zna fcbxr bs gur guvat arne gur raq bs gur fragrapr, vg jnf 

pregnvayl fbzrguvat vzcbegnag. Pbhyq vg or gur... Sbhegrra fbzrguvat?
2.  Lrf, gur Sbby jnf pregnva abj. Gur zna jnf gnyxvat nobhg gur Sbhegrra Gernfherf 

bs gur Ynaq!

Fourth Sentence
1.  Gur Sbby jnf cerggl fher gurl qvqa’g hfr uvf anzr. Gur zra jrer gnyxvat nobhg... 

gur Obbx bs fbzrguvat.
2.  Ur fgenvarq uvf urnevat rira uneqre, ohg ur qvqa’g urne zhpu zber. ‘Naq abj’, gur 

zna unq fnvq ng gur fgneg bs uvf fragrapr.

Fifth Sentence
1.  Gur Sbby gubhtug ur pbhyq cvpx hc ‘uvf’ naq ‘gur’.
2.  Ur yvfgrarq zber vagragyl, naq urneq, ‘Uvf (fbzrguvat) (fbzrguvat) gur Ynaq!’

Answers

The first sentence resides at Answer #96.
The second sentence can be found at Answer #213.
The third sentence is at Answer #27.
The fourth sentence is resolved at Answer #39.
The fifth sentence is available at Answer #126.
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Wyck’s Wager

On his way out of the swamp, The Fool meets a rogue who drives a wagon. Unwisely, 
he enters into a wager: the Rogue’s deck of Imperial Tarot, against his own card of the 
High Priestess.
Unfortunately for the Fool, Imperial Tarot is played a bit differently than when he 
played a game of Thoth with the Old Man during his Errand.

General Advice

Playing Imperial Tarot is simple. The game is divided into hands, and the objective is to 
score 666 points or more.
At the beginning of a hand, each player receives one card, and three cards are laid down 
on the table. One player goes first and picks a card from the row of three to add to their 
hand. The other player takes one of the remaining two cards, and then three more cards 
are laid down on the table. The same player picks a card from the new row of three, and 
then the first player picks one of the remaining two cards.

At this point, the two players compare their hands. Only the highest-scoring hand is 
recorded— the other player receives nothing (except in certain special circumstances). 
Once the hands are scored, players discard their hands and start over with a new one 
(the players take turns picking first).
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This isn’t your grandfather’s Tarot! The Fool must puzzle out a new set of rules.



Scoring

In Imperial Tarot, there are 14 types of possible hands. Four of the highest of these are 
special hands, requiring certain specific combinations of cards.
The other 10 types of hand are all based around sets of cards. If you have three cards 
from one set, it is a Triplet of that set; if you have only two cards from a set, it is that 
set’s Doublet, and if you have only one card from that set as your high card (and 
nothing better), it is that set’s Singlet.

As an example, suppose the Fool, the Moon, and the Emperor were all part of a 
(fictitious) set called the Errand set. If you have all three in your hand, it would be an 
Errand’s Triplet; if you have the Fool, the Emperor, and some other card in your hand, it 
would be an Errand’s Doublet; and if, by bad fortune, you had only the Fool in your 
hand and that was your high card, it would be an Errand’s Singlet.

Higher-ranking hands score more than lower-ranking ones. A Triplet will almost always 
beat a Doublet, and a Doublet will always beat a Singlet. In the event that both players 
have the same hand, it’ll be a stalemate and the next hand’ll begin.

In all of this, the Book of Thoth card is special. It acts as a wildcard, and will complete 
most Triplets. However, beware— with the wrong combination of cards, it may cause a 
Rupture instead, which will cost you 99 points (and this is always taken from your 
score, no matter what your opponent attains.)

Good luck. Have somewhere you can record your hands, and you will soon figure out 
the ways of Imperial Tarot.

A complete explanation of the rules of Imperial Tarot, as well as a strategy guide, may be found 
in the Appendix.
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Needham’s Knowledge

Finally all the way out of the swamp, the Fool comes upon a strange tableau. The Prince 
from the Imperial Tarot deck wards off a man even raggedier-looking than the Fool! 
What’s he on about? It doesn’t matter too much— if the Fool can break the Bewitchment 
of the cups floating between them, he’ll walk away with some useful counsel.

General Advice

In each of the game’s four Knowledge puzzles, you must chose items— cups, leaves, 
ornaments— in a specific order to display a hidden sentence. Each cup (or other item) 
causes a sentence fragment to be displayed at the bottom, added on to any parts of the 
sentence that are already visible. Punctuation and spacing will be provided 
automatically.

The sentence fragments added by the cups are listed below. Which cup corresponds to 
which fragment is set randomly on starting a new game.

• AFTE, attached to the left side of the sentence
• ECO, attached to right side
• ENCO, attached to right side
• LUMN, attached to right side
• NDTH, attached to right side
• RONE, attached to left side
• ROWS, attached to left side
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The courtly man, the clever man, and the cups.



Hints

The key is to start with the correct cup, then build the sentence around it. In Needham, 
the sentence grows out in both directions from the center.
The cup you want to choose first is gur bar jvgu gur yrggref RPB. Then, add the other 
cups around it in an order that seems to make sense— and words.

The two cups you will be choosing last are the cups gung unir gur jbeqf YHZA naq 
NSGR.

Answers

A complete order in which to choose the cups can be found at Answer #191.
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Garrison’s Gridlock

The Fool has finally made it to the Kingdom of the Swords! Strangely, some sentries 
have mistaken him for a mysterious Master of Wordage. He may not be the Master the 
sentries are waiting for, but if it involves breaking Bewitchments for money, the Fool is 
all for it.

General Advice

There is a Gridlock in each of the Four Kingdoms, and each one plays out in the same 
way. There are four sentries in a Gridlock, each with their own 4x4 grid of letters. This 
lettered grid is divided into two parts— one with four squares, one with twelve— and 
letters cannot be swapped between the parts. The object is to swap letters within the 
parts, making 8 words in each grid, four across and four down.

Each guard will submit his estimate of what he believes the grid of letters 
to be currently worth— this is updated in real time. In Garrison’s 
Gridlock, the guards will pay (from left to right) S*25, S*50, S*75, and 
S*100 for each word visible in the grid. When a grid has a total of eight 
words in it, it will lock and the Fool will receive his earnings.

You can switch between grids by clicking different guards.
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The Fool, paid for interlocking words.

F O O L
A B B E
M E O W
E Y E D

An example.



Hints

There are several facts about Gridlocks that will make your life easier. The first thing to 
note is that the grid is divided into two parts. As the four letters in the small part must 
stay there, this limits the number of possibilities the grid can take on. Try to make words 
that incorporate the letters in the small section, then fill in the gaps.

Also, each grid in a Gridlock shares one common trait. Specifically, gurl nyy unir gur 
fnzr yrggre va gur hccre yrsg pbeare. In Garrison, gur yrggre vf F, sbe gur Xvatqbz bs 
gur Fjbeqf.

Here are further nudges to get you going— they refer to the leftmost vertical word in 
each grid.

First Grid
N svmml qevax, fgnegvat jvgu F

Second Grid
Gb jnfu n fuvc’f qrpx, fgnegvat jvgu F

Third Grid
N uhtr znyr qrre, fgnegvat jvgu F

Fourth Grid
N guvat gung pna ubyq bgure guvatf, fgnegvat jvgu F

Answers

A solution for the first grid can be found at Answer #178.
An answer to the second grid is at Answer #2.
An order for the third grid is found at Answer #42.
The fourth grid’s solution resides at Answer #170.
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Quintin’s Quandary

Hearing an argument some ways past the sentries, the Fool is stopped by two more 
guards. They’re trying to figure out bewitched coins, left there by a merchant of the 
Pentacles. On the bright side, if the Fool can figure out how to pluck the enchanted gold 
from the air, he can keep the coins.

General Advice

Six coins float above the Fool’s head. Each has a front side and a back side. You can 
select two coins at a time to flip them. When you flip two coins, they show their back 
sides. However, these are magic coins, and once they have flipped, they will also 
exchange their rear faces.

The object of the puzzle is to remove pairs of coins. Swap faces until two matching faces 
appear. Then, click on these two faces, and they will disappear.
Once the matching faces disappear, they move around, so the faces are behind two 
specific coins. You must click on the two coins that hold the same pair of faces to show 
them once again.

If you get it right, the coins will glow white and disappear, and the counter on the left 
(“32 COINS”) will drop by two. Repeat this procedure to remove all the coin faces.
However, if you got it wrong, chances are that the counter on the left will go up by two, 
instead!

Only six different designs are on the coins at any one time.
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Now you see them, now you don’t...



Hints

This puzzle can be quite confounding if you don’t realize the secret. Fortunately, these 
hints are here to help you:

1. When you choose a pair of matching coins, arvgure jvyy fgnl va gur fnzr cbfvgvba. 
That is, both of the matching faces will move so that gurl  ner oruvaq gjb bs gur 
bgure sbhe pbvaf, gur barf lbh qvqa’g pyvpx ba.

2. Gurer ner bayl gjb cbffvoyr cynprf gur zvffvat pbva snprf jvyy tb; rvgure oruvaq 
bar cnve bs gur sbhe pbvaf lbh qvqa’g pyvpx ba, be oruvaq gur bgure cnve. Juvpu 
pbvaf orybat gb juvpu cnvef qrcraqf ba juvpu gjb pbvaf lbh pyvpxrq ba 
vavgvnyyl.

3. Lbh zvtug abg xabj jurer gur zvffvat pbvaf ner, ohg gur Sbby qbrf! Jngpu uvz sbe 
pyhrf ba jurer gur pbvaf raqrq hc.

Answers

A complete explanation of the secret behind the merchant’s magic coins can be found at 
Answer #129.
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...and now you see them again!



Moxley’s Metamorphosis

Finally, the Fool comes upon a crowded marketplace. At last, he can get a new 
knapsack! And maybe some better pointed shoes. However, he soon finds himself 
unscrambling words, as the salesman won’t accept his coins!

General Advice

There are three Metamorphosis puzzles, all in the Kingdom of the Swords. In each, the 
object is to find one or more hidden words in the strip of letters floating above 
everyone’s heads. Each letter in the scrambled word can switch between three different 
possibilities, only one of which is used in the finished word. Clicking on the figures 
below them (except for the Fool) will change the state of two of the letters at once, with 
each figure toggling a different two-letter pair.

In Moxley, the letters in the slots are as follows:
D, E, B ~ I, U, A ~ L, R, F ~ O, G, N ~ I, E, C ~ A, N, S ~ E, T, M

The figures around the Fool, from left to right, switch the letters thusly:
Leftmost: 1st letter, 2nd letter
2nd: 2nd letter, 3rd letter
3rd (to the left of the Fool): 3rd letter, 4th letter
5th (to the right of the Fool): 4th letter, 7th letter
6th: 1st letter, 7th letter
7th: 4th letter, 5th letter
8th: 5th letter, 6th letter
Rightmost: 6th letter, 7th letter
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“Gold? What use is gold, these days?”



Hints

When playing a Metamorphosis, the first thing you should do is figure out what word 
you’re trying to achieve. For Moxley, the word in question ersref gb fvaprevgl, naq 
fgnegf jvgu gur yrggre R.
More generally, when trying to find a word, the following tips are very important:

1. Gur frira yrggref lbh frr jura lbh fgneg ner abg va gur jbeq.
2. Gur yrggref lbh arrq nygreangr gurve cbfvgvba orgjrra fybgf. Fb, vs gur svefg 
fybg’f frpbaq yrggre vf gur bar lbh jnag, gur frpbaq fybg’f pbeerpg yrggre jvyy or 
gur guveq.

The next step is to figure out how to attain the word. In this Metamorphosis, you have a 
figure that alters the 4th and 7th letters, and one that alters the 1st and 7th letters. A 
simple 4-move sequence will let you alter only the 1st and 4th letters:
Pubbfr gur yrsgzbfg svther bapr, gur 2aq svther gjvpr, naq gur 3eq svther bapr. Nyy 
guerr funqbjf ner gb gur yrsg bs gur Sbby.
These three transformations allow you to set the 1st, 4th, and 7th letters to any 
combination, without affecting the state of the other letters.

Your next task is to get the 2nd, 3rd, 5th, and 6th letters into their correct states. Once 
this is done, you can use the two figures immediately to the right of the Fool to toggle 
the state of letters 1, 4, and 7. You’ll probably end up with two of the three letters 
correct, and one wrong.

This is where the 1-4 sequence above comes in. Alternating between this sequence and 
the two figures immediately to the right of the Fool, you can reset the three in-focus 
letters to form your desired word.

Answers

If you just want the word, go to Answer #145. A full, move-by-move solution can be 
found at Answer #198.
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Sabina’s Scramble

As the Fool wanders around in a daze, he comes upon a scrambled monogram— and 
five unfortunates doing without the benefits it provides. Can he break their 
bewitchment, or will his failure be “eaped upon is ead”?

General Advice

Sabina’s Scramble is the first of four Scrambles, scattered through the four Kingdoms. 
You must decipher the picture, which resolves into a large single letter. However, you 
can’t swap individual pieces— you must move blocks of two side-by-side pieces at a 
time. In Sabina, the picture is 4 tiles by 4 tiles, and the block you use to swap is oriented 
horizontally.

Hints

First off, to solve a Scramble, it’s good to have an idea of what 
letter you’re trying to assemble. The text provides a hint— the 
missing letter has vanished from the mystic’s incantation.

Next, you should try to unscramble a 2-tile-wide by 3-tile-tall 
block of the image, in any of the corners. Once it’s there, work 
methodically: complete the rows the 2-by-3 block is part of, in 
order, and finish with the last (full) row.

Answer
The completed monogram can be found at Answer #80.
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tiles in order first.



Jasper Junction

The Fool has come to a crossroads in the Kingdom of the Swords. People are talking 
about owning words left and right! If the fool unscrambles the letters hanging around 
the firedrake statue, he can get in on the action.

General Advice

Jasper Junction, like its three fellows in the other three Kingdoms, is all about 
unscrambling words. Each figure, aside from the Fool, has an affiliated grid of 
scrambled words. Your job is to untangle them.

Grids are either solved one word at a time, or all at once. If the grid is a one-word-at-a-
time grid, clicking on the darkened areas of the grid will have no effect. You must swap 
the letters in the lit area of the grid to make a word; then, that word will lock into place 
and another word will light up, until the grid is solved.

If, on the other hand, a grid is of the all-at-once variety, clicking on the darkened parts 
of the grid will swap between different ‘areas’ of letters. If this is the case, the grid will 
not lock into place until every horizontal or vertical line contains a word.
In Jasper, only the two rightmost grids on the bottom level are of the all-at-once type; 
the rest are one-word-at-a-time grids.

Once a figure’s grid has been solved, the letter floating over his (or her) head will 
change to a three-letter word.
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It’s word central, and the Fool is gathering from the tangle.



Hints

Untangling the grids can be hard. Here are a few tips to help you solve them:

• Keep in mind normal word structure. There aren’t ever more than two vowels in a 
row, or three consonants.

• Words in this Junction almost always start with consonants, and usually end with 
them. There are a few words that this doesn’t apply to, though, so be careful!

• The big secret of Junctions, though, is what happens to the words the Fool picks up. 
Every Junctions puzzle is paired with a Venditions puzzle, where the Fool sells all the 
words he’s gained here. The words of Jasper Junction will appear on the wall of 
Voorst’s Vendition (page 34).
Knowing this, you have two strategies you can use to get an advantage in arranging 
words:

1. Gur yvfg bs tngurerq jbeqf va gur Iraqvgvba vf va nycunorgvpny beqre. Vs gur 
jbeq SBBGVAT vf arkg gb TNENTRF jvgubhg n tnc orgjrra gurz, lbh’yy xabj lbh 
pna’g znxr nal jbeq gung fgnegf jvgu SE, nf na rknzcyr.

2. Ibbefg’f Iraqvgvba vf nobhg znxvat frgf bs 7 jbeqf. Gur guvat gur jbeqf va n frg 
unir va pbzzba vf gung gurl nyy pbagnva gur fnzr guerr-yrggre jbeq. Vs lbh whzc 
bire gb Ibbefg, lbh zvtug or noyr gb frr fbzr jbeqf gung funer n guerr-yrggre jbeq
— gura svaq zber vafgnaprf bs gung guerr-yrggre jbeq va gur Whapgvba’f tevqf.

Answers

The words used in the grids can be found here:
1st Grid, Bottom Row (‘S’): Answer #155.
2nd Grid, Bottom Row (‘C’): Answer #110.
3rd Grid, Bottom Row (‘V’): Answer #61.
4th Grid, Bottom Row (‘T’): Answer #52.
5th Grid, Bottom Row (‘W’): Answer #35.
6th Grid, Bottom Row (‘E’): Answer #197.
7th Grid, Bottom Row (‘A’): Answer #160.
1st Grid, Top Row (‘F’): Answer #143.
2nd Grid, Top Row (‘A’): Answer #31.
3rd Grid, Top Row (‘A’): Answer #48.
4th Grid, Top Row (‘E’): Answer #185.
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Agar’s Auction

Flush with his success in gathering words, the Fool has found some abandoned letters 
and is auctioning them! Can he walk away with a million Swords gold coins, or will the 
customers receive some unexpected bargains?

Auctioneering For Fools

Agar’s Auction is the first, and easiest, of four Auctions held throughout the Four 
Kingdoms. Ten people have lined up to bid on the Fool’s ten letters. Click on a letter to 
choose it. Click on the Fool to advance the bidding. The highest bidder will walk away 
from the auction with a word, formed from a combination of the letter they’ve bought 
and the letters they carry.

The Fool can auction the letters off in many different ways, but only one way will win 
him a maximum of coins: If he follows the pattern of the words he hears spoken around 
him, he will make his fortune. Critically, each bidder has one ‘right’ word, and one or 
more ‘wrong’ words— each word is made by mixing a different letter with the four 
letters a bidder holds in their hand. Only by finding and making the right words will 
the Fool be able to please everyone.

Not everybody is interested in every letter. The lineup of interested bidders will change 
depending on what’s currently up for auction, though only up to five people can bid for 
a letter at any one time. 
The people lining up to the Fool don’t change their bidding habits too much; some 
people are bigger spenders than others, and the Fool must choose the order he sells 
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letters carefully. By pleasing high-rolling bidders first, the Fool can keep them from 
snapping up letters meant for other people.

Once a character has received a letter and formed a word, they will leave the auction, so 
the pool of available bidders will dwindle. The last bidder will get the bargain of the 
day— with no one left to start a bidding war, the Fool will sell his last letter for a mere 
S*1,000. Of course, if more than one letter sells unopposed, the Fool has made a mistake 
in his calculations— he’ll never be able to make S*1,000,000 at those prices!

The Fool will count his earnings once everybody is long gone. If it’s less than 
S*1,000,000, a meeting with RESET or UNDO might be in order. If more, he has made 
his fortune! One of his fortunes, that is.

Hints

The first, and most critical, part of any Auction is figuring out the correct words for 
every bidder. In each Auction, the words follow a certain theme. This Auction’s theme is 
jbeqf gung ner nyfb anzrf. Na rknzcyr (juvpu qbrfa’g nccrne va gur nhpgvba) jbhyq 
or PUHPX.

Once you know what words people want (this can take trial and error, as the way you’ll 
find words is usually by seeing what they do with specific letters), you can watch for 
the letters you sell forming words that match the theme. If you get a correct word, keep 
going, and try to sell another letter that forms another correct word next. If not, UNDO 
and try something else.
If everything works out, you should be left with one letter to sell at bargain prices, and 
exactly S*999,000. You can then sell the final letter for cheap.

Here’s something more specific: Gur svefg yrggre lbh jnag gb fryy vf F, gb gur zna 
jvgu gur srm naq gur ybat orneq. Gur yrggre lbh jnag gb fnir sbe ynfg vf R, fbyq gb 
gur jbzna jvgu gur sna va ure unaq (abg bire ure fubhyqre).

Answers

For a list of what words people want, go to Answer #132.
For a complete list of the order the Fool should make his sales, see Answer #114.
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McGucken’s Metamorphosis

The Fool finds another crowded marketplace, but before he can ask, “I’d like a new hat 
and knapsack,” a butcher confronts him and asks for words the Fool owes him! He’ll 
have to unscramble more than just one word to get out of this one.

General Advice

McGucken is the second of three Metamorphosis puzzles. For instructions on how a 
Metamorphosis works, see Moxley’s Metamorphosis (on page 21).
McGucken is a bit harder than Moxley. Where before, the Fool needed to find only one 
word, now he must produce two— one after the other. Each word has different sets of 
letters, and the same figures will produce different transformations between words.

In McGucken, the letters in the slots are as follows:
M, C, F ~ O, I, E ~ V, I, N ~ R, I, D ~ U, L, C ~ N, K, U ~ S, E, Y (first word)
C, G, M ~ O, A, E ~ T, V, I ~ E, D, R ~ U, L, E ~ U, N, P ~ E, M, S (second word)

For the first word, the figures around the Fool switch the following pairs of letters:
Leftmost: 1st letter, 2nd letter
2nd: 1st letter, 3rd letter
3rd (to the left of the Fool): 1st letter, 4th letter
5th (to the right of the Fool): 1st letter, 5th letter
6th: 1st letter, 6th letter
7th: 1st letter, 7th letter
8th: 2th letter, 6th letter
Rightmost: 3rd letter, 5th letter
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For the second word, the figures change the following pairs:
Leftmost: 3rd letter, 5th letter
2nd: 2nd letter, 6th letter
3rd (to the left of the Fool): 1st letter, 7th letter
5th (to the right of the Fool): 2nd letter, 7th letter
6th: 3rd letter, 7th letter
7th: 4th letter, 7th letter
8th: 5th letter, 7th letter
Rightmost: 6th letter, 7th letter

Hints

The Fool has two words to untangle this time, and they don’t have much in common. 
The first word ersref gb fbzrbar jub vf cvpxl va gurve unovgf, naq fgnegf jvgu S.
The second word vf cyheny, naq vf glcvpnyyl sbhaq va pbaarpgvba jvgu xavtugf naq 
qentbaf.

The strategy you need to use to obtain the first word is to get all the letters but the first 
in order. Then, hfr bar bs gur evtugzbfg gjb svtherf gb punatr na vaare cnve bs 
yrggref, naq hfr nyy gur bgure funqbjf gb punatr gurz onpx. Guvf jvyy punatr gur 
svefg yrggre juvyr yrnivat gur bguref hagbhpurq.

The second word uses the same strategy, but in reverse. Get every letter except the 
seventh correct. Similarly, hfr bar bs gur yrsgzbfg gjb svtherf gb punatr na vaare cnve 
bs yrggref, naq gur bgure funqbjf gb punatr gurz onpx. Guvf jvyy yrg lbh punatr gur 
friragu yrggre nybar.

This strategy will gain you your wanted words.

Answers

If you’re just looking for the words, the first word is at Answer #120 and the second 
word is at Answer #72.
A step-by-step solution for the first word can be found at Answer #76, and the second 
word’s solution resides at Answer #107.
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Horton’s Horizontals

The Fool, leaving the marketplace, comes upon a strange enchantment in a desert area. 
At every turn, people are still hounding him for words! Fortunately, he should be able 
to wring a few from the Bewitchment nearby.

General Advice

Horton’s Horizontals is the first of seven Horizontals puzzles. The puzzle involves 
sliding the eight horizontal strips back and forth to make six words, one at a time. As 
you make words, the letters used will vanish from the strips. Eventually, all that will be 
left behind is a single name.

To switch between strips, use the Up and Down arrow keys. To slide strips, use the Left 
and Right arrows. As you discover words, people will gather. Once all the words are 
found, the Fool will quickly sell them, and keep the name left behind.

In the event you stumble upon the name before all the words are found, the game will 
nudge a random strip in one direction or the other.

Hints

Horizontals are remarkably resistant to some traditional word-forming strategies. 
Instead, your best bet is to analyze adjacent strips to see what combinations of letters 
are possible. As an example: in Horton, a word could start with ‘AB’ or ‘AN’, but two 
vowels in a row are unlikely. In later Horizontals, you’ll sometimes come upon special 
letter combinations, such as ‘QU’, which’ll help this process along.
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“Pinapnut? It’s a relative of applettuce.”



In addition, once you get the first few words, Horizontals slowly get easier. The trick is 
getting started. That’s where the more specific hints come in.

• The Fool squinted at the bewitchment. He thought he could see the name amongst the 
words— vg erzvaqrq uvz bs n onaxre, naq ortna jvgu C.

• The Fool looked at the people gathering up to buy from him. People tended to match 
the word they wanted to buy, and from the looks of it, these people were ebhtu va 
znaaref, qvfqnvashy, fpnel, terra jvgu rail, tvira gb zvfqrzrnabef, naq rira cebar gb 
fgneg svtugf!, going in order.

• With an effort of will, the Fool concentrated, and felt the letters lining up before him. 
He could tell how the six words began and ended! Gur svefg jbeq fgnegrq jvgu N 
naq raqrq jvgu R. Gur frpbaq ortna jvgu P, naq pybfrq jvgu G. Gur guveq jbeq 
bcrarq jvgu S, naq svavfurq jvgu R. Gur sbhegu jbeq bcrarq jvgu W, naq fgbccrq 
jvgu L. Gur svsgu jbeq fgnegrq jvgu H, naq pbzcyrgrq jvgu Y. Gur fvkgu jbeq unq 
I svefg, naq R ynfg.

Answer

The words and the name are found at Answer #17.
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Caine’s Curses

He’s walked more than halfway through the entire Kingdom of the Swords, but every 
so often the Fool still comes upon something new. A ferocious duel, for instance! The 
fighters’ curses are bewitched, but the Fool should be able to unscramble them.

General Advice

Curses puzzles share many traits with Literals. Both have scrambled quotations that 
must be unscrambled, and both use similar solving techniques. However, instead of 
choosing letters in order, solving a Curse involves swapping two different letters back 
and forth. When two letters are swapped, all instances of each letter are replaced by the 
other.

To continue with the example given in Lawley’s Literals, suppose THE FOOL’S HAT 
WAS STOLEN was shown as AEF LHHN’O ESA TSO OAHNFW. If you swapped the 
letter T for the letter A, the quote would now show TEF LHHN’O EST ASO OTHNFW 
(the changed letters have been bolded).

Both fighters have quotations that need to be solved.

Hints

You can check the Lawley’s Literals hints page (page 10) for major tips on how to work 
scrambled-phrase puzzles, but one key thing to remember is that one-letter words are 
always ‘A’ or ‘I’, and three-letter words are often ‘THE’ or ‘AND’.
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Two fools and the Fool.



In addition, Curse puzzles have one special quirk that gives you a starting point. Rirel 
dhbgngvba va rirel  Phefr unf ‘Sbby’ va vg fbzrjurer. Vg’f erpbtavmnoyr ol gur gjb 
zvqqyr yrggref orvat gur fnzr.

If you need something more specific, read on.

Upper Duelist’s Quotation
1. Gur Sbby gubhtug ur pbhyq urne gur jbeq ‘Gnyx’ nf gur zra fubhgrq ng rnpu 

bgure.
2. Ur yvfgrarq uneqre, naq urneq obgu uvf anzr, naq ‘Sbbyvfu’.

Lower Duelist’s Quotation
1. Gur Sbby jnf fher gur jbeq ‘Ynfg’ jnf va gur zvqqyr bs gur pbairefngvba.
2. N ovg zber bs gur jbeqf orpnzr pyrne. Vg jnf ‘Svefg naq ynfg’, abg whfg ‘Ynfg’.

Answers

The top duelist’s phrase is at Answer #135.
The bottom duelist’s speech is at Answer #182.
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Voorst’s Vendition

Passing by a stone structure of some sort, the Fool sees something strange. Words he has 
gathered in his travels are now appearing upon the structure’s wall— and people are 
lining up to buy them. If he chooses what to sell with what, he could make a cool two 
million in the Swords’ gold coins.

General Advice

The Fool has just gotten a golden opportunity to try his hand at Vendition— the sale of 
words to the general public. By selecting seven words, he can form a package deal of 
words for sale; after some possible pushing and shoving, up to three people will come 
forward and offer a bid. Clicking on one of the bidders will accept their offer (note that 
the buyer does not have to be the person who offered the highest bid).
If the set needs improvement, you can click on words in the Fool’s set to remove them, 
then choose new words from the big list. Buyers will make new bids, hopefully higher 
than before.

The key to getting a high price for all the words is this: Successful sets of seven words share 
a common theme. The Fool can divine the nature of the themes if he listens to the chatter 
of the people waiting in line. Each person is looking for something slightly different; 
when the Fool presents a set, they will make an offer based on how many words in the 
set suit their tastes. If only one word in the set is to their liking, the offer will be around 
S*15,000. If every word is a perfect fit, the infatuated buyer may offer S*200,000 or more!

The Fool will need to sell nine successful sets of letters to meet his target of S*2,000,000.
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Hints

• Missing something? Until the wall is completely full, the Fool won’t be able to sell a 
bean. He’ll need the words from Jasper Junction (page 24), as well as all three 
Metamorphoses (pages 21, 28, and 36), to proceed.

• Once you have all the words, the first and most important part of a Vendition is 
knowing what a set’s common theme looks like. There are some hints below— the 
secret is in the Answers section.

1. Qb gur obyqrq jbeqf va gur fgbel grkg unir nalguvat va pbzzba?
2. Fcrpvsvpnyyl, gurl nyy unir pregnva yrggref.
3. Abg bayl gung, ohg gur yrggref ner va gur fnzr beqre.

If that isn’t quite enough, try Answer #33 for a full explanation.

• Once you know how the themes work, try to identify sets of words. Pick out seven, 
and see if you get a high bid. If not, your set’s not quite right. Remove a word that 
doesn’t fit, and pick something that you think might work better.

• If, when a sale is made, there’s someone standing around who didn’t get the package 
deal, they’ll speak a jumble that gives a hint at what they, specifically, desire. You can 
accept a low bid to get hints at what people might want.

• You don’t have to satisfy everybody! This isn’t an Auction. Some people might make 
more than one purchase. Some people might go home empty-handed. No one, 
however, will leave before all the words have been sold.

• The UNDO button will be a great help.
•
• In later Venditions, there may be a few words that fit in several places. If there are 

eight or more words that could fit into a single set, leave that set for later and maybe 
you’ll end up selling one of the extras.

• Yes, ‘FUGALLY’ is a real word. It means ‘fuguelike’.

Answer

An explanation of exactly how to group the words is at Answer #99.
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Massey’s Metamorphosis

A third marketplace; a third Bewitchment; and a third complete lack of anyone selling 
hats. What is this Kingdom coming to? At least the Fool can converse with the market’s 
eccentric clientele while he pulls words out of thin air.

General Advice

Massey is the third Metamorphosis puzzle, and the toughest! The Fool must find three 
different words and deliver them to the foolish denizens of the market.
For directions on how a Metamorphosis works, see Moxley’s Metamorphosis (on page 
21).

The letters in the slots for Massey are as follows:
C, S, F ~ L, M, T ~ R, U, A ~ E, A, D ~ I, E, R ~ S, R, N ~ Y, T, M (first word)
C, A, F ~ U, O, M ~ G, E, R ~ Z, E, A ~ I, C, A ~ L, R, O ~ Y, P, M (second word)
B, C, A ~ M, U, L ~ G, E, A ~ Z, I, A ~ C, R, I ~ S, O, L ~ N, Y, P (third word)

The figures around the Fool switch the following pairs of letters, in the first word:
Leftmost: 1st letter, 3rd letter
2nd: 2nd letter, 4th letter
3rd (to the left of the Fool): 3rd letter, 5th letter
5th (to the right of the Fool): 4th letter, 6th letter
6th: 5th letter, 7th letter
7th: 1st letter, 4th letter
8th: 4th letter, 7th letter
Rightmost: 1st letter, 7th letter
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A Fool, surrounded by jesters, is either more of a fool or less of one.



The second word’s shadows switch these letter pairs:
Leftmost: 1st letter, 4th letter
2nd: 2nd letter, 5th letter
3rd (to the left of the Fool): 3rd letter, 6th letter
5th (to the right of the Fool): 4th letter, 7th letter
6th: 2nd letter, 3rd letter
7th: 4th letter, 5th letter
8th: 6th letter, 7th letter
Rightmost: 1st letter, 7th letter

The final word has these shadows corresponding to these letters:
Leftmost: 1st letter, 5th letter
2nd: 2nd letter, 6th letter
3rd (to the left of the Fool): 3rd letter, 7th letter
5th (to the right of the Fool): 1st letter, 4th letter
6th: 2nd letter, 5th letter
7th: 3rd letter, 6th letter
8th: 4th letter, 7th letter
Rightmost: 3rd letter, 5th letter

Hints

The identity of the words varies wildly. The first word is n lbhat yrneare.
The second word is fbzrguvat gung znl or jnirq ol bar jub vf sberjnearq.
The third word is ubj lbh frr fbzrguvat jura rirelguvat pbzrf gbtrgure.

The first word’s strategy hearkens back to Moxley. The rightmost three shadows affect 
the 1st, 4th, and 7th letters in varying combinations. Hfr gur svefg fvk funqbjf [sebz 
gur yrsgzbfg gb whfg orsber gur wrfgre jvgu gur zbabpyr] gb trg gur frpbaq, guveq, 
fvkgu, naq svsgu yrggref pbeerpg; lbh pna gura hfr gur guerr evtugzbfg funqbjf gb 
punatr gur gjb raq yrggref naq gur zvqqyr yrggref va n pbzovangvba gung jvyy fbyir 
gur jbeq.

The second word is similar— the leftmost, fifth [just to the right of the Fool], and 
rightmost shadows control the 1st, 4th, and 7th letters. Hfr nyy gur funqbjf, rkprcg gur 
yrsgzbfg, svsgu, naq evtugzbfg, gb trg gur frpbaq, guveq, svsgu, naq fvkgu yrggref 
va cynpr. Gura hfr gur guerr funqbjf zragvbarq nobir gb punatr gur gjb raq naq 
zvqqyr yrggref nf lbh arrq.
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The last word is a bit trickier, and the RESET button is your friend if you get stuck.
To start, hfr gur guerr funqbjf gb gur yrsg bs gur Sbby (nf jryy nf gur fvkgu bar, whfg 
gb gur yrsg bs gur wrfgre jvgu gur zbabpyr) gb trg gur fvkgu, frpbaq, svsgu, naq 
guveq yrggref va cynpr, va gung beqre. Once this is done, you can use n pbzovangvba 
bs gur yrsgzbfg, guveq [gur zna jvgu gur gbc ung whfg yrsg bs gur Sbby], naq 
evtugzbfg funqbjf to change the state of the first and seventh letters. Hfvat guvf 
pbzovangvba va pbawhapgvba jvgu gur rvtug naq svsgu funqbjf [gur zna whfg gb 
gur evtug bs gur Sbby naq gur wrfgre jvgu gur chccrg], lbh pna punatr gur svefg, 
sbhegu, naq friragu yrggref nf arrqrq gb svavfu gur jbeq.

Answers

The three words you need can be found at Answer #46, Answer #139, and 
Answer #38.
A step-by-step solution for the first word is at Answer #22.
The solution for the second word is at Answer #146.
The final word’s secret resides in Answer #49.
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Wallop’s Wager

At the penultimate tip of the Kingdom of the Swords, the Fool is met by some of the 
roughest-looking sword-bearers he’s ever seen: pirates! The King of Pirates wants a chat 
with the Fool, but he can meet the King, the Fool finds himself locked in a Tarot battle 
with a fearsome buccaneer— the Hook.

General Advice

Playing Cutthroat Tarot isn’t hard. The three cards on the left and right are the Hook’s 
hand and the Fool’s hand, respectively. The four cards at the bottom are neutral.

The Fool and the Hook take turns. In a turn, the active player swaps one card from their 
own hand with either a card that is in the bottom bar of cards, or a card that is in their 
opponent’s hand! If one player takes a card from the other player’s hand as part of a 
swap, the other player won’t be able to take it back.
Once both players have had a turn, the four cards along the bottom are put back in the 
deck and replaced with four new ones.

The players continue to take turns until one gets a hand that can be scored. The hand’s 
value is then added to that player’s tally, and both the Fool and the Hook put all their 
cards back into the deck and draw new hands. The four cards along the bottom are 
shuffled as well. The object of the game is to score 777 points or more.
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Scoring

There are 19 types of hands in Cutthroat Tarot. 12 of these are Straights, which follow 
the pattern (high card)-(card one below that)-(card one below that). There are also seven 
Triplets, which require specific sets of three cards.

In addition, most of the number cards (‘_____ of Swords’) have Substitutes— cards 
which will serve as stand-ins for the real numbers in Straights. The high card of a 
Straight must be a real number card, however.

Straights score higher than Triplets do, but the Triplets can get you out of a jam. They 
generally do not contain number cards. All the cards that are neither Swords (number 
cards) nor Substitutes are part of at least one triplet; some Substitutes are part of Triplets 
as well.

If you record what scores, you should be able to figure out what is a Substitute for what, 
and several of the Triplets. Once you know this, it’s time to beat back the Hook and win 
a new deck of Tarot cards for the Fool.

A complete rules list and strategy guide for Cutthroat Tarot may be found in the Appendix.
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The Seven Deliveries

In between his adventures, the Fool finds himself aping a delivery boy to slip into the 
mysterious Seventh House. If he can make seven Deliveries— each containing three sets 
of three words each— he’ll be able to unravel a very important secret.

General Advice

In each Delivery, the Fool must make sets of three words from ten letters.
For the initial set of three in each Delivery, the first five letters chosen will make a five-
letter word. However, the last four letters of this word are shared among the other two 
words, which are six and seven letters long. With the exception of these shared four, no 
letter will appear more than once in the resulting words.

As an example, suppose the letters A B C E L M O S T V are available. If you had your 
first word be CABLE, your second and third words would also end in ABLE. With the 
remaining letters (M O S T V), you could make STABLE and then MOVABLE, finishing 
the set.

The second set of each Delivery changes things up a bit— while you still make three 
words of five, six, and seven letters, the first four letters of each word are the same. For 
example, if you had the letters B D E I L O R T V Y, choosing OVERT as your first word 
would result in your other two words starting in OVER as well. In this case, OVERLY 
and OVERBID complete the set.

The third set of each Delivery returns to the pattern started in the first set, with the last 
four letters of each word shared among all three.
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Hints

A good general piece of advice for solving Deliveries is that you don’t always have to 
think of a five-letter word, then see if you can make a six-letter and a seven-letter word. 
Try coming up with six-letter or seven-letter words from the ten-letter pool first, then 
seeing if there’s two words that match it.
Also remember that no word will use the same letter twice— for instance, CLEARLY 
won’t work (duplicate L’s).

Past that point, there are some more specific hints for each Delivery:

First Delivery
The first is znqr bs jbbq. The second bcraf n qbbe. The third vf n gerr.
The fourth pbzrf gbtrgure. The fifth is tbbq gb fgnaq ba. The sixth unf n onq zbbq.
The seventh has terng fgeratgu. The eighth vf rkgerzryl urnil. The ninth fgnaqf gnyy.

Second Delivery
The first jnf bapr ybfg. The second qbqtrf na bofgnpyr. The third unf gurve pne gbjrq.
The fourth is urycshy. The fifth is hfrq gb ubyq ba. The sixth vf tvira sbe serr.
The seventh pna or evqqra va. The eighth oerngurf sver! The ninth unf fvk fvqrf.

Third Delivery
The first vf n thyyl. The second gryyf gnyrf. The third rapunagf fbzrbar.
The fourth erzbirf guvatf. The fifth nvzf gb npuvrir. The sixth is guva yvxr unve.
The seventh unf n ubyr va gur ebbs. The eighth’s sybbeobneqf ner abvfl. The ninth 
arrqf bvyvat.
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Fourth Delivery
The first is fbzrguvat ryfr. The second gheaf n cynag oebja. The third vf n uhagvat png.
The fourth has n fvyire gbathr. The fifth ehaf urnqybat ng guvatf. The sixth is qenja ol 
ubefrf.
The seventh vf na bcra qbbe. The eighth ubyqf n fgbpxcvyr bs sbbq. The ninth is a 
fbirervta angvba.

Fifth Delivery
The first zbirf nobhg gur onyyebbz. The second pngpurf n cnffvat rlr. The third fbba 
snyyf va ybir.
The fourth is ohvyg gb fpnyr, ohg abg gb fvmr. The fifth is erprag. The sixth pbiref 
vgfrys uheevrqyl.
The seventh yvrf orarngu. The eighth zneiryf ng fbzrguvat. The ninth vf n ivpvbhf yvr.

Sixth Delivery
The first is fvzcyr sbbq. The second tbrf jvgu n arrqyr. The third zvfgnxrf n fvta.
The fourth vf n jnqvat oveq. The fifth pbzrf jvgu yvtugavat naq guhaqre. The sixth is n 
cynpr gb chg guvatf.
The seventh srryf tbbq nobhg vgfrys. The eighth jnyxf sbeguevtugyl. The ninth fvgf 
va n jntba.

Seventh Delivery
The first vf n oybg. The second erprvirf ol nal zrnaf. The third is rkgerzryl fher.
The fourth is yvxr n zrng cvr. The fifth cernpurf gb vgf sybpx. The sixth nzhfrf vgfrys.
The seventh vf n snvel gnyr. The eighth is pregnva gb jbex. The ninth is abgrjbegul.

Answers

The First Delivery’s first, second, and third sets are found at Answers #100, #8, and 
#104, respectively.
The Second Delivery’s three sets reside at Answers #205, #54, and #58.
The Third Delivery’s sets are available at Answers #136, #124, and #148.
The Fourth Delivery’s sets, in order, are at Answers #159, #144, and #7.
The words for the Fifth Delivery can be found at Answers #152, #15, and #118.
For the Sixth Delivery’s words, go to Answers #60, #101, and #23.
Finally, if you need the solution for the Seventh Delivery, see Answers #151, #161, 
and #64.
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The First Gateway

With all Seven Deliveries complete, it is time to unlock the First Gateway of the 
Seventh House. Using clues from the Deliveries, the Fool may move a step forward in 
his journey.

General Advice

The key to unlocking the First Gateway is figuring out exactly what to do, and doing it. 
You can use your mouse, or the number keys on your keyboard.
If you get stuck, have a look back through the Seven Deliveries. Maybe something there 
will give you a clue.

Hints

The First Gateway is not easy. Here are some general tips that slowly get more specific.

1. First off— did you notice the blinking green pane on one of the windows? Clicking on 
that is your first step. If you’re using the number keys, each key from ‘1’ to ‘7’ 
corresponds to a different window (left to right, bottom to top)— press the key 
corresponding with the blinking one.
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2. If you go back to the Deliveries, you can see that rirel jvaqbj unf bar bs gurfr 
oyvaxvat terra cnarf. Gur crbcyr fgnevat vagb gur jvaqbj znl unir fbzrguvat bs hfr, 
nf jryy.

3. In particular, gur jvaqbj gung oyvaxf ba gur Friragu Ubhfr fperra unf vgf fgnere 
zhggrevat ‘Svefg?’

4. Gnxr abgr bs jub fnlf ‘Frpbaq’, ‘Guveq’, ‘Sbhegu’, naq fb ba. Obgu gur cnar, naq 
jub fnlf jung, ner qvssrerag sbe rirel tnzr.

5. Gurer frrzf gb or na beqre gb gur crbcyr, gur jvaqbjf, naq gur cnarf.

If you’re using the keyboard, you will need to press the appropriate key bayl jura gur 
pbeerpg cnar vf yvg hc ba gur pheerag jvaqbj. The mouse is easier.

Answers

A complete guide to unlocking the First Gateway is found at Answer #55.

~~~~

We now return you to the Fool’s progress.
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Pringle’s Patchwork

After beating the Hook in Wallop’s Wager, the Fool gets out of there as fast as he can 
before the Hook can Wallop him! Quickly, he sets out for parts unknown in one of the 
Three Ships— however, he sees another scrambled portent during the journey."

General Advice

Pringle is another of four Patchworks, the scrambled daydreams of the Fool. It is solved 
in the same manner as Payne’s Patchwork, and you will be attacked by pirates in the 
same manner— unless you know how to avoid them.
Full details of how a Patchwork works (and how to avoid pirates!) are found at Payne’s 
Patchwork (page 6).

Hint

A tip for this Patchwork: aligning the sunbeams is the key to victory.

Answer

The solution to the scrambled picture is in Answer #74.
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Buckbee’s Bones

The ship has docked. Is the Fool still in the Land? Before he can explore, the first mate of 
the Errant has a message and a map for the Fool— as well as a Name of his very own. 
The Fool must make overlapping words from their halves to hear his full speech... and 
both the words and the warning will prove very important.

General Advice

In Buckbee’s Bones, the goal is to form seventeen four-letter words out of seventeen 
two-letter halves. Each half ends one word, and starts another— when the seventeen 
words are properly complete, they will form a chain, like a longer version of the above 
example. In the example above, the chain goes CHAR - ARID - IDEA and then wraps 
around back to EACH.

Clicking on a half and a slot will move that piece to that slot. If another piece is already 
there, the two will swap positions. The left and right arrow keys will ‘push’ the halves 
left or right in the overall chain without changing what’s connected to what.

The puzzle will be solved when every space in the chain contains a real word.

[continued on next page]
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Hints

Buckbee’s words have a single true chain that will fit them. Here are some tips towards 
finding it:

• Try to find a word that seems to be the only choice for a particular half, then build on 
it from there (swapping out halves when you get stuck). This is the simple way. The 
more complex way is described below.

• Create a list of all the words that you can make with the halves. If you do, you’ll 
discover that fbzr unyirf pna bayl fgneg bar cbffvoyr jbeq, naq bgure unyirf pna 
bayl raq bar jbeq. With this in mind, you can use these as starting points for the 
puzzle.

• The halves BC, NX, TR, naq RK are special. Bayl gjb fcrpvsvp jbeqf pna or znqr 
jvgu gurz: bar jbeq jvgu rnpu unys ortvaavat gur jbeq, naq bar jvgu rnpu unys 
pbzcyrgvat vg. Build off of these halves.

• The halves NZ, RN, YL, naq NC will each bayl ortva bar jbeq (gubhtu gurl raq zber 
guna bar).

• The halves YR naq HE jvyy bayl pbzcyrgr bar jbeq rnpu (gubhtu gurl pna ortva 
zber guna bar jbeq).

• Completely stuck and no idea where to start? Bar bs gur jbeqf vf NCRK.

Answers

For the full chain, go to Answer #62.

A Note About the Map...

The Map that Buckbee gives to the Fool is none other than the fabled Moon’s Map! You 
may view it at any time from ‘Map’ in the bottom bar. Once all the puzzles in the 
Seventh House are complete, the Fool can piece together the map and advance to the 
next step in his journey.

A full rundown on the Map can be found at it its own section, on page 164...
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Radcliff’s Reminiscences

Backing away from the dock and the pirate ship, the Fool finds himself in unfamiliar 
territory. A family is harvesting... weeds? If the Fool cares to memorize the image of the 
herbs before him, he could walk away with something of value.

General Advice

Radcliff, and the other three Reminiscence puzzles throughout the Land, are tests of 
memory. Each shadow of an herb represents a different letter. By trial and error— and 
then, by remembering what herbs correspond to what letters— you can make three-
letter words, for which the onscreen figures will pay you well.

In Radcliff, there are four shadows, representing the letters A, E, P, and T. With these, 
you must make a total of ten three-letter words. There are four herb shadows that 
correspond to the letters. These are randomized when you enter the puzzle.
To start, type in three letters (from the set A, E, P, and T) that you believe both 
correspond to the herbs above and form a word. If you get it right, the word will turn 
blue. If you get it wrong, the incorrect letters will turn gray and vanish. Think before 
you type; you can’t delete letters should you misspell something.

To solve the puzzle, you must turn in a string of words without any mistakes; if the 
price the farmers will pay is high and you flub a word, they might revise their 
estimation of your skills downwards.

Pressing RESET, or leaving the puzzle and returning, will re-randomize which shadows 
correspond to which letters.
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Improving Your Chances

Since Reminiscences strain your memory, the best thing you can do for help with the 
puzzle is to take notes. Note down what words could be made using two or three specific 
letters, and be sure to note down which letters relate to which herbs.

Another tip now that more herbs are appearing is to define herbs in terms of how they 
are similar or different; so, “E is like O in that they’re both scraggly”, or “M and N both 
have sharp leaves”. With fewer options to choose from, your memory will find it easier 
to identify the herbs.

If you can’t tell two herbs apart at all, use RESET until you get a set where you can 
differentiate between all four kinds of herbs. Good luck!

Answer

A list of all ten words is at Answer #140.
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Norfolk’s Knowledge

Further on into the Kingdom of the Wands, the Fool meets some wandering animals, 
and a man not much fatter than the nearby scarecrow! A quick few questions reveal a 
surprising change in the Kingdom— as well as a cryptic piece of advice written in the 
leaves overhead.

General Advice

As in Needham’s Knowledge (explained on page 15), the Fool must compile a hidden 
phrase by assembling sentence fragments from the leaves at the top of the screen, in a 
specific order.

The leaves yield the following fragments:

• AP, attached to the left side of the sentence
• BLE, attached to left side
• IRS, attached to right side
• ITA, attached to left side
• NPA, attached to right side
• PEA, attached to right side
• ROF, attached to left side
• RSI, attached to right side
• UNP, attached to left side

Which leaf gives up which fragment varies from game to game.
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Hints

Like in Needham, the key to solving the problem is to note what sentence piece belongs 
in the center, and build the phrase out from around it. The leaf to choose first is gur yrns 
jvgu gur sentzrag NC. From there, build to the left and right of it.

The leaves you will be choosing last unir gur yrggref HAC naq VEF.

Answer

An order in which to press the leaves is found at Answer #190.
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Gliston’s Gridlock

As the Fool proceeds through the Kingdom of the Wands, he comes upon the kingdom’s 
Castle; once again, four sentries are standing guard. Once again, they’ve mistaken him 
for a Master of Wordage— if the Fool can mesh words together like he did before, the 
guards will gladly buy them.

General Advice

This is the second of the Land’s four Gridlock puzzles, which are explained in detail in 
the page for Garrison’s Gridlock (page 17). The object is to arrange the letters to make 
four words across and four words down, for each guard’s 16-letter grid.

A few things have changed since Garrison. The pattern of the small and large areas in 
each grid has changed; and, from left to right, the sentries of the Wands will pay you 
W*125, W*150, W*175, and W*200 for each word they can see in their grid. You can use 
this to assess each square’s current worth.

Hints

The pattern in the kingdom of the Swords’ word squares holds true in this one, with gur 
hccre-yrsg yrggre va rnpu fdhner orvat n J, sbe Jnaqf.

There are also specific hints for each grid on the next page.
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Each hint refers to the topmost horizontal word of a grid.

First Grid
Jurer yvsr ortvaf, fgnegvat jvgu J

Second Grid
N ybat vgrz, frra sebz gur fvqr (fgnegvat jvgu J)

Third Grid
N lryybj, fgvatvat vafrpg, fgnegvat jvgu J

Fourth Grid
N fznyy oveq jub ybirf gb fvat, fgnegvat jvgu J

Answers

The first grid’s solution is at Answer #211.
The second grid’s answer can be found in Answer #141.
The third grid has an answer at Answer #117.
The fourth grid’s solution resides in Answer #6.
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Yapp’s Yearning

Further on into the Kingdom of the Wands, the Fool finds a field full of nothing but 
letters! This is another of the Herbs, Alphabeech. If the Fool helps the farmer in his 
harvest, he should be able to make some words to trade for gold.

General Advice

Yapp’s Yearning is a puzzle in two parts. The first part involves harvesting all the letters 
using the mouse or keyboard.
The second part is the meat of the puzzle. With the gathered letters, the Fool must sell 
three words to the farmer— however, they must be the right three words.

The Harvest

As the Fool harvests letters, they appear, in miniature, over his head. However, one 
mistake can ruin the gathering; if he messes up, the Fool have to start over.
The harvest isn’t hard— if you can pick only one variety at a time (and in time), you 
should have no trouble. The real puzzle comes in making words with the letters.

Making Words

Once the field is bare of Alphabeech, the next step is to form it into three 6-letter words 
to sell. Clicking on the letters above the Fool’s head will transpose them into the field, 
moving from left to right and bottom to top. If you click on one of the letters in the field, 
your entries will be undone to that point.
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When you make a word, the farmer will give a pithy description of what it represents 
(and offer you a certain sum of Wands gold coins). If you offer him gibberish, he will 
reply, “Not interested.” If the three correct words have been entered, the puzzle will 
conclude.

Hints

There’s only one key to harvesting letters with the mouse: as you touch the different 
letters, qba’g gbhpu yrggref gung nera’g gur fnzr nf gur pheerag yrggre hagvy lbh’ir 
uneirfgrq rirel bar bs lbhe pheerag tylcuf. 
The keyboard has its own quirks. To gather letters, just type! Be sure to pick all of one 
letter before moving on to the next. There is another catch, though: when you’ve 
harvested all of one letter, lbh unir gb dhvpxyl fgneg jvgu nabgure be nyy gur yrggref 
jvyy erghea gb gur tebhaq.

As for making words, the trick is which three words to choose. Here are some tips:

• Notably, ‘A’ is your only vowel. There are only a few dozen words that can be made 
with these letters.

• Each of the words shares a pattern (which is related to the colors of the letters in the 
columns).

• The words all share a theme, as well. The Fool’s musings will give you a hint as to 
what it is.

• Specifically, all of the words ersre gb guvatf gung ner rqvoyr...

• ...which fgneg jvgu O, C, naq P...

• ...and all of the words unir bayl N’f va gur benatr pbyhzaf.

Answers

For the three words, go to Answer #216.
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Hayden’s Horizontals

If it looks like hay and it smells terribly unlike hay, then it must be... Rottentail! If the 
Fool holds his nose and works the Bewitchment overhead, people will queue to buy 
from him nonetheless.

General Advice

Hayden is the second of the game’s seven Horizontals puzzles (fully described in 
Horton’s Horizontals on page 30). The Fool must once again slide the strips back and 
forth to make six words, with a name left over. Aside from the new set of letters, the 
puzzle is hardly different from its predecessor.

Hints

• The Fool stared at the Bewitchment. If he concentrated, he could see a snatch of the 
name within it; vg ortna jvgu gur yrggre V, naq fbhaqrq fyvtugyl penpxre-l.

• The Fool glanced at the people queueing to purchase the words. If the people were 
anything like the words in the Bewitchment, then, in order, they were n tengvat 
ahvfnapr, hanoyr gb trg n jbeq va, va qnatre, zragnyyl senlrq, ubyqvat n cbfvgvba 
bs nhgubevgl, naq trarenyyl vzcebonoyr.

• As he stared, the Fool forgot to hold his nose, and got a breath of Rottentail full-on. 
His head started to swim, and the words of the Bewitchment appeared before him. 
Gur svefg jbeq ortna jvgu N naq raqrq jvgu T. Gur frpbaq jbeq obgu ortna naq 
raqrq jvgu R. Gur guveq jbeq unq W svefg, naq L ynfg. Gur sbhegu jbeq bcrarq 
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jvgu A, naq pybfrq jvgu P. Gur svsgu jbeq fgnegrq jvgu B naq raqrq jvgu Y. 
Svanyyl, gur fvkgu jbeq unq H ng vgf fgneg, naq L ng vgf raq.

Answers

For the six words and the name, go to Answer #186.
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Roderick’s Reminiscences

Walking along the country roads of the Kingdom of the Wands, the Fool meets a lawyer 
on horseback as some rabbits run beside him. The lawyer is willing to part with some 
legal advice for free— but if the Fool can find words in the Herbs lining the path, the 
lawyer might part with some gold as well.

General Advice

Roderick is the second of four Reminiscences (the first of which is Radcliff’s 
Reminiscences, explained on page 49). As before, the Fool must spell words by 
matching herbs to letters.
However, Roderick is a bit harder. There are five herb-shapes this time, corresponding 
to the letters I, L, O, P, and T. The Fool must also find 15 words instead of 10.

A Reminder: The Best Way to Improve Your Memory...

...is to write things down! Draw sketches if you feel you need to, for an easy way to 
solve the puzzle— or go it unaided and put your mind to the test. If you choose the 
hard way, you can remember herbs by how they compare to their fellows.

Answers

A list of all 15 words is found at Answer #28.
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Vibbard’s Vendition

Once again, the Fool sees words appearing before him on a wall— words he himself has 
recovered. This time, the wall is wooden and the clientele are pickier. They’ll pay bigger 
sums... and the Fool might even meet someone unexpected at the sale’s end.

General Advice

The Fool is tasked with selling sets of seven words to distinguished customers again, 
just like in Voorst’s Vendition (found, along with complete rules for Venditions, on 
page 34). Several things have changed, however.

First of all, the Fool’s monetary target has gone up. He now seeks to make 4 million 
Wands gold coins. Fortunately, the amounts people will pay him has gone up as well, 
ranging from W*20,000 for an uninteresting set, to over W*450,000 if the Fool’s 
compiled something that takes a customer’s fancy. The way sets are constructed has 
changed, as well: there is still a theme regarding groups of seven words, but it is more 
complicated, and easier to misinterpret.

Hints

• First off, a quick reminder: The Fool’s pockets will stay empty until he has gathered 
fifty-five words from Jost Junction (page 66).

• Next, your task is to find the theme of this Vendition. The story gives you a suggestion 
of it, but here are some hints:

1. Gur gurzr vf nyzbfg gur fnzr nf va Ibbefg’f Iraqvgvba.
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2. Ubjrire, gurer ner gjvpr nf znal pngrtbevrf guvf gvzr nebhaq, naq rnpu 
pngrtbel ubyqf srjre jbeqf.

3. Gurersber, rnpu crefba jnagf n zvk bs ybat jbeqf sebz gjb qvssrerag 
pngrtbevrf.

4. Gur xrl vf gb ybbx sbe jurer gjb pngrtbevrf bireync.

If that still doesn’t make sense, look to Answer #163 for the secret.

• Once you know what to look for, try to find frgf bs sbhe jbeqf, naq ubj gurl shfr gb 
znxr tebhcf bs frira. If a potential set unf sbhe jbeqf gung orybat gb vg, it is genuine.

• As before, some packages of words may have multiple bidders show up. This isn’t 
necessarily a bad thing— but if the wall is empty and the Fool is under quota, rewind 
back to the sets with multiple bidders and check if there aren’t different words or 
combinations you could use.

• Always: don’t forget you can UNDO!

Answer

An explanation of how to group the words is at Answer #20.
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Lommis’s Literals

The Fool stumbles upon some unexpected acquaintances in the Kingdom of the Wands: 
a bunch of boys he met on his Errand, who were remonstrating with a vendor about 
some rotten yams. The brothers started to make the best of their situation— but now it’s 
taken a turn for the worse. What happened?

General Advice

The Fool must once again decipher a bunch of scrambled quotations by choosing their 
letters in order! As in Lommis’ Literals (on page 10, along with complete Literals rules), 
clicking on the onscreen letters in the correct order will list the unscrambled quotation.

This time, there are 6 speeches to unscramble.

Hints

The (former) farmers are talking about one specific thing: jung unccrarq fvapr gurl jrag 
vagb (naq bhg bs) gur nyr ohfvarff.

Each sentence in Lommis also has its own pair of hints. Moving from left to right:

First Sentence
1. Gur Sbby jnf fher ur urneq gur jbeq ‘cneragf’.
2. Jura ur pbapragengrq, ur nyfb urneq gurz gnyxvat nobhg... guerr bs fbzrguvat.
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Second Sentence
1. Jrer gurl gnyxvat nobhg fbzr fbeg bs Xvat?, gur Sbby jbaqrerq.
2. Gur Sbby ernyvmrq gung ‘jbhyq’ naq ‘pbhyq’ jrer sbhaq arne gur fgneg naq raq bs 

gur dhbgr.

Third Sentence
1. ‘Onq Lnz’. Na vpbavp cuenfr, naq abj gur Sbby urneq bar bs gur oebguref hfr vg 

va uvf fcrrpu.
2. Gur Sbby svtherq vg bhg! Gurl jrer gnyxvat nobhg gurve cynpr bs ohfvarff, jurer 

gurl unq znqr gurve nyr.

Fourth Sentence
1. Ureof jrer obgu bzavcerfrag naq hovdhvgbhf npebff gur Xvatqbz bs gur Jnaqf. Bar 

unq rira sbhaq vgf jnl vagb gur oebgure’f fcrrpu!
2. Gur Sbby yvfgrarq pybfryl. Gur jbeq ‘erpvcr’ pnzr gb uvf nggragvba.

Fifth Sentence
1. Zbivat n ovg pybfre, gur Sbby urneq “N Xvat’f...” naq gura fbzrguvat ortvaavat 

jvgu E.
2. Nf gur oebguref pbagvahrq punggvat, gurl vafvfgrq gurl ‘jbhyq abg’ qb fbzrguvat.

Sixth Sentence
1. Gur oebguref jrer onpx gb gnyxvat nobhg lnzf, vg frrzrq.
2. Gur Sbby gevrq n fjvt bs gur nyr; vg vzcebirq uvf urnevat n ovg, naq ur pnhtug, 

“V qba’g...”

Answers

The first sentence resides at Answer #169.
The second sentence can be found at Answer #192.
The third sentence is at Answer #89.
The fourth sentence is resolved at Answer #57.
The fifth sentence is available at Answer #81.
The sixth sentence is revealed at Answer #47.
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Cutting’s Curses

A Fool is not immune to curiosity. Traveling along the Kingdom road, the Fool is 
attracted by the sounds of an argument. It turns out to be two angry farmers, each 
claiming the other planted on their property! The Fool can at least give them a pause 
from the quarrel, if he can unscramble their curses.

General Advice

Cutting is the second of the game’s four Curses puzzles. As in Caine’s Curses (page 32), 
swapping letters will slowly unscramble the two insults being tossed back and forth by 
the arguers. Clicking on letters or typing them will trade what is in the two letters’ 
places.

Hints

Don’t forget— the key to starting Curses puzzles is that rirel Phefr pbagnvaf gur jbeq 
‘Sbby’. Past that, there are specific hints for each farmer:

Left Farmer
1. Gur Sbby pbhyq urne ‘or’ naq ‘ol’ va gur snezre’f nethzrag.
2. Jvgu n ovg zber rssbeg, ur urneq ‘gura’, naq gung gur ybatrfg jbeq fgnegrq jvgu P.

Right Farmer
1. Gur fznyy jbeqf jrer gur xrl, gur Sbby gubhtug. ‘N’, ‘va’, ‘vf’, ‘bs’...
2. Gur Sbby’f rnef fhqqrayl crexrq hc. Ur unq urneq gur snezre zragvba n Sbeghar!
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Two who have overgrown their welcome.



Answers

The left farmer’s speech is at Answer #112.
The right farmer’s rebuttal is in Answer #199.
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The other farmer, meanwhile, has stooped to calling his rival an ogre.



Jost Junction

The Fool finds no further fallow fields, but does discover a vineyard! Like the brothers, 
the winemakers have been put out of business by the advent of Herbs. As such, the 
winemakers have chosen to enjoy their vintage themselves, in celebration of the harvest. 
Between the grapes, though, the Fool can see scrambled letters, ripe for the picking.

General Advice

Jost Junction lets the Fool gather letters within the Kingdom of the Wands. It works just 
like its predecessor, Jasper Junction— swap letters within sections in order to make 
seven-letter words. Oddly, the words here are arranged more regularly than Jasper. 
Every grid contains exactly five words, all laid out in varying gridlike patterns. Perhaps 
it’s an influence of the way the vines are planted.

The four leftmost grids (A, D, O, G) are all all-at-once grids. The others require their 
words to be completed in order. General hints for Junctions can be found at the page for 
Jasper Junction (page 24).

Jost Junction is linked with Vibbard’s Vendition (page 60), and the words found herein 
will be sold there. This may provide some help on making words, in a very similar way 
to Voorst’s Vendition— though the patterns to Vibbard’s Vendition are a bit more 
complex, and may be harder to uncover.
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Rows of grapes and rows of words. Sadly, the grapes are better-tended.



Hints

It’s worth mentioning that there are a few possible missteps in the puzzle as well. If you 
are stuck with the words VASBEZF or JUVZCRE, be aware that they are not correct.

Answers

If all else fails, the words used in the grids can be found here:
1st Grid, Bottom Line (‘D’): Answer #16.
2nd Grid, Bottom Line (‘O’): Answer #193.
3rd Grid, Bottom Line (‘G’): Answer #138.
1st Grid, Middle Line (‘A’): Answer #131.
2nd Grid, Middle Line (‘R’): Answer #214.
3rd Grid, Middle Line (‘I’): Answer #29.
4th Grid, Middle Line (‘S’): Answer #59.
5th Grid, Middle Line (‘E’): Answer #92.
6th Grid, Middle Line (‘R’): Answer #90.
1st Grid, Top Line (‘I’): Answer #75.
2nd Grid, Top Line (‘F’): Answer #83.
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Rymore’s Reminiscences

The Fool continues until he finds a farmwoman selling Herbs. As hens scratch around 
his feet, he can hear her list off the advantages— and drawbacks— of each of her crops. 
Though he won’t buy from her, the woman will buy from the Fool, once she sees the 
words he’s pulled from the ground.

General Advice

Rymore is the third of the brain-straining Reminiscence puzzles, where the Fool must 
match herb-shadows to letters in order to spell out three-letter words. Full rules for 
Reminiscences remain on Radcliff’s Reminiscences (page 49). 
In this puzzle, the quantity of Wordage the Fool must make has again gone up, to 
twenty unique words. The number of Herbs to remember has gone up as well! Now, 
there are six different Herbs, standing for the letters E, H, M, N, O, and W.

Right Now, More than Ever...

...the best way to augment your memory is to write down what you see. Your short-
term memory can probably hold around five to nine items, making remembering the 
herbs a risky proposition. While you can certainly try and focus on what the herbs look 
like, noting something down, even a quick note, will calm you with the knowledge that 
you have a ‘safety net’ to catch you if you forget. Good luck.

Answers

A list of all 20 words is at Answer #105.
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Some Herbs must be dug from the ground.



Argyle’s Auction

The road slowly shifts from dirt to gravel to stone. The Fool is nearing a small town. As 
he enters the town square, he discovers some discarded letters lying around— about 
twice as many as the time he found a bushel of them sitting on the ground in the 
Kingdom of the Swords. 
The Fool is not one to let opportunity pass by. He’ll gladly auction the letters off once 
again, even if the ten people lined up are pickier when it comes to high bids.

General Advice

The Fool has another opportunity to sell off letters and make words, just like in Agar’s 
Auction (page 26). However, things have changed this time around, in a big way. Now, 
every person wants to make two words! Each pair of words are related in a specific way.

The auction plays out as before. The Fool presents a letter, and the others bid on it. 
However, a successful bidder stays in the auction until he or she has bought two letters. 
Then, and only then, the person will leave. This sounds simple, but it means trouble. 
More people hanging around means there’ll be more competition for some letters.

As long as the Fool can sell the correct letters to the correct people, he’ll be able to earn 
his money— but it’s just gotten harder. And 3,000,000 Wands gold coins won’t make 
themselves...
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The people lining up to buy words are as different as NIGHT and DAY.



Auctioneering With Multiple Words

• It’s worthwhile to play through the Auction once first and see if you can discern what 
words people want. Keep a list of these, and what letters they’ll need for their words.

• Keep the Fool’s observations in mind— serve the man with the top hat first!

• For the first eight customers, you should adopt a strategy of trying to complete both 
of that customer’s words, one after the other. For the last two, you’ll have to switch to 
a more adversarial strategy.

• The order you sell letters within a set is now very important. The reason for this is 
that different people will line up for different letters. Selling two letters in one order 
could result in a different lineup than if you used the other order, because different 
people could be caught offscreen, unable to bid.
This is important because some people, with more to spend, can block the words you 
want from being made. There’s two ways to deal with them: satisfy their desires first
— or keep them offscreen where they can’t bid against the people you want to sell to.

Note that this stops mattering once five customers have left with their words. Then, 
everyone can fit onscreen at the same time.

• The theme of the auction, as evinced in the people’s conversation, is bccbfvgrf. Rnpu 
crefba unf n cnve bs bccbfvgr jbeqf. Na rknzcyr jbhyq or GVTUG naq YBBFR.

• If you have sold the correct words to everybody, but are still falling short, rewind to 
the last two buyers. If only one person wants to buy a letter, they’ll get it for a bargain 
price. If both want the same letter, though, they’ll most likely get into a bidding war. 
Use this to your advantage.

Answers

A list of the words people desire is at Answer #19.
The complete order in which the Fool should sell his letters is in Answer #79.
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Snodgrass’s Scramble

The Fool continues on past the outskirts of the town to discover two groups of people in 
a forest: an artist, making a strange sketch... and an argument, between the Prince and 
another. If he wants, the Fool can help the artist out by unscrambling the monogram for 
him.

General Advice

Snodgrass’s Scramble is almost like Sabina’s Scramble, on page 23. The Fool still has to 
make the 4-by-4 monogram whole, but one thing has changed: Instead of shuffling two 
side-by-side blocks around at once, the Fool must now move two blocks which are on 
top of each other.

Hints

This necessitates a slight change in strategy. Once you’ve read 
the text and you know what letter you’re trying to unscramble, 
then instead of making a 2-by-3 block with the correct tiles, try 
to start with a 3-by-2 block instead (see diagram). From there, 
work from left to right to unscramble the picture.

If you get stuck on the final column, try to make a 1-by-2 block.

Answers

If you want to see the finished image, go to Answer #3.
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Ssist the dventurous vatar in ccurately nagramming the nswer.

Work first on ordering 
the blue tiles.



Ingram’s Inventory

The Fool is almost three-quarters through the Kingdom of the Wands. In passing, he 
comes upon a near-bankrupt shop. The owner used to sell heraldry: shields with crests 
and familial mottos. That was before Wordage put him out of business. He is, however, 
willing to chat with the Fool if he’ll help sort out the leftover stock.

General Advice

In Ingram’s Inventory, the Fool must swap shields until every column reads a number 
from 1 through 10, in order from left to right. Each shield design has a numbered value, 
from -6 to 9. The sum of the four shields in a column is shown below.
Clicking on two shields swaps them. Clicking on two sums swaps the entire columns.

Once every column reads its proper amount, there’s another wrinkle to contend with: 
duplicates! No column may contain duplicate shields, and once all the columns are in 
order, if there are any duplicates the game will call you on them. It’s up to you to fix the 
mixup by doing further swaps of the shields.
When all ten columns are complete, without duplication, the Fool will receive some 
important advice.

Strategy

There’s several steps to solving an Inventory. The first is to fix all the columns’ values 
within the requested range. If a column’s value is below 1, swap a low-valued shield 
from that column with a high-value one in a column whose value is above (or close to) 
10. Repeat this until every column has a value that is in range.
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Sadly for the owner, the Fool doesn’t want to purchase any heraldry— only order it.



The next step is to get the columns showing 1 through 10. Chances are, some columns 
will show the same values as others. Try to arrange the stacks so that one-of-a-kind 
columns are in their final places. Then, swap similar values in columns to try and get 
them to the sums that are missing.

Your final task will be to remove duplicate shields from any columns that have them. 
There is a simple way to do this:
Once the columns are ordered from 1-10, left to right, start by choosing one column that 
has a pair of duplicate values. Suppose one such value is a 1. Next, scan to the left and 
right, looking for a number that matches the following pattern:

(duplicate shield’s value) – (number of columns the new shield is to the left)
or (duplicate shield’s value) + (number of columns the new shield is to the right)

Swap with this number. This will exchange both columns’ sums, after which they may 
be reordered. If no such number exists, make a random swap and sort it out from there.
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If you swap the 7 and the 9, the two columns will sum to 7 and 4, the missing values.

The -1 and 1 can be swapped because -1 is two columns to the left of 1, so (1 - 2 = -1). 



Wentworth’s Wager

The Fool has left the forest, but he’s not out of the woods yet! The Kingdom road winds 
through a fancy estate, and the Fool gets sucked into a Tarot game with an enigmatic 
figure known as the Heiress. He’s been avoiding eating any Herbs on his journey, but 
now the Fool must learn their properties— quick— if he’s to have any hope of winning.

General Advice

Remedial Tarot is an easy game to learn to play. The object of the game is to make 888 
points. The twelve cards along the bottom, which will hereafter be referred to as ‘the 
Slide’, contain cards that can be picked up by either player.

The Slide extends offscreen in both directions. Herb cards and regular Tarot cards 
alternate in it, and when a card is drawn from the Slide into someone’s hand, it is 
replaced by another of the same type.

The Fool and the Heiress take turns. On the Fool’s turn, you can move the Slide up to 4 
spaces to the right. Then, you choose a card to put into one of the two slots to the right 
of the Fool. The catch is, you can only put one of the two cards directly under a slot into 
that slot; this is why moving the Slide is important.
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The Fool gets schooled— at Tarot.



On the Heiress’s turn, things play out much the same— except, the Heiress may move 
the Slide up to 4 cards to the left, instead. This continues until one of the two players 
has a valid two-card hand, a Couplet. The person with the Couplet adds it to his or her 
score. Both players’ hands are cleared (though the Slide doesn’t change) and 
play continues.

Scoring

A Couplet is a specific two-card combination. There are a total of 54 Couplets in 
Remedial Tarot, divided into three types: Boons, Balms, and Banes.

The thing that decides the Couplet type is how many Herb cards are in the Couplet. A 
Boon has an Herb and a normal Tarot card. A Balm has two Herb cards. Finally, a Bane 
has two Tarot cards, without Herbs. Boons score the highest, and Banes the lowest.

Keeping a list of the couplets the players have made will be a key step in figuring out 
Remedial Tarot, but there’s a great deal of strategy involved as well. Mastering the Slide 
and mastering Remedial Tarot are one and the same. Good luck.

A complete set of rules and strategy guide for Remedial Tarot can be found in the Appendix.
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Riason’s Reminiscences

His head spinning from the Tarot game, the Fool leaves the estate and finds more fields. 
One last crop of words appears in the Herbs before him. Three folk of dubious character 
will buy the words from him, but what is that stuff they’re drinking? And why is the 
Angel of Temperance getting involved?

General Advice

Roderick is the last of the four Reminiscences (in the pattern of Radcliff’s 
Reminiscences, on page 49). The Fool must, for the final time, match Herbs to letters, 
and spell words. However, this is his toughest challenge yet! There are seven different 
letters to remember (B, D, E, G, N, R, and U), and the Fool must sell 25 Words. Is your 
memory up to the task?

You Probably Know This Already, But...

If you do get stuck, give your brain a hand: write down anything you’re having trouble 
grasping. From shapes of herbs, to what words have come before— if you need to use it, 
let pencil and paper be your guide.
(If you are foolhardy enough to go without, try noting what features of the herbs are 
similar and different between plants... and good luck, ‘cause you’re gonna need it.)

Answers

All 25 words are listed in Answer #1.
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Some Herbs are picked just before they flower.



Handel’s Horizontals

At the furthest point of the Kingdom of the Wands, the Fool has one last task to 
undertake. Pulling words from the Bewitchment and tossing them to the waiting crowd, 
the Fool will receive a last bag of Wands gold before he exits the Kingdom at full speed.

General Advice

Handel is the third of the seven Horizontals puzzles (full rules for Horizontals are 
found on page 30, Horton’s Horizontals). Unlike the previous two, this one has upped 
the ante! The Fool must now form six ten-letter words, and will receive a name 
in recompense.!

Hints

• The Fool stared at the fields behind the Bewitchment. He thought he could see the 
name... vg ortna jvgu na E, naq erzvaqrq uvz bs n punenpgre va n cynl.

• The Fool switched his gaze, examining the people who were queueing for words. 
Matching the buyers to the words in the Bewitchment, the people were (in order) 
fvqrjnlf, tvira gb synfurf bs vagryyrpg, vaqrogrq fbpvnyyl, cvpxl, anhfrbhf, naq gur 
fhowrpg bs znal ehzbef.

• While he was working the Bewitchment, the Fool’s gaze slipped and he gazed straight 
at the setting sun. As brilliantly colored spots danced before him, he started to 
understand what letters matched to what at both ends of the words! Gur svefg jbeq 
fgnegrq jvgu U naq svavfurq jvgu Y. Gur frpbaq jbeq ortna jvgu V naq raqrq Y. Gur 
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“A remarkable new tool for learning, an Insticlass! It goes well with Chalkpaper.”



guveq jbeq bcrarq jvgu B naq pybfrq jvgu A. Gur sbhegu jbeq unq C ng vgf fgneg, 
naq E ng vgf raq. Gur svsgu jbeq unq D svefg, naq F ynfg. Gur fvkgu naq ynfg jbeq 
obgu fgnegrq naq svavfurq jvgu F.

Answers

A list of the six words (as well as the name) reside at Answer #180.
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The Seven Hexes

Continuing the saga of the Fool and the Seventh House, the two thugs have dumped 
the Fool outside the edifice and trundled away. Seven times, he is accosted by a person 
who desires eight words. All the Fool has to do is pluck them from the grid he sees 
before him, and he will receive more than coins for his effort.

General Advice

In each Hex, the Fool must use all the letters of the grid to make eight four-letter words. 
There are two things to remember, however:

• The letters in the word must be adjacent to each other in any of the six directions in 
the grid (this is why it’s called a Hex).

• There are more than eight possible words in the grid. The requesting figure will accept 
somewhere between 11 and 19 different words, depending on what possibilities lurk 
in the grid. However, only the eight correct words will use all the letters of the Hex.

Clicking on a letter will remove it from the grid, as well as highlighting all the letters 
that are next to it. You must click on one of those letters next; it will also disappear from 
the grid. The letters you remove will appear over the Fool’s head.

Once you have gathered four letters, one of two things will happen. If the letters spell a 
word the requester is interested in, he (or she) will pay the Fool. If (s)he’s not interested, 
or the letters don’t spell anything, they will reappear in the grid.
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Tossed out of the House? There’s still words to be sold.



Once all eight words are made, the puzzle is solved. Once all seven Hexes are solved, 
the Second Gateway will be made open for you.

Hints

There are several different classes of tips that can help with Hexes.

• The requesting figure will only buy one copy of each word, and will refuse any 
duplicates. Likewise, the buyer will also refuse any word that isn’t fit for polite 
company.

• The corners are a good place to start. Try to figure out what words could incorporate 
the corner letters. Then, make those words and try to see what else pops out at you.
If you see rare letters like Q, X, J, K, or Z, those could also be good starting locations.

• Remember that words can run in any direction— even backwards.

• Appearances can be deceptive. The word in the top left of the Hex is usually not one 
you will be selling... though there is one exception.

• Most of the Hexes typically have one or two words which act as ‘keystone words’. 
Making that word will leave the Hex such that several other letters can only be made 
into one or two specific words. Once those are gone, the remaining grid can be much 
easier to figure out.
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If the Fool picks the L, he’ll make a word. If he doesn’t, he’ll make gibberish.



If you need more help, here are some specific hints.

First Hex
1. Gur svefg jbeq lbh cvpx fubhyq or GRFG. Hfr gur G va gur gbc ebj.
2. Bapr lbh unir sbhaq guerr zber jbeqf, pubbfr QRRQ. Vgf svefg naq ynfg yrggref 

qb abg gbhpu.

Second Hex
1. Qvivqr gur Urk vagb gjb cnegf: Gur yrsg cneg fubhyq pbagnva svir qvntbany 

pbyhzaf. Gur evtug cneg fubhyq pbagnva guerr. Jbeqf hfr yrggref sebz rvgure bar 
cneg be gur bgure, ohg abg obgu.

2. Va gur yrsg cneg, gur jbeq gb fgneg guvatf bss vf SBVY.

Third Hex
1. Gur jbeq gb fgneg lbh bss vf NDHN (rvgure jnl jvyy jbex).
2. Nabgure jbeq gung vf va gur Urk vf MRGN, fgnegvat va gur obggbz evtug pbeare.

Fourth Hex
1. Fgneg bss jvgu ABHA naq ABAR.
2. Gur jbeq TBAR unf nyy bs vgf yrggref arkg gb rnpu bgure.

Fifth Hex
1. Fgneg jvgu gur jbeq YNIN, tbvat sebz gur evtugzbfg Y ba gur obggbz ebj, va n 
fgenvtug yvar hc gb gur frpbaq N ba gur gbc ebj. Vs lbh'ir qbar guvf evtug, lbh'yy 
qvivqr gur tevq vagb gjb qvfpbaarpgrq cnegf.
2. Ba gur yrsg fvqr, znxr JNYY jvgu gur gjb Y'f ba gur frpbaq ebj.

Sixth Hex
1. Qvivqr gur Urk vagb gjb cnegf, yrsg naq evtug. Rnpu cneg pbagnvaf sbhe 

pbyhzaf. Jbeqf gnxr yrggref sebz bar cneg be gur bgure— ohg abg obgu.
2. Ba gur yrsg fvqr, gur jbeq ENZC fubhyq trg lbh fgnegrq; gur evtug fvqr unf gjb 

cnvef bs jbeqf gung eulzr.
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Seventh Hex
1. Fgneg jvgu NERN, hfvat gur zvqqyr N ba gur gbc ebj, naq gur E nyfb ba gur gbc 

ebj.
2. Vs lbh'er fgvyy univat gebhoyr, fgneg ng gur yrsgzbfg R ba gur guveq ebj, naq 

fcryy RYFR jvgu gur gbc Y.

Answers

The First Hex’s answer is at Answer #149.
The Second Hex’s solution is at Answer #30.
The Third Hex’s key is at Answer #200.
The Fourth Hex is revealed at Answer #215.
The Fifth Hex is uncovered at Answer #142.
The Sixth Hex is disclosed at Answer #36.
The Seventh Hex’s has an answer at Answer #187.
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The Second Gateway

Seven Hexes have been cracked! It is time to unravel the Second Gateway of the 
Seventh House, and for the Fool to move another step forward.

General Advice

If you click on the blinking pink square in the right corner (or press one of the arrow 
keys), the Second Gateway will appear before you. With your mouse or keyboard, 
depending on whether you clicked on a square or pressed a key, you must navigate the 
stationary pink square around the entirety of the path. You don’t need to hold the 
mouse button down. If you are using the keyboard, the arrow keys move the square.

In the event that you make a mistake and lose the path, clicking in the bottom right or 
pressing one of the arrow keys will start from the beginning.
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The High Priestess

General Advice

The goal of the High Priestess puzzle is to move all 12 cards to the center or to the 
edges. This is done by clicking on the cards.
Clicking on a card shifts its position from inside to outside, or vice versa. It also 
switches the positions of two of its fellows. You can see which cards a click will affect— 
just look for the ones whose names turn yellow.

Once all 12 cards are in the desired position, the puzzle will move to the next set. There 
are 12 sets in all. If the previous set was to move the cards to the center, you will now 
have to move them to the outside; if the previous set brought the cards to the outside, 
you will need to move them all to the center.

Clicking on a card will have different results in different sets, so you’ll have to 
experiment to find combinations of cards that will work.

Hints

• First off, every set can be solved in just four moves. 
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• Since each move switches three cards and there are twelve cards which need to 
change position, the four moves in every set do not overlap; that is, each move 
switches three cards, and no two moves switch the same card.
The exception to this is the first set, where half of the cards are already in their correct 
places.

• RESET and UNDO have traveled with you. Use them if you need.

• You can make solving the sets easier if you work methodically. 
To start, choose any card (we’ll call this card A), and click on it. 
Now, find another card (let’s call this B) that will not move any of the cards you just 
moved. Click on this card. You now should have 6 cards out of the twelve moved.
From here, you can search the remaining 6 unmoved cards for a pair of cards whose 
‘related cards’ don’t overlap. If you can’t find any, go back and find another B card. If 
you can’t find any B that works, rewind and choose a new A card that has at least one 
related card in common with the original A. 
Repeat until you find a solution.

• If you’re really stuck on a set, you can always make a graph as a last resort. To do so:
On a large sheet of paper, draw twelve boxes, each labeled with the name of a card. 
Next, look at one card. Draw arrows pointing from it to the two other cards it 
switches. Look at another card, and draw arrows from it to the two cards it changes. 
Continue this until the diagram illustrates the state of the puzzle.

Since every card must be changed in state (excepting the first set), any cards that have 
no arrows pointing to them must be ones to click on. Also, if you have a ‘triangle’ of 
three cards, where card A switches card B, card B switches card C, and card C 
switches card A, only one of these must be the card to click on. Try to find out which!
Either way, this method should give you a head start on finding the proper 
combination.

Answer Not Available

The High Priestess puzzle is randomized between games, so no answers can be 
provided. Good luck!

~~~~

We now return you to the Fool’s progress.
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Percy’s Patchwork

The Fool trudges on from the Kingdom of the Wands to the Kingdom of the Cups. 
Dazzled by the sun, he sees another vision appear before him— and this one proves just 
as indecipherable as the last.

General Advice

Percy is yet another of four Patchworks, visions shown to the Fool in a scrambled order. 
You can solve it exactly as in Payne’s Patchwork (whose rules are detailed on page 6), 
and you will be attacked by pirates in just the same way... unless you know how to 
avoid them.

Answer

The premonition’s solution resides at Answer #53.
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Telfair’s Tracer

The first thing the Fool sees on shaking free from his daydream is the winding lights of 
an enchanted stained glass window. Can he gather its order and break the spell?

General Advice

The Tracer is a class of puzzle unique to the Kingdom of the Cups. In it, the Fool must 
memorize the sequence of lights rotating in the stained-glass window— then repeat it, 
panel by panel, to free the window from its enchantment.

Clicking on a panel will light it. Then, you must click on the next correct one, and the 
next after it. Each panel you click on will also light— unless you choose the wrong one, 
in which case the window will flash red, and the sequence of rotating lights will 
resume. Panels always touch the ones immediately following them.
Once every panel is fully lit, the lights will go out, and the spell will be broken.

Hints

This puzzle is another exercise in memory. Start by watching the pattern of lights. Try to 
recreate it as long as you can; then, if you make a mistake, watch the sequence again (it 
will always start right where you left off). Take note of the tricky spots (or draw doodles 
on paper if it helps you.) Continue working on the path until the window is solved.

Answer

A full path for the Tracer is at Answer #93.
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Nairne’s Knowledge

Hurriedly backpedaling from his encounter by the window, the Fool meets seven silent 
figures, as well as a massive pile-up of strange beasts. If he can decipher their calls, the 
beasts might just have some useful advice for the Fool!

General Advice

The fool must once again reveal a hidden phrase by assembling sentence fragments, just 
like in Needham’s Knowledge (see page 15 for full rules). This time, each animal figure 
holds one fragment of the phrase.

The animals yield the following pieces:

• EET, attached to the left side of the sentence
• ENF, attached to right side
• ERS, attached to left side
• EVE, attached to right side
• ISP, attached to left side
• NTE, attached to right side
• ROM, attached to right side
• SEA, attached to right side
• STR, attached to left side
• SWH, attached to left side
• THE, attached to right side

Which creatures hold which fragments is randomized from game to game.
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Hints

The key to solving a Knowledge puzzle is to know where to start, and to build outward 
from there. In this case, you want to start with gur yrggref RIR. Meanwhile, the figures 
you will be choosing last are gur gjb jvgu gur cvrprf FGE naq FRN.

Answer

The order to add the fragments together is available at Answer #171.
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Harleigh’s Horizontals

Passing a procession of people rushing frantically about, the Fool finds himself caught 
in another crowd of people, begging for words from the overhead Bewitchment. Of 
course, things are no easier than the last time... but the Fool can make more money here.

General Advice

Harleigh is the fourth of seven Horizontals, and the first found within the Kingdom of 
the Cups. The Fool must once again slide the strips back and forth to form six words 
and a Name. (A full explanation of Horizontals is on page 30.) Also, the words have 
again gotten longer— the Fool must deal with eleven-letter words this time in order to 
turn a profit.

Hints

• This time, the name appeared to the Fool at first glance. Vg ortna jvgu na N, naq znqr 
gur Sbby guvax varkcyvpnoyl bs pybgurf.

• Staring at the people queueing to buy brought some unusual correspondences. If the 
people were anything like the words, they were yhpxl ol n sne punapr, ybfvat va 
gbheanzragf, ncngurgvp, whzcvat ng cbffvovyvgvrf, ornhgvshy yvxr n ynaqfpncr, 
naq urfvgnag (going in order).

• A sudden gust of wind blew some strange-smelling mist off the lake towards the Fool. 
His eyes smarted, and the words shimmered before him. He knew how they started 
and ended! Gur svefg jbeq ortna jvgu P naq raqrq jvgu R. Gur frpbaq jbeq fgnegrq 
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jvgu R naq svavfurq jvgu A. Gur guveq jbeq unq V ng bar raq, naq G ng gur bgure. 
Gur sbhegu jbeq bcrarq jvgu B, naq pybfrq jvgu L. Gur svsgu jbeq fgnegrq jvgu n 
C, naq raqrq jvgu na R. Svanyyl, gur ynfg jbeq fgnegrq jvgu H naq raqrq jvgu L.

Answers

The words and the name are to be found at Answer #164.
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Girdwood’s Gridlock

In his rush from the lake, the Fool comes upon the Castle of the Cups. Four sentries bar 
his path once more, and by now the Fool’s fame as the Master of Wordage is starting to 
spread. It’s time to amaze four sentries, gather thirty-two words, and make some more 
money. Can he succeed?

General Advice

Girdwood is the third of the four Gridlock puzzles scattered across the Land. A full 
rundown on Gridlocks is found on the page for Garrison’s Gridlock, page 17. The goal 
is to arrange each guard’s grid so it spells four words across and four down.

The pattern of the two parts of each grid has changed from previous Gridlocks, and the 
sentries of the Cups will pay you C*225, C*250, C*275, and C*300 for each word they 
can spot.

Hints

The pattern seen in the Kingdoms of the Swords and Wands holds here, as well; gur gbc 
yrsg pbeare bs rnpu tevq va Tveqjbbq pbagnvaf gur yrggre P, sbe Phcf.

There are also specific hints for the grids on the next page.
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Each hint refers to the topmost horizontal word in the respective grid.

First Grid
Urnegl sbbq, fgnegvat jvgu P

Second Grid
N onol’f orq, fgnegvat jvgu P

Third Grid
Na bnxra jvar-oneery, fgnegvat jvgu P

Fourth Grid
Vg unf pynjf gung cvapu (naq fgnegf jvgu P)

Answers

The first grid is answered at Answer #98.
The second grid’s solution is in Answer #44.
The third grid is revealed at Answer #111.
The fourth grid is solved in Answer #150.
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Soule’s Scramble

The Fool’s unease fades as he continues down the road— then, he spots a familiar 
figure! However, it appears that the Fool must first unscramble the bewitched letter if 
he’s to get any attention.

General Advice

Soule is the third of the four Scramble puzzles, and something major has changed from 
before. The puzzle is 3 tiles by 3 tiles, instead of 4 by 4. You may still only move two 
pieces at a time, and the shape of the 2-tile block is horizontal once more.
(A somewhat more comprehensive explanation of Scrambles is found on the page for 
Sabina’s Scramble, page 23.)

Hints

The key to solving 3-tile scrambles is to work methodically. Once you know what letter 
you are trying to achieve, start by getting the tile in one of the bottom corners in the 
correct place. Next, get the other two tiles in the row together correctly— if you need 
help doing that, zbir bar bs gur gjb pubfra gvyrf gb gur fvqr bs nabgure ebj, naq zbir 
gur bgure bs gur gjb arkg gb vg. From there, do the same to the middle row, using the 
top row as a temporary place to shuffle tiles. If you have trouble making two specific 
pieces join, try fusing two others and storing them until you need them.

Answers

An image of the unscrambled letter is at Answer #65.
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Thwaite’s Tracer

Puzzling over the advice the man had given him, the Fool found himself in another 
empty castle. The dancing lights in the stained glass window were sending spots before 
his eyes. He reached out...

General Advice

The second of the Cups’ four Tracers, Thwaite plays out like its brother Telfair 
(described on page 87.) The Fool must observe the pattern in the window and play it 
back— in full— to release the spell.

As before, the only thing that will help you here is a good visual memory. Start at some 
panel, and memorize the tricky spots where the path turns in unexpected ways. If you 
need to, draw portions of the path on paper. You’ll get it eventually!

Answers

Alternately, the path is shown, in full, at Answer #10.
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Augustine’s Auction

The Fool’s goal of making money is put to the test almost immediately, as the empty 
castle stands by a city with a town square. A horde of unattached letters is buzzing 
there, waiting to be fused into words— and there happens to be a crowd of people 
nearby that the Fool can sell to...!

General Advice

The third Auction is now begun! In Augustine’s Auction, the fool must sell three letters 
to each person, each three-word set following a specific theme. The auction is trickier, 
the customers will hang around longer, and only by selling the right letters to 
everybody can the Fool hope to make five million Cups gold coins.

On the surface, the Auction plays out much as before. The Fool offers a letter. The 
people on screen place bids. Finally, the winner completes his or her word, and will 
walk away if they have all three words filled.
In practice, it’s more annoying. If you don’t please customers quickly, they’ll block you 
from selling to the people you want.

More Auctioneering Strategies

• A good way to start is to play through the Auction and see if you can discern what 
words people desire. Keep a list of the words you think matter, and what letters are 
needed for them.
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• Some people have extra letters in their pockets! You may find that someone buys a 
letter, and then forms a word that doesn’t contain one of the letters they’re showing. If 
you see this happen, the new word is not one of the words you want to make. Undo 
and try selling something else.

• A slightly more in-depth description of how Auctions work in general is in the section 
for Agar’s Auction, on page 26.

• Keep the Fool’s observations in mind— don’t sell to the man with the spectacles or the 
woman with the book until everyone else is gone.

• The theme of this auction is jbeqf gung eulzr. Gurl qba’g unir gb or fcryyrq gur fnzr 
jnl.

• As before, you should try to sell all three words to one person before moving on to the 
next. This will keep things manageable— the order you sell words is not important as 
long as you sell each person’s three words one after the other.

•
• Don’t assume that a person will make one specific word if you sell him/her a letter. 

They might make a completely different one, and the only way to tell is to actually 
make the sale. This can make a difference when you’re trying to decide whether a 
given set of letters causes a person to fit the theme or not.

• Still falling short? If every word matches the theme, you’ll have to provoke a bidding 
war among the last two buyers if you want to walk away with the promised five 
million coins. Gur yrggre Y will be the last to go.

•  If you get stuck, note that you have a choice between making one of two three-word 
sets when you start the auction. You want to make the set gung fgnegf jvgu gur 
yrggre X. Good luck!

Answers

The list of the words people want is at Answer #86.
A final order of the letters, and when to sell them, is in Answer #201.
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Crichton’s Curses

Done auctioning, the Fool steps into the city’s church— and right into an argument 
between two clergymen, each hurling insults at the other! The cathedral is so echo-y that 
the Fool will have to do some work if he wants to hear what they’re talking about— 
though it looks to involve the mysterious Elixirs in some way.

General Advice

Cutting is the Cups’ Curses puzzle, wherein the Fool must decipher two quotations by 
swapping letters within them. The puzzle plays out just as the previous Curses have 
done; full rules, and general puzzle hints, can be found at Caine’s Curses, on page 32.

Hints

Once again, the quotations follow the pattern of all Curses, nf gur jbeq ‘Sbby’ nccrnef 
bapr va rnpu bs gurz. There are also specific hints for each phrase. Don’t forget your 
solving tips— the only two single-letter words are A and I, common three-letter words 
are ‘the’ and ‘and’, and so on.

Left Priest’s Quotation
1. Gur Sbby jnf pregnva ur urneq ‘ur vf’ va gur zvqqyr bs gur fragrapr.
2. Gur frpbaq ybat jbeq jnf ‘qrpynerf’. Gur Sbby jnf fher bs vg.
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Right Priest’s Quotation
1. Gur jbeq ‘jebat’ pnzr fbzr jnlf nsgre ‘gur’. Gung zhpu jnf pregnva.
2. Gur Sbby pbasvqragyl pbapyhqrq gung bar jbeq fgnegrq jvgu P-B-A, naq gung 

gur jbeq ‘jnl’ pnzr obgu fbzrjurer orsber naq nsgre vg.

Answers

The leftmost priest’s saying is at Answer #108.
The rightmost priest’s sermon is in Answer #133.
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Huddleston’s Horizontals

The city is quiet with the changes in the Kingdom of the Cups, but that won’t stop the 
Fool! This is the fifth of these bewitchments he has encountered, and people already are 
starting to gather. He should have an easy time making Cups gold, with this one.

General Advice

Huddleston’s Horizontals is the second Horizontal set in the Kingdom of the Cups. It’s 
also easier than the last Horizontal, as each word is only eight letters long! The Fool 
once again needs to slide the strips back and forth to make six words and a name.
A full explanation of Horizontals is on page 30.

Hints

• The Fool could hear the name whispered in the silence of the streets. Vg ortna jvgu n 
G, naq eulzrq jvgu ‘ersenva’.

• As had happened previously, the people who turned up to buy words corresponded 
to their purchases in strange ways. The buyers, in order, were vzcrphavbhf, tvira gb 
pryroengvba, hayrnearq, puhpxyvat, univat na hahfhny rkgen anzr, naq gvql naq 
beqreyl.

• There was a pattern to the city sounds the Fool could still hear. He was starting to get 
an idea of what the beginnings and ends of the words were! Gur svefg jbeq fgnegrq 
jvgu O, naq pybfrq jvgu G. Gur frpbaq jbeq ortna jvgu S, naq svavfurq jvgu Y. Gur 
guveq jbeq bcrarq jvgu V, naq raqrq jvgu G. Gur sbhegu jbeq unq Y ng vgf fgneg, 
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naq E ng vgf raq. Gur svsgu jbeq fgnegrq jvgu A, naq raqrq jvgu R. Gur ynfg jbeq 
ortna jvgu B, naq nyfb svavfurq jvgu R.

Answers

A list of the six words and the name are found at Answer #173.
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Iacobbe’s Inventory

To soothe his nerves, the Fool ducks into a shop. Once again, the owner asks him for 
help in rearranging the stock. Could this shop owner be as important as the last?

General Advice

Iacobbe’s Inventory is the second of the three Inventory puzzles the Fool will encounter. 
These magic runes will be a tricker challenge for the Fool than unscrambling the 
heraldries of Ingram. Where there were ten columns, there are now twelve— and the 
runes have values ranging from -11 to 13!

The Fool’s task is to bring everything together in columns totaling from 1 to 12, 
swapping entire columns or single symbols. The puzzle is just as tolerant of duplicates 
as the last time (that is to say, not at all), and removing them from the grid will be your 
last task before the puzzle is solved.

Strategy Reminder

A full strategy guide, with pictures, may be found on page 72 (which explains the 
procedure using Ingram’s Inventory), but here is a reminder as to the general steps.

Start by swapping values between high-value columns and low-value columns, trying 
to get the sum of every column between 1 and 12. It doesn’t matter if there are duplicate 
column sums in this step, as long as you get them all within the range.
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Your next step is to take any duplicate-summed columns and swap values between 
them and other columns. The intent is to make the columns’ sums unique. You may 
have to do this in several steps— swap between one each of two different duplicate 
columns, changing their values to make them each duplicates of some other column. 
Next, swap one each of the new duplicate columns with each other, and so on.

Finally, the game will request that you remove duplicate symbols within columns. You 
want to swap the symbols with others several columns away, such that the two affected 
columns will swap sums as well. Then, switch the order of the columns to resolve the 
duplicate.

Good luck! Keep working at the Inventory, and you’ll solve it sooner or later.
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Tilton’s Tracer

The Fool only gets his breath back when he’s deep in the forest. In front of him is 
something far less strange, now, than the odd things he’s seen: A nearly ordinary 
stained glass window, but for the bewitchment that cycles the lights within it. Perhaps 
breaking it will help him to relax, before he continues on his journey.

General Advice

Tilton, the third of the Cups’ Tracers, is very much like Thwaite and Telfair (the latter is 
explained on page 87.) Memorizing the pattern in the window— and playing it back 
perfectly— is the only way to break the spell and darken the glass.

If you have a good visual memory, you are in for a treat. If you have a bad one, then you 
should write things down, in particular the turns the path makes during tricky 
segments. Take as much time as you need to— the window isn’t going anywhere.

Answers

Of course, you can always check the full path at Answer #50.
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Vranken’s Vendition

The Fool’s calm demeanor comes in handy when he passes by a granite structure and 
finds words he’s gathered appearing there. People are already crowding around, 
wondering who the owner is and if he’s willing to sell. The Fool certainly is! And once 
he’s done selling, there’s someone he needs to meet.

General Advice

It’s once again up to the Fool to sell nine sets of seven words to the clamorous 
customers, as he did in Voorst’s Vendition (on page 34). The customers, however, are 
willing to pay more this time. A single buyer will pay C*120,000 for an uninteresting set. 
The high bids on a truly captivating set will vary, as the customers in the Cups have 
different amounts to spend. Such a set could rake in as little as C*275,000— or over 
C*1,000,000!

This increase in set value means that the Fool will be able to walk away with more 
money! If he’s careful, he can make 6 million Cups gold coins. He’ll be able to do this 
only if he figures out the theme connecting each set of seven words.

Hints

• Empty wall and empty pockets? The Fool will need to gather all the words from 
Jeckel Junction (page 107) before he can sell them here.
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• The key to Vranken’s Vendition is finding the nature of the theme that links every set. 
Once you’ve done that, the puzzle becomes extremely easy. Here are some tips to lead 
you to it:

1. Check the seven words spoken by the people in line. Do they have anything in 
common?

2. Gurl nyy unir sbhe pbafbanagf.
3. Guvf zrnaf gurl nyy unir guerr ibjryf. Cnl nggragvba gb gurfr yrggref.

If nothing makes sense even with help, check Answer #82 for the secret of the sets.

• Once you know what to look for, all you need to do is find it. Search the list for words 
that match a set. If you’re stuck, it may help to yvfg gur yrggref va rnpu jbeq va 
nycunorgvpny beqre.

• Every set of words you sell in Vranken will have multiple bidders appear. This isn’t a 
bad thing— just pick the highest bidder’s price, no matter how high or low it is. If all 
three bids are under C*200,000, though, you should try replacing some of the words in 
your set.

• Remember: the UNDO button is always there if you need it.

Answer

The words in Vranken can be hard to spot, so full lists of them are at Answer #168.
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Jeckel Junction

The sound of a strange performance brings the Fool closer... then the smell of a river full 
of Elixir assaults his nose! The Fool doesn’t know what to stare at first— the performers, 
the audience with their cups of the stuff, or the words bubbling up above the stream for 
him to collect.

General Advice

In Jeckel Junction, as in the previous two Junctions, the Fool has to swap letters within 
each of the 11 grids to make seven-letter words. Unlike the previous two, it’s gotten 
harder. Six of the 11 grids are all-at-once grids now. They are the six on the left side: I, 
W, and R in the top left, and A, O, and E in the bottom left. The other five grids’ words 
must be completed in order.

In exchange, however, Jeckel Junction is linked with Vranken’s Vendition (page 105). 
The patterns by which words are grouped in Vranken will prove particularly useful in 
assembling them for sale in Jeckel— though it’s more of a help in the all-at-once grids 
than the words-in-order ones.

This is because rirel jbeq zhfg pbagnva rknpgyl guerr ibjryf. Many of the grids 
erdhver ibjryf gb or cynprq ng pregnva vagrefrpgvbaf va beqre gb shysvyy guvf 
cebcregl. Some grids also require pbafbanagf ng bgure vagrefrpgvbaf. This constrains 
the number of possibilities in wordmaking— for the all-at-once grids, try putting gur 
evtug xvaq bs yrggre va fdhnerf erdhvevat n fcrpvsvp xvaq before you begin.

General hints for Junctions can be found on the page for Jasper Junction, page 24.
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Answers

Stuck? The grids’ words can be found here:
1st Grid, Top Left (‘I’): Answer #162.
2nd Grid, Top Left (‘W’): Answer #88.
3rd Grid, Top Left (‘R’): Answer #113.
4th Grid, Top Right (‘I’): Answer #157.
5th Grid, Top (‘A’): Answer #78.
1st Grid, Bottom Left (‘A’): Answer #4.
2nd Grid, Bottom Left (‘O’): Answer #166.
3rd Grid, Bottom Left (‘E’): Answer #212.
1st Grid, Bottom Right (‘A’): Answer #183.
2nd Grid, Bottom Right (‘O’): Answer #184.
3rd Grid, Bottom Right (‘K’): Answer #94.
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Lydia’s Literals

The scent of Elixir continues to tease the Fool’s nose, as he steps into a cavern 
surmounted by a rushing waterfall. Pilgrims are lining up to drink cups of the stuff, and 
their chatter echoes around the cavern. The Fool needs only to sharpen his ears, and can 
discover some important information about everything that flows in the waterways of 
the Cups.

General Advice

Lydia’s Literals is the third of the four Literals puzzles in the Land. Like its predecessors 
(in particular, Lawley’s Literals on page 10, where full rules for Literals are found), 
Lydia charges the Fool to unscramble quotations through a process of assembling them, 
letter by letter. This is done by clicking on the onscreen letters in the correct order.

There are, of course, more quotations than before. This time, no fewer than seven 
pilgrims have phrases that need to be heard.

Hints

The seven travelers have one thing on their minds: gur bevtva bs gur fghss xabja nf 
Ryvkve. Each of their speeches has two individual hints, as well.
From left to right:

First Sentence
1. Gur cuenfr ortna jvgu ‘Jr’ir’, naq raqrq jvgu ‘Ryvkve’. Gur Sbby jnf fher bs vg.
2. Gur Sbby yvfgrarq zber pybfryl. Gur svefg ynetr jbeq va gur fragrapr jnf ‘fcevat’.
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Second Sentence
1. Gur frpbaq cvytevz jnf vafvfgvat ‘Hagehr’ gb gur svefg’f fgngrzrag.
2. Ur jrag ba gb zragvba n anzr: gur Svir bs Phcf.

Third Sentence
1. Gur Sbby pbhyq urne fbzr ahzoref zragvbarq, nf jryy nf gur jbeq ‘Phcf’.
2. Va nqqvgvba, gur cvytevz fgnegrq uvf fragrapr ol zragvbavat ‘Fur, jub...’

Fourth Sentence
1. Gur jbeq ‘Ryvkve’ jnf va gurer fbzrjurer, gung zhpu jnf sbe pregnva.
2. Gur Sbby jnf fb yhyyrq ol gur jngresnyy gung ur nyzbfg zvffrq gur cvytevz fnlvat 

‘oebbx’ naq ‘cbaq’.

Fifth Sentence
1. ‘Naq guvf’, gur svsgu cvytevz tbg bhg orsber gur jngresnyy ebnerq bire uvf jbeqf.
2. Gur cvytevz gevrq ntnva, naq gur Sbby yrnarq pybfre. ‘Gur qbvat bs—’ pnzr arkg.

Sixth Sentence
1. Gur svefg guvat bhg bs gur cvytevz’f zbhgu jnf ‘Qbhogshy’, gur Sbby urneq.
2. Gur jngresnyy vagresrerq xrcg gur Sbby sebz urnevat gur zvqqyr bs gur fragrapr, 

ohg gur ynfg cneg bs vg jnf pyrneyl, ‘Be jbefr.’

Seventh Sentence
1. Gur Sbby pbhyq urne gur jbeqf ‘Fnperq Obbx’ gbjneqf gur raq.
2. Gur friragu cvytevz envfrq uvf ibvpr. ‘Ohg jub...’ ur fnvq.

Answers

The first sentence is answered at Answer #18.
The second sentence’s solution can be found at Answer #209.
The third sentence is revealed at Answer #87.
The fourth sentence is found in Answer #109.
The fifth sentence is available at Answer #9.
The sixth sentence is at Answer #41.
The seventh sentence is in Answer #68.
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Hyde’s Horizontals

In a blind panic, the Fool runs away from the waterfall as fast as his breath will carry 
him. He runs straight into a graveyard! Even here, customers queue as bewitchments 
float in the mist above the graves. The Fool had better make words, fast— then he can 
be on his way.

General Advice

The third and final Horizontal in the Kingdom of the Cups, and the sixth overall, 
Hyde’s Horizontals takes after its five siblings. The Fool must slide the strips back and 
forth to spell six words, leaving behind a name. As words are formed, customers 
appear; once all words are made, they disappear once more. 
This Horizontal deals with nine-letter words, and as such is not too complicated.

Hints

• General hints for Horizontals are at Horton’s Horizontals, on page 30.

• The Fool could see the name spelled out in the bars of the cemetery fence. Vg fgnegrq 
jvgu na R. Vgf svefg cneg jnf n jbzna’f anzr, naq vgf frpbaq cneg jnf n zna’f.

• The people queueing to buy once again matched their words. In order, they were va 
cbffrffvba bs fbzrguvat rkgen, na rknpg zngpu, cebar gb punetvat va shel, fvaxvat 
ba ynaq, n cnegl-penfure, naq univat fgebat erfbyir.
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• The Fool took a deep breath, calming himself slightly. Now he could perceive how the 
words began and ended. Gur svefg jbeq fgnegrq jvgu N, naq raqrq jvgu R. Gur 
frpbaq jbeq bcrarq jvgu V, naq pybfrq jvgu Y. Gur guveq jbeq ortna jvgu B, naq 
svavfurq jvgu G. Gur sbhegu jbeq unq D ng vgf fgneg, naq Q ng vgf raq. Gur 
svsgu jbeq nyfb unq Q nf vgf ynfg yrggre, univat H nf vgf svefg. Gur svany jbeq 
fgnegrq jvgu J, naq pybfrq jvgu E.

Answers

The words, and the name, are held forth at Answer #103.
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Tassel’s Tracer

Seeking sanctuary, the Fool ducks into the nearby church. Instead of a soothing space, 
he meets one last stained-glass window spell. Can he break the last of the spelled 
windows before his head spins into a blur?

General Advice

Tassel is the fourth and final Tracer, the second-last puzzle in the Kingdom of the Cups. 
As in the past three Tracers (see Telfair’s Tracer on page 87), the Fool must follow the 
pattern of lights in the window, mimicking it from memory to unspell the Bewitchment. 
There’s a new wrinkle, though— Tassel’s window is divided into eight rectangular 
panes. The path moves from pane to pane in an unexpected order.

The 8-segment window makes the sequence hard to remember as a whole, but it makes 
it easy to figure out in parts. If you have trouble with a piece of path, either memorize it 
as a section or write down its order. Once you’re sure of every segment of the window, 
watch for the pane order and you should be able to shut that Bewitchment down.

Answers

The solution for the final Tracer is at Answer #102.
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Weir’s Wager

By now, the Fool is starting to get thirsty. He has almost walked through the entire 
Kingdom of the Cups, with nothing to drink but air. His willpower is shaky from what 
he’s learned, and his way ends abruptly, as he floats over a cloud of the purest Elixir.
The seven hooded figures from earlier stand before him. They request only one thing— 
that the Fool come to play Drunken Tarot with their Mistress, and learn the truth about 
the seven brews of the Cups. Can he escape with his wits intact?

General Advice

Drunken Tarot is a mixed bag. If you take good notes (or are extremely observant), the 
rules will pose no barrier for you. However, you will more likely find them to be 
extremely confusing!

The goal of the game is to make 999 points. The lower and middle cards in the left-hand 
column belong to the Mistress. The lower and middle cards in the right-hand column 
belong to the Fool. Every other card is available for play.

The Fool and the Mistress take turns. During a turn, a player has the option to swap the 
order of the two cards in their hand. If this exposes a valid pair, it is scored and their 
turn ends. Otherwise, the player must pick a card from the table to swap with one of the 
cards in their hand. Whether this scores or not, their turn ends.
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The deck for Drunken Tarot is somewhat unusual, compared to most other Tarot games. 
It not only contains fourteen Cups cards and seven Arcana cards, but it also contains their 
mirrors, known by having the names “Cups of Seven” or “Thoth of Book” and the like. 
A mirror is just as valid as its original for making sets.

The deck also contains the seven Elixir cards, of which only one is on the table at any 
time. This card sets which hands will score, and defines their value. The active Elixir 
card changes on a regular basis, so keep your eyes peeled!

Scoring

There are four types of Pairs, but only two of the four types will ever be accepted at any 
one time. Ascents and Descents both consist of two cards next to each other in value 
(for example, the Nine and Ten of Cups). If the card with the lower value is on top, the 
hand is an Ascent. If the card with the higher value is on top, the hand is a Descent. 
Arcana cards have their own order, just as the Cups do, and Ascents and Descents can 
be made with either type of card. Mirrors consist of a Cup or Arcana card, together with 
its mirror (one example might be the Book of Thoth, together with the Thoth of Book).

Elixir hands are special. An Elixir hand contains the current Elixir card on the table, 
along with any other card. These hands will be accepted at any time.
Under normal circumstances, taking an Elixir card will yield a hand known as Poison, 
worth a whopping -99 points. However, if you pair an Elixir with just the right card, 
there may be a way to score big...

A complete set of rules and strategy guide for Drunken Tarot can be found in the Appendix.
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The Seven Remainders

While the Fool’s travails continue, a series of strange scenes are playing out in the 
rooms and windows of the Seventh House. The Prince is neither amused nor gratified, 
but his actions here are not the main attraction— the remains of the window will 
provide a crucial hint towards opening the Third Gateway of the Seventh House.

General Advice

The idea behind each and every Remainder is simple. There are three lines of letters 
hovering over the window, as well as a small group of three below all of them. Each line 
of letters is separate from the other two.
However, each letter the bottom group of three is linked to one of the lines. For the top 
line, the leftmost letter is connected; for the second line, it’s the middle letter, for the 
third, it’s the letter on the right.

Each line (and the letter below it) forms a group of eight letters. Seven can be 
rearranged to make a word, which goes on the line. The extra letter goes in the three-
letter block below the lines, forming the ‘remainder’.

Clicking on a line will choose it. The active group will light up bright green. From there, 
clicking on two different letters in the group will swap them (you can of course swap 
a letter with the one in the remainder,). When you form a word, the line will disappear, 
but the single letter at the bottom will be left behind.

The object of each Remainder is to solve all three words, leaving only the three-letter 
block. Solving all seven will unlock the Third Gateway.
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Hints

For the simplicity of their design, Remainders are harder to solve than they look. Here 
are some general tips for solving them:

• Keep moving the letters around. It’s possible to make a random swap and suddenly 
realize the group’s seven-letter word. If this doesn’t happen, work methodically— put 
one letter at the bottom, and move the other seven around. If nothing turns up, move 
another letter to the bottom and try again, and so on.

• Of all the words in all the Remainders, most have only two vowels. Four words have 
three vowels, two have four vowels, and one specific word uses only one vowel (and 
the letter Y). If you’re having trouble with a word, check how many vowels it has— 
most of the time, this should give you a few clues.

• In a similar vein, each three-letter block at the bottom will never be all vowels or all 
consonants.

More specific hints are also available, below. The letters mentioned are not necessarily in 
order by word.

First Remainder
1. Gur svefg vf ubarfg. Gur frpbaq birehfrf erfbheprf. Gur guveq zvforunirf.
2. Gur jbeqf ortva jvgu R, A, naq H.
3. Gur yrggref R, S, naq F jvyy or yrsg oruvaq sebz gur jbeqf.

Second Remainder
1. Gur svefg vf fbyq va fgberf. Gur frpbaq zvfgerngf fbzrguvat. Gur guveq unf 

fglyvfu pybgurf.
2. Gur guerr jbeqf bcra jvgu N, S, naq C.
3. R, V, naq Y jvyy or va guvf Erznvaqre’f ‘erznvaqre’.

Third Remainder
1. Gur svefg vf rwrpgrq sebz choyvp bssvpr. Gur frpbaq vf oruvaq gur gvzrf. Gur 

guveq sbhaqf na rzcver.
2. Q, V, naq X fgneg guvf Erznvaqre’f jbeqf.
3. Guvf Erznvaqre jvyy yrnir gur yrggref O-Z-H.
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Fourth Remainder
1. Gur svefg vf n fbhe-grzcrerq cvt. Gur frpbaq qvtrfgf sbbq. Gur guveq tvyqf n 

frevrf bs riragf.
2. Gur jbeqf ortva jvgu gur yrggref T, F, naq J.
3. Q, V, naq A jvyy or yrsg oruvaq jura gur Erznvaqre vf fbyirq.

Fifth Remainder
1. Gur svefg vf qrrcyl cerwhqvprq. Gur frpbaq fuvarf yvxr n fgne. Gur guveq 

qryviref n whqtrzrag.
2. Gur jbeqf inevbhfyl fgneg jvgu O, G, naq I.
3. Gur yrggref yrsg bire jvyy or R, Z, naq C.

Sixth Remainder
1. Gur svefg vf n cbrg. Gur frpbaq xrrcf ba xrrcvat ba. Gur guveq ornhgvsvrf jvgu 

pynl.
2. Z, B, naq E bcra gurfr guerr jbeqf.
3. Jura gur chmmyr vf fbyirq, P, R, naq B jvyy erznva.

Seventh Remainder
1. Gur svefg fzryyf bs sentenag sybjref. Gur frpbaq fgberf tenff va gur onea. Gur 

guveq qbhoyr-purpxf guvatf.
2. P, U, naq W ortva gur svany gevb bs jbeqf.
3. Gur ynfg erznvaqre jvyy unir E, G, naq H yrsg bire.

Answers

Stumped? The answers await. Note that each Remainder’s answer lists all three of its 
words, so don’t go look unless you can’t figure out any of the words you’ve got left.

The First Remainder’s words are at Answer #25.
The Second Remainder is solved at Answer #158.
The Third Remainder is answered in Answer #208.
The Fourth Remainder is revealed at Answer #210.
The Fifth Remainder has an answer at Answer #204.
The Sixth Remainder is uncovered at Answer #56.
The Seventh Remainder’s solution is in Answer #63.
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The Third Gateway

The Seven Remainders are conquered. Now, Nine must be found and used to open the 
Third Gateway, sending the Fool off in an unexpected direction.

Assembling the Key

To start the Third Gateway’s puzzle, move your mouse over the Eye of Ra floating 
above the Seventh House. An orange line will appear, stretching from the eye to your 
mouse. At any time after this point, clicking will reset the Gateway— you’ll have to roll 
over the Eye of Ra if you want to try again.

Your goal is to find nine letters on the Seventh House screen, primarily by moving over 
them. When you find the first one, it’ll be obvious. Once the first letter is found, the next 
is made available to find; once it’s uncovered, the third will be available, and so on.
The nine letters form the key to the Third Gateway; it’s knowing what to do with them 
that’s the hard part.

Opening the Gateway

Once you have the nine letters, you must unscramble them. Use the resulting phrase in 
a specific location, entering the sentence with the keyboard. The Fool’s Journey will lead 
him somewhere very unusual...
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Hints

If you read the above three paragraphs, you’ll notice they are extremely vague in certain 
places. A good chunk of the puzzle of the Third Gateway is figuring out what to do, 
where to go, and the exact way to do it.
That said, if you’ve tried and tried and are stumped, that’s what these hints are here for!

• Where are the nine letters?

1. Each letter is hidden on the Seventh House screen. None of them are hidden bire gur 
chmmyr anzrf, ba gur jvaqbjf, be va gur fxl bhgfvqr gur Ubhfr. 

2. If you don’t know what you’re looking for, the first letter is whfg orybj gur 
evtugzbfg jvaqbj. From there, try searching in places letters of that size will fit.

• How do I unscramble the letters?

1. Have you been back to the Remainders lately? The Prince has something to say, and it 
directly refers to the Fool and the nine letters. 

2. You have to make gjb jbeqf, and bar bs gurz looks to be a very familiar name.
Vg’f ‘Sbby’. You should be able to figure it out past that.

• I’ve got the phrase. Now what?

1. The Remainders help again! Gur yrggref gung ner yrsg bire are your clue, this time.

2. If you think gur Erznvaqref’ erznvaqref are all a mishmash, you’re not looking at 
them from the right direction.

3. There’s only one place where the first phrase really fits (is the Fool about to tb vagb 
gur qevax anywhere in particular?). Once you’re there, the keyboard awaits the key.

Answers

The positions of the letters are at Answer #176.
The phrase is in Answer #175.
Instructions on what to do with the phrase are at Answer #195.

~~~~
We now return you to the Fool’s progress.
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Playfair’s Patchwork

The Fool has trekked through three of the Four Kingdoms. His mind wanders, flashing 
back to where his Errand— his first Errand— began. If only he could concentrate more! 
Now, on top of the spectres of pirates, his head is spinning thanks to seven different 
varieties of Elixir.

General Advice

Playfair is the Pentacles’ Patchwork, finishing off the four Patchworks of the Four 
Kingdoms. It follows the rules for Patchworks as listed on page 6 (Payne’s Patchwork).

As with the other three Patchworks, you will start to receive pirate attacks as more 
pieces fit into their correct places.

Answer

The pieced-together problem is revealed at Answer #115.
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Zachariah’s Zigzags

There is always a time to wake up in the grand scheme of things. Being accosted by two 
thugs while nursing a headache is not one of the best ones. While the Fool sorts out his 
personal difficulties, sliding the pieces can assemble the Four Aces of the Tarot for him.

General Advice

Zachariah is a unique puzzle in The Fool and His Money. The goal is to reassemble the 
four Aces shown on the screen, by clicking the arrows around them to slide the rows 
and columns. Clicking an arrow will slide the respective row or column of an Ace in the 
direction it points. However, the two center rows and middle column of each Ace are 
connected to the other three Aces!

The center rows of each Ace are connected to the two cards to the left and right of it (so 
the Ace of Wands is connected to the Ace of Cups and the Ace of Swords, and so on. It 
wraps around, so the Ace of Swords is connected to the Ace of Pentacles this way). One 
row of each pair of connected cards is treated as being part of the ‘same’ pool of pieces, 
and if you slide the row enough, the two cards will have exchanged rows.

The middle column of each Ace, by contrast, links to the middle column of the Ace that 
is not next to it; the Ace of Cups is linked to the Ace of Swords in this way, and the Ace 
of Wands is connected to the Ace of Pentacles.

Once an Ace is completed, it locks into place. Any rows or columns linked to it will no 
longer be linked.
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Strategy

The simplest way to solve Zachariah is to work methodically. Start by picking one Ace 
you want to solve (a good choice is the Ace of Swords). The center column of this card 
will be your ‘pipeline’ into the card.

Your immediate goal is to fill all the tiles on the target Ace that are not part of the 
pipeline with their correct pieces, without disturbing the setup by using rows that are 
connected to the target Ace. Bring tiles to the Ace that is two places away from the 
target, then use the pipeline to send them into the target and the rows to arrange 
everything properly.

Once you’ve done that, your next task is to assemble the entire center column of the 
target ace, within the Ace that you have been sending tiles from. You need to do this 
without disturbing the target Ace. When the entire column is complete, pipe it into the 
target Ace, and everything should fall into place.

With one of the Aces complete, several pairs of light yellow arrows (which indicate 
connected rows/columns) should go dark. Repeat the pipeline-sender procedure on one 
of the Aces that still have a connected center column (if you started with the Swords, 
this would be either the Ace of Wands or the Ace of Pentacles).

Once you complete this Ace, you will have two Aces left. The two will be linked by a 
single row. This time, fill in all the pieces not on that row first. Now, before you 
complete the single row, do the same for the other Ace! You should end up with two Aces 
that are (mostly) in order. Bring the final row into one of the Aces and finish it.
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‘piped in’ from the top middle square of the Ace of Cups. 



You should now have one Ace left. With the other three Aces completed, you will have 
to deal with the last one— now not connected to any other Aces. This is harder than it 
looks.

Start by working methodically. Get a 2*3 block started, bringing 
together the pieces in all but one row and column. After that, try to 
put the correct pieces in the final row to complete the two mostly-
done columns. 
Once you’re done assembling everything, chances are you’ll end up 
with two pieces in the wrong places.

If this happens, follow the steps below.

1. If the two mismatched pieces are not in the same row, slide one of the columns 
containing the pieces up or down until they are on the same row. The row both pieces 
are on will now be the swap row.
(If both pieces are in the same column, move the top piece left or right, then move the 
bottom piece up so they’re side by side. The row you moved is the swap row.)

Be sure to remember the moves you make here: You’ll need to do the reverse at the 
very end to solve the Ace.

[continued next page]
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pieces, then put the 
green ones in place.



2. Next, you need to find a swap column. If the two mismatched pieces are now next to 
one another, the swap column is the leftmost column that has a piece. If the two 
pieces have a column in between them, the far right column is the swap column 
instead.

3. Now that you’ve found your swap row and swap column, it’s time to move pieces. 
Push the swap row left one square, then push the swap column up one square. 

4. Repeat Step 3.
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5. Push the swap row to the right, then push the swap column up one again.

6. Repeat Step 3 (left one, then up one) twice again. Once this is over, the two 
mismatched pieces will be ready to be put back into the swap row, in their proper 
places, with two moves each.

7. Push the swap row right, then push the swap column down.
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8. Push the swap row right again, but push the swap column up this time. The 
mismatched pieces will have been swapped from the positions they started in after 
Step 1.

9. At this point, you just need to reverse your moves from Step 1 and the Ace will be 
solved. 

Answers

This time, the puzzle provides its own answers! Press ‘A’ to see a quick image of the 
assembled Aces.
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Granville’s Gridlock

The first thing the Fool comes on in the Kingdom of the Pentacles is the Castle of 
Pentacles! Four stunned sentries aren’t barring his path this time— but they have 
mistaken him for the gardener. For the final time, the Fool must uproot thirty-two 
words, garnering him the first Pentacles gold of his fortune.

General Advice

Granvile’s Gridlock is the last Gridlock puzzle the Fool will encounter. The object is to 
swap letters within each guard’s grid, such that every grid contains four words across 
and four words down. (Gridlocks are fully explained on page 17.)

The pattern of the two parts of each grid is once again new and different, and the 
sentries of the Pentacles have the deepest pockets of all. The four guards will pay P*325, 
P*350, P*375, and P*400 for each word they see.

Hints

As in the previous three Gridlocks, there is a common feature among all four grids that 
should give you a place to start. Gur gbc yrsg pbeare bs rnpu tevq, jura fbyirq, jvyy 
pbagnva gur yrggre C (sbe Cragnpyrf).

There are specific hints for the grids on the next page.
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Each hint refers to the leftmost vertical word in the respective grid.

First Grid
N lrneyl qnapr, fgnegvat jvgu C

Second Grid
N fjbea bngu, fgnegvat jvgu C

Third Grid
N fgbhg cbyr, fgnegvat jvgu C

Fourth Grid
Gur bgure juvgr zrng, fgnegvat jvgu C

Answers

The first grid’s solution is Answer #14.
The second grid has the answer Answer #24.
The third grid is available in Answer #66.
The final grid’s layout is at Answer #95.
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Jurchik Junction

The Fool’s travels take him away from the guarded castle and into a large hall full of 
large letters. He’s not welcomed by its inhabitants— but its letters are far more 
hospitable, if the Fool can form them into words to collect.

General Advice

Jurchik Junction is the fourth and final Junction of the Fool’s New Errand. Like the three 
past Junctions, the Fool must swap letters in all 11 grids to form seven-letter words.
Naturally, this Junction is the hardest of all. Every single grid must be solved in all-at-
once mode, where every word must be correct before the grid locks.

General hints for Junctions are found on page 24, the page for Jasper Junction. 
Unfortunately, that’s all the help for this one. The knowledge that Jurchik Junction is 
linked with Vanderveer’s Vendition (page 132) isn’t that useful, given the pattern used 
by Vanderveer.

There is one useful piece of help: once you do figure out a word, you’ll know one of the 
letters for another in the grid. If you can tackle the words in a grid in order, the grid will 
be slightly easier

The best option if you get stuck is to solve as many grids as you can, then check where 
there are spaces left in the word list on Vanderveer. This will let you see what sorts of 
words you can make. In other cases, you may be able to see that a word will only have 
enough vowels if an intersecting word provides one. This is the final Junction and the 
most challenging— good luck!
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Answers

If all else fails, the grids are revealed here:
1st Grid, Top (‘E’): Answer #71.
2nd Grid, Top (‘O’): Answer #206.
3rd Grid, Top (‘A’): Answer #121.
4th Grid, Top (‘W’): Answer #194.
5th Grid, Top (‘U’): Answer #106.
1st Grid, Bottom (‘M’): Answer #130.
2nd Grid, Bottom (‘H’): Answer #69.
3rd Grid, Bottom (‘D’): Answer #73.
4th Grid, Bottom (‘A’): Answer #5.
5th Grid, Bottom (‘S’): Answer #181.
6th Grid, Bottom (‘O’): Answer #172.
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Vanderveer’s Vendition

Bewildered, the Fool passes by a slatted structure and sees a fourth list of words waiting 
to be sold. This list, however, will prove his most challenging one yet, as the interests of 
the Pentacles vary dramatically.

General Advice

For the fourth and last time, the Fool must sell nine sets of seven words to the waiting 
customers, and the clientele of the Pentacles are even richer! A single customer will pay 
P*30,000 for a boring set, but anything from P*770,000 to P*999,000 for a perfect one. The 
Fool will get rich with buyers like these— if he can figure out how to arrange the sets, 
and this is no easy task.

If the Fool succeeds at his business this time, he’ll manage to gain 8 million Pentacles 
gold coins. As before, this Vendition works (in general terms) like Voorst’s Vendition 
and its siblings (see page 34)... mostly. 
There is a new feature in this Vendition; if you wish to highlight all the letters that have 
a certain letter in a certain place in the word (say, all words that have ‘B’ as their second 
letter), type the letter in question and the number that specifies the place (so ‘B’ and ‘2’).
If you just want to see all the words with a specific letter, don’t type the number.
The ‘delete’ key will clear the search, but it will also put words the Fool holds back.

Hints

• Words stuck to the wall? The Fool will need all the words from Jurchik Junction 
(page 130) in order to sell them off.
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• Finding the theme of Vanderveer’s Vendition is hard enough, but once you figure it 
out, each word can belong to two, or even more, possible sets (including some sets 
that won’t work in the long run). What’s a Fool to do? 
To start, here’s hints to help find the pattern.

1. The seven words spoken by the people in line have something in common.
2. Rnpu jbeq unf bar bppheerapr bs gur fnzr yrggre.
3. Gur jbeqf ner va beqre— ybbx jurer gur pbzzba yrggre vf va rnpu jbeq.
4. Va gur rknzcyr, gur yrggre vf ‘U’, naq vg zbirf sebz yrsg gb evtug va 

fhpprffvir jbeqf.

If you can’t figure it out, Answer #119 has the pattern behind the seven sets.

• Now that you know what you’re looking for, picking words is still a problem. Most 
sets have more than seven possible words to choose from, and choosing the wrong 
words can make it impossible to form other sets down the road. 
The simplest way to solve the puzzle is to start by finding one or two sets that have 
only seven words that fit, removing those, and then looking for another set that now 
only has seven matching words. Gur ‘C’ naq ‘T’ frgf are a good place to start.

• Just as there are sets to go for, there are sets to avoid entirely. Each real set has n 
qvssrerag jbeq sbe rnpu bs gur gurzr yrggre’f frira cbffvoyr ybpngvbaf. In addition, 
some pbzzba yrggref turn up a lot in words, giving the appearance of sets where 
there are none. Make sure a set has no more than nine or ten possible words before 
you try and sell it!

• With the theme of Vanderveer, multiple bidders on a set are almost expected. While 
only one buyer will get a set, the other’s chatter will give you a big hint as to what 
theme of words they want to purchase. However, not every buyer will leave satisfied.

• Remember: the UNDO button is always there if you need it. You’ll probably be using 
it a lot in this one!!

Answers

A list of the sets and an easy order of sale are at Answer #153. You can use the 
puzzle’s search function to find what words fit in what sets.
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Ostheim’s Orchestration

The Fool is richer, but in exchange, the Land is starting to make less and less sense! He 
walks down the road to another Castle of the Pentacles. Here, the three nobles that 
observe him have each staked out a part of the Bewitchment above— but the whole is 
greater than the sum of the parts.

General Advice

Ostheim is the first of three Orchestrations, all found within the Kingdom of the 
Pentacles. An Orchestration behaves like a variation on a Gridlock; in each 3-by-3 
square, the Fool must arrange the nine letters such that they form six words (three 
across, three down).
However, there is an additional catch; each square is in line with the other two, and the 
9-square row that connects all the 3-by-3 grids must also contain a 9-letter word.

The letters in each 3-by-3 square can’t be moved outside their own square.

Hints

• A good indicator of how you’re doing is the three figures watching you from the 
garden. Each will offer a price based on how many words they see in their own 
square. From left to right, the three will pay P*90,000, P*100,000, and P*110,000 per 
word.

• Finishing one of the 3-by-3 grids won’t lock its letters in place. All three will have to 
be done (and the 9-letter word correct) before the puzzle is finished.
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• The three buyers will only pay top dollar (P*540,000, P*600,000, and P*660,000) when 
their grid is exactly right. If you’ve found six words in a grid but haven’t got full price, 
try rearranging the grid so that the current ‘down’ words go across, and the current 
‘across’ words go down.

For this Orchestration puzzle, there are also some more specific hints.

1. Of the words in each grid, one horizontal word and one vertical word each unir gjb 
ibjryf. The other four unir bayl bar rnpu.

2. The three short words that make up the long word rnpu sbyybj gur cnggrea 
‘Pbafbanag-Ibjry-Pbafbanag’.

3. The letters in the upper-left corner of each grid, from left to right, ner T, E, naq N.

Answer

The three grids’ solutions, along with the long word, are at Answer #116.
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Iver’s Inventory

The Fool is not watching where he’s going (as usual?), for his footsteps have taken him 
deep under the ground into a vault. However, a Bewitchment awaits him here. Can the 
Fool handle his toughest sorting challenge yet?

General Advice

Iver’s Inventory is the last of the three Inventories the Fool must face. Here, there are 
fourteen columns of gems to order, and the stones themselves have values from -16 to 19. 
As in the previous two puzzles, the Fool must swap items (gems, this time) to create 
columns valued from 1 to 14, moving from left to right. Just as before, no column may 
have two of the same gem.

Strategy Reminder

Ingram’s Inventory, on page 72, has a full strategy guide with pictures, but here is a 
refresher on the basic strategy for Inventories.

Start by swapping gems between columns, moving high-value gems to low-value 
columns and vice versa. Your goal is to end with every column valued between 1 and 
14. (It’s OK if you have two or more columns with the same sum for now.) This may be 
harder than in previous Inventories, due to the proliferation of very high- and low-
value gems.

Next, swap gems among any columns that have duplicate sums. If there are two 
columns worth 3, and two worth 8, you could try and swap from one of the ‘3’ columns 
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to one of the ‘8’ columns. Swap in higher-value gems to move a column’s value up, and 
lower-value gems to move it down. It’s a good idea to work methodically and try to 
resolve the smallest columns’ values first, etc., as revaluing a column will cause other 
columns’ values to change as well.

Once every column is in order showing 1-14, the game will request that duplicate gems 
be removed from colums. Normally, counting up (or down) from the duplicate value (X) 
and swapping with a gem with a value of (X+N) that is in a column N places to the 
right (or left, if N is less than 0) will work. This would mean that you’d swap a 
duplicate 3 with a 7 in a column 4 spaces to the right [3+4 = 7], for example.

However, several problems can happen with this method in Iver. It’s possible to find a 
column with duplicates where there are no ‘recipient’ gems with which to swap! As an 
example, you can get very low-value gems stuck in the far right columns, or very high 
ones in the far left. 

If this happens, first try to resolve any other duplicates— this rearranges the rows and 
can make new possibilities available. If you’re still stuck, though, you’ll have to swap 
one of the duplicate gems with a random row, and start sorting the columns’ sums out 
as you did in the beginning.

With persistence and patience, Iver can be beaten. It’s only a matter of time. Keep 
working, and you are bound to solve the final Inventory of the Land.
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Conklin’s Curses

The Fool emerges from underground, only to find himself wandering into another 
argument! Far from duelists, farmers, or priests, this time two politicians heckle one 
another... or would, if they could understand what each other was saying. Fortunately, 
the Fool is in a position to help with just that.

General Advice

Conklin is the final Curses puzzle, belonging to the Kingdom of Pentacles. As in the 
previous Curses, the Fool must decipher the two speakers’ arguments by swapping 
letters to make a recognizable sentence.
A full explanation of how Curses work is on page 32, with Caine’s Curses.

Hints

As always, both speeches have the same quirk common to every Curse: rnpu cuenfr 
unf gur jbeq ‘Sbby’ be ‘Sbbyf’ fbzrjurer jvguva vg. Specific hints for each phrase are 
also available below.
As always, the only single-letter word you’re likely to see is ‘A’, three-letter words could 
be ‘the’ or ‘but’, and so on.

Left Politician’s Speech
1. Gur cuenfr ortna jvgu ‘Gur’, gur Sbby urneq— naq gur cbyvgvpvna jnf gnyxvat 

nobhg zber ‘Sbbyf’ guna whfg bar!
2. Gur Sbby pbhyq urne gur jbeq ‘cbjre’ gjvpr.
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Right Politician’s Speech
1. Gur Sbby urneq ‘vf dhvgr ncg’ va gur zvqqyr bs gur fcrrpu. ‘Ubj ncg’, ur gubhtug.
2. Jvgu n yvggyr zber rssbeg, gur Sbby orpnzr fher ur pbhyq nyfb znxr bhg 

‘vagreehcgrq’.

Answers

The left politician’s speech is untangled at Answer #45.
The right politician’s talk is deciphered in Answer #67.
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Skidmore’s Scramble

The Fool leaves a big argument only to discover a small one. Two servants are “ighting” 
in front of another empty mansion, and there’s something up with their speech. Can the 
Fool fix the broken monogram that is causing their chatter to sound so strange?

General Advice

Skidmore is the last Scramble puzzle in the Four Kingdoms— in it, the Fool must piece 
together the broken letter. Like Soule’s Scramble, the letter is 3 by 3, and not 4 by 4. You 
still have to move 2 pieces at a time, but the two-tile outline is now vertical once again.
(A fuller explanation of the rules of Scrambles is on page 23, with Sabina’s Scramble.)

Hints

As always, solving small scrambles is possible if you work methodically. First, figure 
out what letter you’re trying to make, and get the tile that belongs in either the top or 
bottom left corner in position. For your next step, bring the other two tiles that belong in 
the same column together in order, then put them so that the left column is complete. 
Finish the other two columns the same way, and the puzzle will be solved. If you have 
trouble bringing two pieces together and keeping the corner in place, gel gb trg gurz va 
gur pbeerpg ebj, ohg va gjb frcnengr pbyhzaf. Gura, fuvsg gur zvqqyr cvrpr orgjrra 
gur gjb pbyhzaf to create the block, and you can then place it.

Answers

The letter is revealed whole at Answer #97.
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Ockley’s Orchestration

Another step down the road, another empty house! The Fool comes upon another place 
with another Bewitchment— and with three wealthy patrons each claiming they own a 
third of the garden. He can make a profit in Pentacles if he clarifies the dispute.

General Advice

Ockley’s Orchestration is the second Orchestration in the Kingdom of the Pentacles. The 
Fool must once again arrange letters in the three 3-by-3 word squares, such that each 
row and column of a square makes a word— and the 9-letter row in the center also 
contains one.

As before, each set of 9 letters must stay within its own 3-by-3 square.

Hints

• Each figure will pay a little more for every word they spot this time. From left to right, 
the three will pay P*140,000, P*150,000, and P*160,000 per word. However, they’ll only 
pay full price (P*840,000, P*900,000, and P*960,000) if their grid is perfect— if you’ve 
made six words and the Fool’s not gotten the best offer, try flipping the grid 
diagonally (so horizontal words become vertical ones and vice versa).

For this Orchestration puzzle, there are also some more specific hints.

1. Of the words in each grid, one word in each direction unf gjb ibjryf. The other four 
words bayl unir bar, vs lbh pbhag L.
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2. The three short words that make up the long word sbyybj gur cnggrea ‘Pbafbanag-
Ibjry-Pbafbanag’ ntnva.

3. The letters in the upper-right corner of each grid, from left to right, ner E, L, naq A. In 
addition, the center letter of each grid vf n pbafbanag.

Answer

All three grids, and the long word, can be found at Answer #127.
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Laroche’s Literals

A little ways down the road, the Fool manages to find a dwelling that’s not empty. 
Those within are leaping for joy, giddy on the promise of Wordage. Can the Fool cut 
through the noise and discover the wisdom in their foolishness?

General Advice

Laroche’s Literals is the last literal lurking lowly in the Land. It behaves just like the 
three Literals before it, most notably Lawley’s Literals (where full rules for Literals are 
listed on page 10). This time, the Fool must unscramble all eight dancers’ quotations by 
choosing letters in the correct order.

Hints

The dancers’ conversation veers between two subjects: gur jbeqf gurl bja, and napvrag 
zntvp gung fheebhaqf gur Ynaq. Hints are also available for each individual speech.

From left to right:

First Dancer
1. Gur Sbby jnf fher ur urneq ‘xabj jr’ va gurer.
2. Gur Sbby nyfb urneq ‘V’yy unir’ ng gur sebag bs gur fragrapr, ur ernyvmrq; ohg 

ur’q qvfzvffrq vg nf fbzrbar beqrevat n qevax.
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Second Dancer
1. Gur svefg jbeq gur Sbby urneq jnf ‘ertneqyrff’.
2. Gur ynfg guvat gur jbzna fcbxr jnf eryrinag gb gnfgref, cnvagref, naq zrepunagf.

Third Dancer
1. ‘Juvpu vf’ jnf va gur zvqqyr bs gur cuenfr, gur Sbby jnf fher.
2. Bs gur erznvavat ybat jbeqf, nyy ohg bar eulzrq. Gjb fgnegrq jvgu ‘E’.

Fourth Dancer
1. Gur Sbby pbhyq urne gur pbairefngvba punatr gb guvatf bs na napvrag angher.
2. Gubhtu gur jbzna qvq abg fcrnx bs Jbeqntr, ‘jbeqntr’ jnf jvguva ure fcrrpu.

Fifth Dancer
1. Ng gur raq bs gur fragrapr, gur jbzna fgnegrq fpbyqvat fbzrbar jub unq gnxra 
fbzrguvat yvgrenyyl.
2. Gur jbzna unq zragvbarq bar bs gur tnzrf bs Gnebg gur Sbby unq cynlrq! Gur 
Sbby’f zvaq obttyrq.

Sixth Dancer
1. Gur jbzna zragvbarq guerr Rtlcgvna tbqf, Gubgu nzbat gurz.
2. Vg fgehpx gur Sbby gung gur qnapre sbhaq fbzrguvat va ure fcrrpu ‘fgevxvat’.

Seventh Dancer
1. Gur friragu qnapre jnf qvfzvffvir bs gur fvkgu, fcrnxvat bs ure pbapreaf nf ‘Qhfg’.
2. Gur Sbby fgenvarq gb urne. Gur jbzna jnf nfxvat, ‘Jul jbhyq—?’ bs ure sryybj.

Eighth Dancer
1. Gur ynfg qnapre erirefrq gur friragu’f ernfbavat, punatvat jub qvq jung gb jubz.
2. Gur Sbby pbhyq frr gur friragu qnapre erpbvy ng gur svany qnapre, hfvat 

‘creuncf’ nf ur qvq.

Answers
The first sentence’s solution is at Answer #12.
The second sentence is in Answer #177.
The third sentence is at Answer #188.
The fourth sentence is revealed in Answer #40.
The fifth sentence is shown at Answer #85.
The sixth sentence is seen in Answer #202.
The seventh sentence is available at Answer #189.
The eight dancer’s speech is solved in Answer #179.
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Hernshaw’s Horizontals

The Fool now begins to approach the great city of the Pentacles. A crowd has grown 
around him, and one last bewitchment— of the type first seen near the great Market of 
the Swords— hangs over his head. The words are the longest yet, and the crowd will 
pay astronomical sums. Can the Fool wring out six words and a name from this 
horizontal horror?

General Advice

Hernshaw is the very last Horizontal the Fool will have to tangle with within the Land. 
As usual, the Fool must slide the strips left and right to make six words and a name; 
however, the final Horizontal’s words are twelve letters long! As always, people will 
line up to buy as the Fool finds more words.
Full instructions for Horizontals are at Horton’s Horizontals, on page 30.

Hints

• In the dust from the carriage wheels, the Fool saw the name! Vg ortna jvgu gur 
yrggre F, naq frrzrq inthryl Qhgpu.

• The Fool could also see shades of the words for sale in the people who were buying 
them. The buyers were, in order, sbetrgshy, zlfgvsvrq, hapbairagvbany, ihyarenoyr, 
gbathr-gvrq, naq hasrryvat.

• Buoyed with the knowledge that this was the last time he’d have to face 
Bewitchments like this, the Fool could see just how the words began and ended. Gur 
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svefg jbeq fgnegrq jvgu NO, naq svavfurq jvgu RQ. Gur frpbaq jbeq ortna jvgu 
OR, naq raqrq jvgu AG. Gur guveq jbeq bcrarq jvgu RP, naq pybfrq jvgu GL. Gur 
sbhegu jbeq unq UR ng vgf fgneg naq FF ng vgf raq. Gur svsgu jbeq bcrarq jvgu 
VA, naq pybfrq jvgu GR. Svanyyl, gur ynfg jbeq ortna jvgu AR naq raqrq jvgu YL.

Answers

All six words and the name are available at Answer #32.
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Nisbett’s Knowledge

Following the road to the city of the Pentacles, the Fool takes a wrong turn and finds 
himself in the palace of the Emperor of All the Land!! While the Emperor bellows at his 
Knights, the Fool can see a piece of wisdom, hidden in a Bewitchment hanging over 
everyone’s head. Can the Fool extract the secret— or will he be recognized by a familiar, 
unfriendly face?

General Advice

The Fool will yet need to reveal a hidden phrase by assembling sentence fragments in 
the correct order, here hidden in the thirteen ornaments overhead. Each ornament has a 
three-letter fragment.
(Full rules for Knowledges are in the section for Needham’s Knowledge, on page 15.)

The ornaments contain the following fragments. Which has which changes each time 
you start a new game.

• ALI, attached to the left side of the sentence
• AND, attached to right side
• CKW, attached to right side
• CLO, attached to right side
• ERS, attached to right side
• IO, attached to left side
• ISE, attached to right side
• MME, attached to left side
• NME, attached to right side
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• OVE, attached to left side
• RCI, attached to left side
• RCO, attached to left side
• ZAT, attached to left side

Hints

Knowing when to start is critical for Knowledges. In this case, the ornament to choose 
first is the one jvgu n sentzrag bayl gjb yrggref ybat.

The ornaments you will choose last will be gur barf jvgu gur sentzragf BIR naq VFR.

Answer

An order for the ornaments can be found at Answer #11.
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Olmstead’s Orchestration

Just on the outskirts of the city, the Fool comes upon one last empty dwelling, almost a 
palace. Three onlookers would like to buy the words floating outside it— and the Fool 
can even offer them a third of the long word floating in the middle.

General Advice

Olmstead’s Orchestration is the third and last Orchestration in the Kingdom of 
Pentacles. It is the Fool’s task to assemble each 3-by-3 word square to make six words, 
along with a long word made up of the three horizontal words that are side by side. 
Each set of nine letters is confined to its own square.
As before, the prices people are willing to pay has gone up. From left to right, the three 
watchers will pay P*190,000, P*200,000, and P*210,000 per word they can see.

Hints

• The buyers will only offer their best price (P*1,140,000, P*1,200,000, and P*1,260,000) 
for a grid with the right six words in the right direction. As before, if you have six 
words in a grid and aren’t getting the above offers, swap the horizontal words for the 
vertical ones and see what happens.

There are also some hints specific to this Orchestration:

1. The left and right grids have sbhe jbeqf jvgu gjb ibjryf and bayl gjb jbeqf jvgu bar; 
the center grid has sbhe jbeqf jvgu bar ibjry naq gjb jbeqf jvgu gjb (pbhagvat L).
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2. Of the three short words that make up the long word, gjb unir n ibjry va gurve 
pragre, naq gjb unir na ‘R’ nf gurve ynfg yrggre.

3. The letters in the middle of each grid, from left to right, ner T, I, naq E.

Answer

The grids and the long word are revealed in Answer #207.
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Aldridge’s Auction

Once he is in the heart of the City of Pentacles, the Fool is accosted by a swarm of words
— and a swarm of customers— looking for one last attempt at trading Wordage for 
gold. Will the Fool be able to make a Fortune from this crowd alone? Or will some 
people go home unsatisfied?

General Advice

This is it! The Fool has come upon the fourth and final Auction in the Land. For 
Aldridge’s Auction, each of the ten customers want four letters in total, creating a set of 
four words with a special property among each. This Auction is the hardest of them all, 
and only by selling letters in a very specific order will the Fool be able to walk away 
with his prize: ten million Pentacles gold coins.

The auctioning of letters is exactly like the previous three times: The Fool offers a letter. 
People assemble to bid. The winner makes a word. If the winner has all four words 
complete, he or she will leave the auction when the Fool offers the next word. However, 
there are so many letters that people will block other people, and there will often be 
more buyers for a letter than fit on the screen! Even a Fool can get confused.

Auctioneering for Fools

• The first step is to figure out what the theme of the auction is. The key is found in the 
story— some of the words seem a bit longer than before, and yet the Fool only makes 
words of five letters.... 
If you can’t figure it out, rnpu crefba’f gbc gjb naq obggbz gjb jbeqf, va nqqvgvba 
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gb orvat inyvq svir-yrggre jbeqf, jvyy pbzovar gb znxr gra-yrggre jbeqf. Typically, 
these words are vaguely related.

• The simplest way to successfully sell to everybody is to focus on one customer at a 
time. If you can’t find a combination of four letters that satisfies one person’s cravings 
all at once, then try and concentrate on another possible customer and see what turns 
up. You may have to sell letters to a customer in a specific order to ensure they get all 
the ones they want!

• If you check the Fool’s thoughts, the man with the goatee and the hatless man are 
mentioned as hanging around till the end. Selling anything to them before everyone 
else has left is a bad move.

• With the exception of the last two customers, the Fool must sell to customers in a 
specific order to prevent them from blocking one another. If you’ve been selling words 
one customer at a time and still get stuck, check that you sold to gur ynql jvgu gur 
sna (vg'f ivfvoyr jura fur ohlf n jbeq) and gur zna jvgu gur ybj ung naq sbyqrq 
hzoeryyn before you sell to gur sng zna jvgu gur gbc ung.

A Bidding War?

Once the Fool is down to the last two customers, complications ensue. Both men want 
the same letters, and they’re prepared to pay top dollar for them— but there’s a 
problem. Each man has plans for the letters that involve specific words that they carry. 
This means that if one or two of the words they want have been filled, chances are that 
they’ll be uninterested in a letter they would have competed for.

If the wrong words have been filled when the right letters are sold, one or both of the 
men will get some exceedingly cheap deals... and the Fool will fall just short of his 
target of 10 million Pentacles gold coins. The Fool must sell the letters in an order that 
will cause a bidding war for every one except the last.

On the next page is a table showing the last eight letters, and what to avoid to sell at top 
prices.
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Letter Proper Buyer There will be no bidding war if:

A Man with Goatee [There is never any competition for this letter.]

B Hatless Man Man with Goatee’s third word is made

M Man with Goatee Hatless Man’s first and second words are made

N Hatless Man Man with Goatee’s first word is made

P Man with Goatee Hatless Man’s first word is made

S Hatless Man Man with Goatee’s first and fourth words are made

U Man with Goatee Hatless Man’s first and third words are made

Y Hatless Man Man with Goatee’s third word is made

Answers

The list of the words people want is at Answer #165.
A final order of the letters, and when to sell them, is in Answer #70.
If you’re stuck solely on pleasing the last two customers, Answer #13 tells of an order 
to get top dollar.

~~~~

Collecting the glittering coins, the Fool took stock of his handiwork. The great Harbor of 
the Pentacles was just ahead. He had traveled almost the entire breadth of the land. The 
People’s gold was rapidly being replaced completely with Wordage, and in the other 
Kingdoms Elixirs and Herbs still held sway. What would the Fool need to complete his 
New Errand? Could the next stop on the path be the end of his journey?
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Wickliff’s Wager

The Fool arrives at the Port of the Pentacles, where people propose to procure passage 
on piratical ships. Their destination: Away from the Land. The Fool, meanwhile, heads 
off to compete in a nearby game of Tarot.
The Fool swiftly finds himself challenged to a duel of cards by a Duke, intent on seizing 
the High Priestess card for himself! The game is Kingdom Tarot, and the prize is the 
High Priestess’s companions-in-paper.

Can the Fool win the final game of Tarot in the Land? Or will he, now and forevermore, 
be playing without a full deck?

General Advice
Kingdom Tarot is very different from the other games of Tarot in the land. The rules are 
simple, and the game requires far less strategy than some of its fellows.

The goal of the game is to garner a full 1111 points. The three cards in the left column 
are the Duke’s hand; the three cards in the right column are the Fool’s. All the rest of the 
cards are on the Table, free for either player to choose.

The deck contains all four suits of the Tarot, along with a number of more-dubious 
luminaries: The Three Ships (the Monet, the Paradist, and the Errant), the King of 
Pirates, and the Egyptian Gods Ra, Thoth, Isis and Horus.
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Each turn, the Fool swaps one of the cards in his hand with a card on the Table. If the 
hand is worth something, it’s then scored, and replaced by three random cards from the 
deck (which isn’t shown onscreen). Next, the Duke swaps out a card from his hand in 
the same way, scoring the hand if it’s now valuable.
Once both players have gone, all the cards on the Table are cleared away and replaced 
with new ones from the deck.

Scoring

Hands that score are properly called Lineages, and are similar to Straights in Cutthroat 
Tarot. A Lineage consists of three cards, of the same suit and of adjacent values, in order
— with one exception: the Three Ships, the four Egyptian Gods, and the King of Pirates 
are all wild cards. Wild cards can substitute for any card in a Lineage.

The value of Lineages changes depending on two factors: the suit of the Lineage, and 
the highest card within it. Which suit a Lineage is matters more.
If a Lineage contains a wildcard, its value is halved (rounding up); if two wildcards, the 
value is quartered.

A complete set of rules and strategy guide for Kingdom Tarot can be found in the Appendix.
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The Seven Connections

In between, or perhaps beside, his adventures, the Fool finds himself in a far place. 
Seven strange shadows sit around him. All mean him ill. Can the Fool break the 
Bewitchments hovering over them and save himself?

General Advice

Connections are some of the hardest puzzles the Fool will face! In a Connection, letters 
are laid out in a hexagonal (six-directional) grid. By plotting a path from letter to letter, a 
comprehensible phrase will form above the grid. Each phrase uses every letter in the 
grid. That said, there are a few complications. The first is that most letters in a grid may 
be used only once. Once a letter has been used, it turns gray.

When plotting the path between letters, the Fool may choose any letter adjacent to the 
letter he is currently on, in any of the six directions of the grid (left, right, up-left, up-
right, down-left, and down-right). However, if the closest letter in a direction is greyed 
out, the next letter in the same direction will be used. This is demonstrated in the 
picture on the next page.

To complicate matters, a few of the letters have special properties. Several letters in each 
puzzle may be used more than once, varying from four to ten per Connection. More 
worryingly, anywhere between one to six letters in each Connection are deceptive! 
Clicking on them will cause a different letter (or two-letter block) to appear than their 
given letter would indicate.
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To counter this complexity, there are only a few clues. The first is the word lengths and 
punctuation of the desired sentence— the letters chosen are merely fitted into this 
sentence template, with the original phrase’s capitalization and grammar left intact.
The second clue revolves around certain words common to each phrase. It is explained 
in the Hints.
Aside from that, the Fool is on his own.

So How Do You Solve One Of These Things? (aka Hints)

Completing a Connection involves first starting in the right place on the grid, seeing a 
word that could be made, making it, then looking around for another path in the grid 
that will create a new word. While it seems daunting at first, there are several things 
you can use to help.

The first thing is that each Connection is the same in one certain way: the finished 
phrase is a proverb qrfpevovat gur qvssreraprf orgjrra n Sbby naq n Jvfr Zna. 
Moreover, each phrase uses ‘Sbby’ and ‘Jvfr Zna’ almost verbatim. Looking for these 
words in the grid and in the phrase structure are the starting point of solving a 
Connection.

For the second thing that can help, this guide includes maps of each grid, showing what 
connects to what, with any deceptive letters exposed for the real text they give. Using 
these two clues in conjunction, you should hopefully be able to puzzle out the 
beginnings of a Connection, and from there see the path forwards.

One last tip: If you see a single-letter word in a Connection, it’s ‘A’. Each contains a 
proverb, after all.
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First Connection

The T and E are used 
twice. The S is used three 
times, and the A is used 
five times.

In the original grid, the 
orange A and the ‘oo’ 
appear as E and U, 
respectively.

• The words in the proverb are in the same length, and in the same order, as the 
following phrase: “A Bcde fgh ijkl, mno p Qrst Uvw xyzabc.”

•
• The first four words of the proverb are made of letters that are right next to each other 

in the grid (that is, the path does not skip over any used letters).

• The path for this Connection starts at gur benatr N, and ends ng gur F.

• Every word that contains ‘A’, except gur ynfg bar, uses the orange A, and gur Z va 
gur guveq ebj is used first.

Second Connection

The blue letters— S, E, L, 
A, R — are used twice. 
The green I, A, and E are 
used three times.

In the original grid, the V, 
the S, the ‘oo’, and the ‘pp’ 
appear as W, Z, E, and B, 
respectively.

• Proverb word lengths: “A Bcde fghi jklmno pqrst u Vwxy Zab cdefghij.” 
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S W IooO V
WE D LFR
EM A LA R
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S W IooO V
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• The first three words (and the fifth and eighth words) of the proverb are made of 
letters that are all next to each other (that is, the path does not skip over any letters).

• This Connection’s path starts at gur oyhr N, and ends ng gur F.

• Of the two double letter blocks, ‘oo’ and ‘pp’, one is used at the start of the sentence, 
and one is used at the very end.

Third Connection

The O and the two blue 
T’s are used twice. The H, 
W, and N are used three 
times, the I is used four 
times, and the red E is 
used six (!).

In the original grid, the 
‘oo’ appears as a single O.

• Proverb word lengths: “Abcdef... ghi Jklm nop’q rstu vw, xyz Abcd efg’h ijkl mn.”

• Only the second, fourth, sixth, and last words of this proverb are made up all of letters 
next to one another. Finding words in this grid is a bit harder.

• The first word of this Connection deals with thvqnapr sebz bguref, and uses gur erq 
R. The path of the Connection starts ng gur N, and ends at gur ybjre yrsg oyhr G.

• Unlike most of the other Connections, this connection qebcf gur ‘Zna’ sebz ‘Jvfr Zna’.

• The two words with the apostrophes in them are the same. The two parts of the 
proverb also rhyme.
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Fourth Connection
The blue F, H, E, and L are 
used twice. The green O 
and S are used three times.

‘Ng’, ‘lp’, ‘em’, ‘ra’, ‘is’, 
and ‘an’ appear on the 
original grid as X, Y, V, C, 
K, and B.

• Proverb word lengths: “Ab c Defg hijkl mno pqrstu, vw xyza bcde fgh i Jklm Nop.”

• The first two, fourth, fifth, seventh, and ninth words of this proverb are composed 
entirely of letters next to one another.

• The Connection starts at gur yrsg V ba gur frpbaq ebj, and ends at gur ‘na’ va gur 
obggbz evtug.

• The bottom row of this Connection is not used until the other three rows have been 
entirely picked over.

Fifth Connection

The two blue A’s, and the 
blue T, S, and M are used 
twice. The F, green O, and 
H are used three times. 
The E is used six times.

In the original grid, the 
top right O and the ‘as’ 
appear as ‘W’ and ‘S’.

• Proverb word lengths: “Abcdef... ghi Jklmnop qr s Tuvw Xyz, abc Defghi jk l Mnop.”

• The first five words (as well as the seventh) are all made of letters right next to one 
another.
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• The first word of this Connection deals with evpurf, and is made up of letters nobir 
naq/be gb gur yrsg bs gur fgnegvat yrggre. The Connection starts with gur obggbz J, 
and ends at gur gbc-evtug Y.

• The two long capitalized words in the proverb are related; they imply n eryngvbafuvc 
bs cbjre. Both words also use gur yrggre R.

Sixth Connection

All the blue letters are 
used twice. The green A 
and S are used three 
times.

In the original diagram, 
‘ol’ and F appear as G and 
C instead.

• Proverb word lengths: “A Bcde Fgh ijklm nopqrstu, vwx y Zabc defghij klmn.”

• Only the third and sixth words in this proverb are made from adjacent letters.

• This Connection starts at gur terra N, and ends ng gur Z va gur obggbz yrsg pbeare.

• This proverb is rather self-referential— it even refers to the art of perngvat nqntrf 
within itself!

•

Seventh Connection

The six blue letters are all 
used twice. The green I is 
used three times.

The original grid shows 
the ‘el’, ‘ff’, W, ‘oo’, and F 
as C, P, V, U, and B 
instead (in that order).
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• Proverb structure: “Abcd Efg hijkl mnopq rst Uvwxy zabcde fghijk.”

• The second, third, fourth, and fifth words are all made of letters adjacent to one 
another. Once you can find the right starting point, the first bits of this Connection are 
a tiny bit easier.

• The Connection begins at gur J, and ends at gur E arne vg.

• This proverb is a bit unusual— it uses gur cyhenyf bs ‘Jvfr Zna’ naq ‘Sbby’. In 
addition, the nine leftmost letters in the two top rows (I through D and ‘ff’ through S) 
will be used only after everything else has been selected.

Answers

If the letters confound you and the path eludes you— and they probably will!— the 
answers below will give a clear solution. Note that the answers don’t specify the path to 
take, only the decoded proverb. Once you know the phrase, you can combine it with the 
maps above to figure out the full solution.

First Connection: Answer #203.
Second Connection: Answer #134.
Third Connection: Answer #156.
Fourth Connection: Answer #91.
Fifth Connection: Answer #43.
Sixth Connection: Answer #137.
Seventh Connection: Answer #77.

~~~~

The Fool was lucky to make it back from whatever it was he had experienced! Now 
only two challenges lay ahead of him. The Moon’s Map was entirely filled in— and, the 
Moon herself had a task for him.
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The Seven Cups

Having cracked all the challenges of the Seventh House, the Fool finds himself in 
another unusual place. He must collect the Seven Curses that have plagued the Land, 
bringing them here with the Seven Keys, to restore the Seven Cups.

Seven Keys and Seven Curses

The Seven Cups is accessed by clicking on the Moon from the Seventh House menu 
screen, once the first three Gates have been completed. In order to be able to get 
anywhere in this puzzle, the Fool will have to have collected a Curse from each of the 
Seven Connections. The Curses will appear next to the Keys, alternating in the two rows 
of cards.

Once all seven Curses are present, the goal of the puzzle is to pair each Curse with a 
Key. When a correct Curse-Key pair is made, the two cards will vanish, and one of the 
Seven Cups will fill.

When all are full, the puzzle is complete. If the Moon’s Map is still unfinished, the game 
will take you there.
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Seven Cups for Seven Keys, and a Fool to fill them once again.



The Moon’s Map

This is it. The Moon’s Map holds the key to unraveling the secret of the Fool’s 
New Errand. Sadly, when the Fool first comes across it, the Moon’s Map is a mess! 
At the beginning of the game, the Map starts out blank, and only by solving puzzles can 
the Fool fill it up again. Once every puzzle is solved, the Fool must unscramble the 
pieces— and then the true challenge begins.

Assembling the Map

The first step to assembling the Moon’s Map is collecting every piece. Each time you 
solve a puzzle in the game (including the Seven Connections), a new piece is added to 
the map. The map will only be full when everything else in the game, except for the 
Seven Cups, is complete.

As new pieces are added to the Map, they will appear as blue stars. Clicking on them 
will reveal their appearance. Each piece has a colored building of some sort, along with 
a silhouette of a person and a fragment of yellow pathway. The piece may also have 
letters or numbers.
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The goal of the Map is to put every piece in its correct place, making the yellow 
pathway— the Avenue— into a single, continuous loop. On its own, such a challenge 
would be daunting. However, the Map has many hints and distinguishing features that 
make it easier.

Where the Pieces Belong

There are four main features that you can use to determine where a piece belongs. Four 
of them relate to the solutions to the four Knowledge puzzles, earlier in the game; one 
of those also relates to a second puzzle. Using the features in the order below will help 
nail down the locations of many map pieces.

Each of the features will have hints here, with answers for exactly how to use the 
feature in the Answers section.

• Location and Numbers
This feature is hinted at by the solution for Needham’s Knowledge. The pieces that this 
hint refers to are among the few you can conclusively place in their correct locations on 
the map.

1. This applies to pieces that have oebja, sbhe-qvtvg ahzoref ba gurve cnguf.
2. Each frg bs ahzoref begins with n bar; gur guerr qvtvgf nsgre gung are the 

important part.
3. The map has seven rows and eleven columns...
4. ...and gur frpbaq qvtvg bs rnpu frg enatrf sebz bar gb frira, juvyr gur erznvavat gjb 

qvtvgf enatr sebz bar gb ryrira.

A full explanation of this feature is at Answer #174.

• Pairs to a Word
This feature is hinted at by the solution for Norfolk’s Knowledge. It mostly helps sort 
out blocks of pieces that are next to one another— though many of the blocks can be 
successfully placed by the feature directly above.

1. This applies to pieces jvgu n tenl yrggre va gurve hccre yrsg be hccre evtug pbearef.
2. Of the pieces, gurer’f na rdhny ahzore jvgu yrggref va gur hccre yrsg naq evtug.
3. It so happens that gur cvrprf’ yrggref pna or neenatrq gb fcryy ‘Hacebsvgnoyr’.

A full explanation of this feature is at Answer #122.
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• Seventeen!
This feature is hinted at by the solution for Nairne’s Knowledge. Like the Pairs feature, 
it helps group pieces into blocks.

1. This applies to pieces gung unir benatr yrggref va gurve cnguf.
2. The gjb-yrggre unyirf on each piece seem to svg gbtrgure gb sbez sbhe-yrggre 

jbeqf. Have we seen that in another puzzle anywhere?
3. ‘Sebz gur frn’? Perhaps the person who can help with this feature vf n cvengr!

As before, a full explanation of this feature is at Answer #147.

•Meandering Pieces
This feature is hinted at by the solution for Nisbett’s Knowledge. It helps group and 
order a specific set of pieces.

1. This applies to pieces gung ner cvax.
2. There’s n yrggre on each piece. If you put them all together, lbh pna znxr gur jbeq...
3. The pieces are arranged va n erpgnatyr. It is guerr ebjf gnyy.

A full explanation of this feature is at Answer #34.

•Districts
There is an extra feature that aids in grouping the map’s pieces: rnpu pbybe bs cvrpr 
forms a ‘district’. Districts are contiguous (a block of fnzr-pbybe cvrprf will never be 
split in two), and most districts are in the shape of a rectangle.

~~~~
Answer: Not Available!

You’ve come this far. It’s time to solve the final puzzle on your own. As such, the correct 
unscrambling of the Moon’s Map isn’t in this book. If you follow the hints above, they 
should lead you to your goal.

Best of luck. And remember— once the Map is assembled, the Errand is far from over. 

The saga of the Fool, and what befalls him upon completion of the Map, is revealed in Part the 
Second of this Hint Compendium, published as a separate volume. See you there!
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Section 2:
ANSWERS



Answers
These assorted answers are out of order, and have been enciphered. The key to the 
cipher can be found on page 2, in the Introduction. As for the fact that they are out of 
order, you must look to the puzzle descriptions in the previous section of this 
Compendium to discover which answer completes which question.

Answer #1
ORQ / ORR / ORT / OHQ / OHT / OHA / QRA / QHO / QHQ / QHR / QHT / 
ROO / RTT / RAQ / REE / TAH / THA / AHO / AHA / ERQ / EHO / EHR / EHT / 
EHA / HEA

Answer #2
FUVC / JNQR / NERN / ORNX

Answer #3

Answer #4
BIRENYY / YHANGVP / PBHAPVY / ONADHRG / RYNFGVP

Answer #5
FUNQBJL / FBEPREL / FJNYYBJ / NYERNQL / BIREYNC

Answer #6
JERA / UNIR / VEVF / ZRYG

Answer #7
RAGEL / CNAGEL / PBHAGEL

Answer #8
TEBHC / TEBHAQ / TEBHPUL
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Answer #9
“Naq guvf vf gur qbvat bs gur Rapunagerff nybar?”

Answer #10

Answer #11
VB, AZR naq MNG, NAQ naq NYV, REF naq EPV, PYB naq ZZR, PXJ naq EPB, VFR naq 
BIR.

Answer #12
“V’yy unir lbh xabj jr bja Frrf, Frnf, naq Frvmr.”

Answer #13
Gur ynfg rvtug yrggref tb va gur beqre H, L, A, C, F, Z, O, N. Gurer ner bgure beqref 
ohg A, C, F, Z, naq O jvyy nyjnlf or va gur fnzr beqre naq N jvyy nyjnlf or ynfg.

Answer #14
CEVZ / EVQR / BCRA / ZRNQ

Answer #15
ZBQRY / ZBQREA / ZBQRFGL

Answer #16
HAVSBEZ / ZNFPNEN / RYRZRAG / RAQBEFR / VAFGRNQ

Answer #17
Gur jbeqf ner NOENFVIR, PBAGRZCG, SRNEFBZR, WRNYBHFL, HAYNJSHY, naq 
IVBYRAPR. Gur anzr vf CVRECBAG.
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Answer #18
“Jr’ir sbhaq gur fcevat, gur fbhepr bs nyy Ryvkve.”

Answer #19
ORIN + B = NOBIR; BJRY + O = ORYBJ
NXPY + O = OYNPX; RVGU + J = JUVGR
RBEF + O = FBORE; QAEH + X = QEHAX
RVGH + D = DHVRG; VABF + L = ABVFL
NSEJ + Q = QJNES; ANVG + T = TVNAG
NRYA + P = PYRNA; EQGV + L = QVEGL
UBEG + A = ABEGU; FGUB + H = FBHGU
TUVG + E = EVTUG; BEJA + T = JEBAT
ZNYF + Y = FZNYY; NRTE + Y = YNETR
RVAE + A = VAARE; RBEG + H = BHGRE

Answer #20
Rnpu frg vf znqr hc bs frira jbeqf. Guerr bs gur frira pbagnva bar bs gur svefg-unys 
jbeqf va gur sbyybjvat yvfg. Guerr zber pbagnva gur zngpuvat ynfg-unys jbeq. Gur 
friragu jbeq vapyhqrf obgu.
Gur frgf ner:
YRT+RAQ (qb guvf frg svefg), NAG+URZ, NFF+NVY, PNE+CRG, SBE+ZNG, ZRA
+NPR, ABG+VPR, CRE+HFR, GRN+CBG. Gur guerr-yrggre jbeqf ner arire fpenzoyrq.
RYRTNAG naq SBERYRT obgu orybat gb gur YRT frg, abg gur NAG be SBE frgf.

Answer #21
Gb nibvq cvengrf jura fbyivat n Cngpujbex, bssfrg gur cbfvgvba bs gur cvrprf jura 
nffrzoyvat gurz. Ohvyq gur cvpgher jvgu gur obggbz ebj ng gur gbc naq gur bgure 
guerr ebjf zbirq qbja n ebj.
Bapr gur cvpgher vf nffrzoyrq, fryrpg gur ragver nyy-ohg-bar-ebj oybpx naq zbir vg 
vagb vgf cebcre cynpr. Guvf jvyy svavfu gur cvpgher va bar zbirzrag, jvgu ab punapr 
sbe nal cvengr npgvivgl.
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Answer #22
1. Yrsgzbfg funqbj hagvy gur guveq yrggre fubjf ‘H’
2. Fvkgu funqbj [gb gur yrsg bs gur wrfgre jvgu gur zbabpyr] hagvy gur svsgu yrggre 

vf ‘R’
3. Frpbaq funqbj [zna jvgu gur ung jvgu gur ovt srngure] hagvy gur frpbaq yrggre vf 

‘G’
4. Svsgu funqbj [whfg gb gur Sbby’f evtug] hagvy gur fvkgu yrggre vf ‘A’
5. Friragu funqbj [wrfgre jvgu zbabpyr] hagvy gur svefg yrggre vf ‘F’
6. Rvtugu funqbj [wrfgre jvgu chccrg] hagvy gur ynfg yrggre vf ‘G’
7. Friragu funqbj, gura rvtugu funqbj, gura evtugzbfg funqbj gjvpr
8. Ercrng fgrc 7 hagvy gur jbeq vf fbyirq.

Answer #23
CEVQR / FGEVQR / UNLEVQR

Answer #24
CRNY / NPER / PURJ / GBNQ

Answer #25
HCSEBAG / RKCYBVG / ANHTUGL, jvgu FSR yrsg bire.

Answer #26

Answer #27
“Ur xrcg gur Sbhegrra Gernfherf sbe uvzfrys?”
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Answer #28
VYY / YVC / YVG / YBC / YBG / BVY / BCG / CVC / CVG / CBC / CBG / GVC / 
GBB / GBC / GBG

Answer #29
PURZVFG / ABGVPRF / CBGRAPL / XRLABGR / RYRTNAG

Answer #30
Guvf nafjre fnlf gur beqre gb znxr gur jbeqf naq jung yrggre gurl fubhyq fgneg jvgu. 
Gur qverpgvbaf nffhzr lbh unir sbyybjrq nyy gur cerivbhf fgrcf ‘gb gur yrggre’.
1. SBBY (S va gbc yrsg pbeare; guvf jbeq vf ragveryl va gur gbc ebj)
2. SBVY (pragre S va gbc ebj)
3. BVYL (evtugzbfg B va obggbz ebj)
4. VSSL (V va guveq ebj)
5. YVSG (evtug Y va gbc ebj)
6. GBYY (G va obggbz ebj; jbeq vf onpxjneqf)
7. GBBY (yrsgzbfg G va guveq ebj)
8. GBBG (G va guveq ebj)

Answer #31
RNTREYL / NIRENTR / PNGNYBT / ZVQLRNE / GENTRQL

Answer #32
Gur jbeqf ner NOFRAGZVAQRQYL, ORJVYQREZRAG, RPPRAGEVPVGL, 
URYCYRFFARFF, VANEGVPHYNGR, naq ARTYRPGSHYYL. Gur anzr vf 
FPUREZREUBEA.

Answer #33
Rnpu frg bs frira jbeqf pbagnvaf gur fnzr guerr-yrggre jbeq jvguva vg. Va gur rknzcyr, 
JVAQONT, JVAXVAT, JVAPVAT, FJVAQYR, QJVAQYR, PYNJVAT, naq PURJVAT nyy 
pbagnva gur jbeq J-V-A. Gurer ner avar qvssrerag guerr-yrggre jbeqf gung jvyy znxr n 
frg, nf jryy nf n srj jebat gheavatf.

Answer #34
Rnpu bs gur cvax cvrprf unf n yrggre bs gur jbeq BIREPBZZREPVNYVMNGVBA. Gur 
cvax cvrprf ner neenatrq va n oybpx gung fcnaf frira pbyhzaf naq guerr ebjf; gur jbeq 
‘birepbzzrepvnyvmngvba’ fgnegf va Ebj 6 naq zbirf hc, gb gur evtug rqtr, qbja, yrsg 
nybat gur obggbz rqtr, naq gura pybpxjvfr va n fcveny cnggrea.
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Answer #35
SVANYYL / SVANAPR / YRTNYYL / ERTNYYL

Answer #36
Guvf nafjre fnlf gur beqre gb znxr gur jbeqf naq jung yrggre gurl fubhyq fgneg jvgu. 
Gur qverpgvbaf nffhzr lbh unir sbyybjrq nyy gur cerivbhf fgrcf ‘gb gur yrggre’.
1. ENZC (E ng obggbz yrsg pbeare)
2. CNCN (frpbaq C va obggbz ebj)
3. ZNZN (Z va frpbaq ebj)
4. EBBX (yrsgzbfg E va guveq ebj)
5. ZBBE (Z va hccre evtug pbeare)
6. CBBE (C va gbc ebj)
7. CNEX (C va guveq ebj)
8. ZNEX (Z va obggbz ebj)

Answer #37
Qrngu arire gnxrf gur jvfr zna ol fhecevfr. Ur vf nyjnlf ernql gb qrcneg.

Answer #38
PYRNEYL

Answer #39
“Naq abj ur pbzznaqf gur Obbx bs Gubgu?!”

Answer #40
“Rabhtu Jbeqntr. Jul qb Napvrag Tbqf njnxra?”

Answer #41
“Qbhogshy. V fhfcrpg gur snyyra Cevrfgrff. Be jbefr.”

Answer #42
FCNE / GHAN / NZRA / TNJX

Answer #43
“Jrnygu... gur Freinag bs n Jvfr Zna, gur Znfgre bs n Sbby.”

Answer #44
PEVO / YBFR / NOYR / ZRRG (be PYNZ / EBOR / VFYR / ORRG)
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Answer #45
“Gur gebhoyr jvgu Sbbyf vf gung gurl ynpx gur cbjre bs pbairefngvba, ohg abg gur 
cbjre bs fcrrpu.”

Answer #46
FGHQRAG

Answer #47
“V qba’g zvaq. Gung’f nyy gur zber lnzf sbe zr.”

Answer #48
PBASVAR / PUREVFU / CNTRNAG / TEVSSVA / OHGPURE

Answer #49
1. Frpbaq funqbj [zna jvgu gur ovt srngure va uvf ung] hagvy gur fvkgu yrggre vf ‘Y’
2. Fvkgu funqbj [whfg yrsg bs gur wrfgre jvgu gur zbabpyr] hagvy gur frpbaq yrggre 

vf ‘Y’
3. Guveq funqbj [whfg gb gur yrsg bs gur Sbby] hagvy gur guveq yrggre vf ‘R’
4. Yrsgzbfg funqbj hagvy gur svsgu yrggre vf ‘E’
5. Vs gur svefg yrggre vf abg ‘P’, svsgu funqbj [whfg gb gur evtug bs gur Sbby] hagvy 

vg vf
6. Vs gur ynfg yrggre vf abg ‘L’, rvtugu funqbj [wrfgre jvgu chccrg] hagvy vg vf
7. Evtugzbfg funqbj gjvpr, yrsgzbfg funqbj, guveq funqbj
8. Ercrng fgrcf 5 guebhtu 7 hagvy gur jbeq vf fbyirq.

Answer #50
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Answer #51
Abguvat pna pbasbhaq n jvfr zna zber guna ynhtugre sebz n Sbby.

Answer #52
ONEEVRE / SVFUREL / CEHQRAG / ABJURER

Answer #53

Answer #54
UNAQL / UNAQYR / UNAQBHG

Answer #55
Gb haybpx gur Svefg Tngrjnl, tb guebhtu gur Frira Qryvirevrf. Abgr qbja juvpu jvaqbj 
cnarf ner oyvaxvat oevtug terra, naq jung ahzore gur fgnere orfvqr gurz fnlf. Ba gur 
Friragu Ubhfr fperra, beqre gur jvaqbjf nppbeqvat gb jung gur jngpuref fnl, naq pyvpx 
ba gur frira terra jvaqbj cnarf va beqre (jvgu ‘Svefg’ svefg, naq ‘Friragu’ ynfg). Abgr 
gung juvpu cnarf lbh arrq gb pyvpx ba, nfvqr sebz gur svefg, jvyy abg nccrne ba gur 
Friragu Ubhfr fperra.
Vs lbh jnag gb hfr gur xrlobneq, ahzore gur frira jvaqbjf sebz 1 gb 7, tbvat yrsg gb evtug, 
obggbz gb gbc. Cerff gur xrlf gung pbeerfcbaq jvgu gur jvaqbjf gb ‘pyvpx’ ba gurz; 
ubjrire, lbh fubhyq bayl cerff gur xrl gb nqinapr gb gur arkg jvaqbj jura gur oevtug terra 
cnar zngpurf gur bar va gur Qryvirel.

Answer #56
EULZVAT / BHGYVIR / ZHQCNPX, jvgu BPR erznvavat.

Answer #57
“Jr ershfrq gb crccre bhe erpvcr jvgu Ureof.”
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Answer #58
JNTBA / QENTBA / URKNTBA

Answer #59
PYNFFVP / ZRANPRF / QBBEZNG / VZZRAFR / BSSVPRE

Answer #60
OERNQ / GUERNQ / ZVFERNQ

Answer #61
URVERFF / PNGRERE / GRNEBBZ / URERGVP

Answer #62
NCRK / RKNZ / NZVQ / VQYR / YRNX / NXVA / VAGB / GBHE / HETR / 
TRNE / NERN / RNPU / PUBC / BCNY / NYYL / YLER / ERNC

Answer #63
WNFZVAR / UNLYBSG / PBASVEZ, jvgu HEG yrsg bire.

Answer #64
SNOYR / IVNOYR / ABGNOYR

Answer #65

Answer #66
CNPX / BOBR / FYNC / GRKG

Answer #67
“Gur zna jub fnlf n guvat pnaabg or qbar vf dhvgr gb or vagreehcgrq ol fbzr Sbby qbvat 
gung irel guvat.”
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Answer #68
“Ohg jub ryfr pbhyq pbzznaq gur Fnperq Obbx?”

Answer #69
RZRENYQ / VYYARFF / IRUVPYR / ORYVRIR / BQLFFRL

Answer #70
Fryy gur yrggref va gur beqre T, O, Q, Z / V, Z, F, S / P, Z, X, G / P, H, J, R / V, Z, U, Q / 
J, J, E, X / G, R, Q, F / Q, X, G, Y / H, L, A, C, F, Z, O, N.

Answer #71
UNLJVER / UHZQEHZ / RKNZCYR / ZVFGNXR

Answer #72
ZNVQRAF

Answer #73
NJXJNEQ / SRNGURE / YVOENEL / CYNLSHY / RYQREYL

Answer #74

Answer #75
FHESNPR / CREHFRF / CERGRAQ / ERZANAG / FPNEYRG
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Answer #76
1. Guveq funqbj [zna whfg yrsg bs gur Sbby] hagvy gur sbhegu yrggre fubjf ‘V’
2. Evtugzbfg funqbj hagvy gur guveq yrggre fubjf ‘A’
3. Rvtugu funqbj [zna jvgu gbc ung, frpbaq-gb ynfg] hagvy gur frpbaq yrggre fubjf ‘V’
4. Friragu funqbj [zna jvgu furnef] hagvy gur friragu yrggre fubjf ‘L’
5. Vs gur svsgu yrggre vfa’g ‘P’, svsgu funqbj [jbzna jvgu tynffrf, whfg gb gur evtug bs 

gur Sbby] hagvy vg vf
6. Vs gur fvkgu yrggre vfa’g ‘X’, fvkgu funqbj [zna jvgu gur ung naq oenvq] hagvy vg 

vf
7. Evtugzbfg funqbj gjvpr, frpbaq funqbj [jbzna ol fpnyrf], svsgu funqbj
8. Ercrng fgrc 7 hagvy gur jbeq vf fbyirq.

Answer #77
“Jvfr Zra guvax nyvxr naq Sbbyf fryqbz qvssre.”

Answer #78
JVGUBHG / OVMNEER / HGRAFVY / ERSHFNY / ZNAFVBA

Answer #79
Fryy gur yrggref va gur beqre B, O / Q, T / A, H / Y, Y / P, L / O, J / A, H / O, X / E, 
D / T, L.

Answer #80

Answer #81
“N Xvat’f enafbz jbhyq abg qvffhnqr hf!”

Answer #82
Rnpu jbeq bs n frira-yrggre frg pbagnvaf gur fnzr guerr ibjryf. Va gur fgbel, FRYYBHG, 
AREIBHF, PBIREHC, HAYBIRQ, CHECBFR, PBAWHER, naq SBHYRFG nyy pbagnva 
gur ibjryf R, B, naq H. Gur ibjryf arrq abg arprffnevyl or va nal fcrpvsvp beqre.
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Answer #83
GEHZCRG / NABGURE / CUNAGBZ / PBYYRTR / WNPXCBG

Answer #84
Vg vf jvfr gb ybbx nurnq, ohg qvssvphyg gb ybbx snegure guna lbh pna frr.

Answer #85
“Syvzsynz, Vzcrevny pneqf pna’g or gnxra yvgrenyyl.”

Answer #86
RVYF + N = NVFYR; RYFG + L = FGLYR; NVEG + Y = GEVNY (abg FZVYR)
NVYI + N = NINVY; NRYF + G = FGNYR; NVYE + G = GENVY
NXYA + O = OYNAX; NXAE + S = SENAX; NACE + X = CENAX
NOYE + J = OENJY; NPYE + J = PENJY; NYZF + Y = FZNYY
NPEF + U = PENFU; NSYF + U = SYNFU; NTAF + U = TANFU
RRFG + J = FJRRG; NRUG + J = JURNG; NREG + G = GERNG (abg FYRRG)
QRVA + T = QRVTA; RTVA + S = SRVTA; RVAE + T = ERVTA
XYAH + S = SYHAX; QAEH + X = QEHAX; XAFH + X = FXHAX
TUVG + R = RVTUG; NRXF + G = FXNGR; NRTE + G = TERNG
NPXE + P = PENPX; NPXF + Z = FZNPX; NPUX + J = JUNPX

Answer #87
“Fur jub fcvyyrq guerr phcf naq xrcg gjb?”

Answer #88
NFGBHAQ / UBFGVYR / NATHVFU / BHGPNFG / QVFCHGR

Answer #89
“Zl oebguref’ Onq Lnz Oerjrel jrag ohfg.”

Answer #90
QVFPNEQ / NYPURZL / PNECRGF / SBERYRT / BCRENGR

Answer #91
“Vs n Sbby ubyqf uvf gbathr, ur jvyy cnff sbe n Jvfr Zna.”

Answer #92
CNFFNTR / NFFNVYF / SENVYGL / FHAFCBG / ORPNHFR
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Answer #93

Answer #94
HAVPBEA / GRAFVBA / PNOVARG / VAPYHQR / SBERVTA

Answer #95
CYHF / BVAX / EBQR / XABJ

Answer #96
“Gur Cevrfgrff genafsbezrq uvz vagb n pneq?”

Answer #97

Answer #98
PUBJ / YNIN / NYNF / LRYC
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Answer #99
Rnpu frg vf znqr hc bs jbeqf juvpu nyy pbagnva gur fnzr vgrz ba guvf yvfg bs guerr-
yrggre jbeqf: NTR, ONE, PNG, QRA, RNE, SVA, TNY, URE, VER. Gur guerr-yrggre 
jbeqf ner arire fpenzoyrq, naq NYY vf abg bar bs gur frgf lbh’er gelvat gb svaq.
Vs lbh qba’g frr bar be zber bs gur ynetr jbeqf, gel ABG ernqvat gurz nybhq— gurer ner 
fbzr qvssreraprf va cebahapvngvba gung pna gevc lbh hc.

Answer #100
OYBPX / HAYBPX / URZYBPX

Answer #101
FGBEX / FGBEZL / FGBENTR

Answer #102
Znxr fher gb svavfu nyy gur frpgvbaf bs n cnar orsber fgnegvat ba gur arkg bar. Va gur 
svsgu cnar, gur cngu svefg fxvcf bire gur checyr frpgvba gb tb gb gur frpbaq benatr bar.

Answer #103
Gur jbeqf ner NQINAGNTR, VQRAGVPNY, BAFYNHTUG, DHVPXFNAQ, 
HAVAIVGRQ, naq JVYYCBJRE. Gur anzr vf RGURYOREG.

Answer #104
ZVTUG / JRVTUG / HCEVTUG

Answer #105
RJR / RBA / URZ / URA / URJ / UBR / UBJ / ZRA / ZRJ / ZBZ / ZBB / ZBJ / ARJ / 
ABJ / BAR / BJR / BJA / JRR / JUB / JBR
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Answer #106
TVENSSR / YHYYNOL / ERFVQHR / NFFNHYG

Answer #107
1. Guveq funqbj [zna whfg gb gur yrsg bs gur Sbby] hagvy gur svefg yrggre fubjf ‘Z’
2. Frpbaq funqbj [jbzna ol fpnyrf] hagvy gur frpbaq yrggre fubjf ‘N’
3. Svefg funqbj [zna ng sne yrsg] hagvy gur guveq yrggre fubjf ‘V’
4. Friragu funqbj [zna jvgu furnef] hagvy gur sbhegu yrggre fubjf ‘Q’
5. Vs gur svsgu yrggre vfa’g ‘R’, rvtugu funqbj [zna jvgu gbc ung, frpbaq sebz gur 

evtug] hagvy vg vf
6. Vs gur fvkgu yrggre vfa’g ‘A’, evtugzbfg funqbj hagvy vg vf
7. Frpbaq funqbj gjvpr, svsgu funqbj [jbzna jvgu tynffrf, whfg gb gur evtug bs gur 

Sbby], evtugzbfg funqbj
8. Ercrng fgrc 7 hagvy gur jbeq vf fbyirq.

Answer #108
“Gur sryybj jub qrpynerf ur vf ab sbby hfhnyyl unf uvf fhfcvpvbaf.”

Answer #109
“Ure Ryvkve fcernqf gb rirel oebbx naq cbaq.”

Answer #110
RIVQRAG / IVYYNTR / FPNGGRE / EBQRAGF / EBBSVAT

Answer #111
PNFX / EHVA / RETB / JNAG

Answer #112
“Rira n Sbby zhfg abj naq gura or evtug ol punapr.”

Answer #113
FHFGNVA / SHARENY / WNJOBAR / QVNZBAQ

Answer #114
Fryy gur yrggref va gur beqre F, N, P, T, U, C, O, L, G, R.
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Answer #115

Answer #116
Gur svefg tevq’f jbeqf ner TNT / NTB / ORQ.
Gur frpbaq tevq’f jbeqf ner EVQ / NPR / CRJ.
Gur guveq tevq’f jbeqf ner NQB / ABJ / QRA.
Guhf, gur jbeq vf ORQEVQQRA.

Answer #117
JNFC / BIRE / IVAR / RQQL

Answer #118
HAQRE / JBAQRE / FYNAQRE

Answer #119
Rnpu frg bs frira jbeqf vf gurzrq nebhaq n qvssrerag pbzzba yrggre. Rnpu bs gur frira 
jbeqf unf gur yrggre va n qvssrerag cbfvgvba jvguva gur jbeq. Gur yrggre vf nyjnlf n 
pbafbanag. 
Va gur rknzcyr, gur pbzzba yrggre vf U, nf pna or frra va UNECVFG, FUBEGYL, 
RGUVPNY, FVTUGRQ, JNEGUBT, HCEVTUG, naq NATHVFU. Vg’f jbegu zragvbavat 
gung va gur erny frgf, gur pbzzba yrggre pna nccrne va n jbeq gjvpr! PURRGNU pbhyq 
unir ercynprq rvgure FUBEGYL be NATHVFU— ohg abg obgu.

Answer #120
SVAVPXL

Answer #121
WRJRYEL / FURYYNP / XRLUBYR / ERNYVGL
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Answer #122
‘Hacebsvgnoyr nccrnef va cnvef’ yvgrenyyl ersref gb gur jbeq HACEBSVGNOYR. Rnpu 
znc cvrpr jvgu n terl yrggre vf cnverq jvgu (cynprq arkg gb) nabgure cvrpr jvgu gur 
yrggre va gur bccbfvgr pbeare; va rnpu cnve, gur pbearef jvgu gur yrggref gbhpu. Gur 
cvrprf ner cnverq nf sbyybjf: HA, CE, BS, VG, NO, YR.

Answer #123
Gur gevpx gb orvat jvfr vf gb or jvfr ng gur evtug zbzrag.

Answer #124
FGEVC / FGEVIR / FGEVATL

Answer #125
Fbzr ner jvfr, naq bguref ner bgurejvfr.

Answer #126
“Uvf Orjvgpuzragf cbvfba gur Ynaq!”

Answer #127
Gur svefg tevq’f jbeqf ner SBE / RJR / RAQ.
Gur frpbaq tevq’f jbeqf ner FGL / NJR / TBG.
Gur guveq tevq’f jbeqf ner GRA / NER / ENG.
Fb, gur jbeq vf SBETBGGRA.

Answer #128
N jvfr zna svtugf gb jva, ohg ur vf gjvpr n sbby vs ur unf ab cyna sbe qrsrng.

Answer #129
Jura lbh pyvpx ba gjb zngpuvat pbvaf, jngpu gur jnl gur Sbby’f urnq gheaf. Vzntvar 
gung gur sbhe pbvaf gung lbh qvq abg pyvpx ba ner yvarq hc sebz yrsg gb evtug. Vs 
gur Sbby vf ybbxvat yrsg, pyvpx ba gur gjb yrsgzbfg bs gur pbvaf. Vs gur Sbby vf 
tnmvat gb gur evtug, pyvpx ba gur gjb evtugzbfg bs gur sbhe pbvaf.
Nf na rknzcyr, vs lbh pyvpxrq ba pbvaf 2 naq 3, naq gur Sbby ybbxf yrsg, lbh fubhyq 
pyvpx ba pbvaf 1 naq 4. Vs gur Sbby ybbxf evtug, pubbfr pbvaf 5 naq 6.

Answer #130
NTVGNGR / NZBATFG / VZCEBIR / NINEVPR / RKGERZR

Answer #131
SNVYHER / ERPYHFR / NZNGRHE / FGRNYGU / SBEZNGF
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Answer #132
GVSU + N = SNVGU
NVYF + O = ONFVY
NYBE + P = PNEBY
NOLO + R = NOORL
NPRE + T = TENPR
NRUG + U = URNGU
NRYE + C = CRNEY
NABZ + F = ZNFBA
NTAE + G = TENAG
RRZE + L = RZREL

Answer #133
“Gur orfg jnl gb pbaivapr n sbby gung ur vf jebat vf gb yrg uvz unir uvf bja jnl.”

Answer #134
“N Sbby jvyy nqzver jurer n Jvfr Zna nccebirf.”

Answer #135
“Gnyx frafr gb n Sbby, naq ur pnyyf lbh sbbyvfu!”

Answer #136
QVGPU / FAVGPU / ORJVGPU

Answer #137
“N Jvfr Zna znxrf cebireof, ohg n Sbby ercrngf gurz.”

Answer #138
FYRAQRE / CRGEVSL / PBZSBEG / ZNGVARR / RASBEPR

Answer #139
SBERNEZ

Answer #140
NCR / NCG / NGR / RNG / CNG / CRN / CRC / CRG / GRN / GNC

Answer #141
JVQR / NPVQ / YBAT / XARR
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Answer #142
Guvf nafjre fnlf gur beqre gb znxr gur jbeqf naq jung yrggre gurl fubhyq fgneg jvgu. 
Gur qverpgvbaf nffhzr lbh unir sbyybjrq nyy gur cerivbhf fgrcf ‘gb gur yrggre’.
1. RNIR (R va gbc evtug pbeare)
2. ONYY (O va gbc ebj)
3. BINY (B va obggbz evtug pbeare; hfr gur Y ba gur obggbz ebj)
4. PBBY (P va guveq ebj; hfr gur Bf va gur yrsg pbyhza, abg gur obggbz ebj)
5. JBBY (J va obggbz ebj; hfr gur evtugzbfg Y)
6. IRNY (I va gbc ebj)
7. YNIN (evtug Y va guveq ebj)
8. JNYY (J va gbc ebj)

Answer #143
ONETNVA / JVYQPNG / EUHONEO / TNYYREL

Answer #144
PUNEZ / PUNETR / PUNEVBG

Answer #145
RNEARFG

Answer #146
1. Yrsgzbfg funqbj hagvy gur svefg yrggre fubjf ‘S’
2. Fvkgu funqbj [zna gb gur yrsg bs wrfgre jvgu zbabpyr] hagvy gur frpbaq yrggre vf 

‘B’
3. Guveq funqbj [zna jvgu gbc ung, whfg gb gur yrsg bs gur Sbby] hagvy gur guveq 

yrggre vf ‘E’
4. Friragu funqbj [wrfgre jvgu zbabpyr] hagvy gur svsgu yrggre vf ‘N’
5. Vs gur fvkgu yrggre vfa’g ‘E’, rvtugu funqbj [wrfgre jvgu chccrg] hagvy vg vf
6. Svsgu funqbj (whfg gb gur Sbby’f evtug) hagvy gur friragu yrggre vf ‘Z’
7. Svefg funqbj gjvpr, svsgu funqbj gjvpr, evtugzbfg funqbj
8. Ercrng fgrc 7 hagvy gur jbeq vf fbyirq.

Answer #147
Gur cvrprf jvgu benatr gjb-yrggre sentzragf pna or chg arkg gb rnpu bgure gb perngr 
jbeqf. Gurfr jbeqf ner gur fnzr jbeqf nf hfrq va Ohpxorr’f Obarf (‘friragrra sebz gur frn’).

Answer #148
YRNXL / PERNXL / FDHRNXL
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Answer #149
Guvf nafjre fnlf gur beqre gb znxr gur jbeqf naq jung yrggre gurl fubhyq fgneg jvgu. 
Gur qverpgvbaf nffhzr lbh unir sbyybjrq nyy gur cerivbhf fgrcf ‘gb gur yrggre’.
1. GRFG (G va gbc yrsg pbeare)
2. FRRQ (F va obggbz yrsg pbeare, zbivat gb Q va frpbaq ebj)
3. GVRQ (G va obggbz ebj; jbeq vf onpxjneqf)
4. RKVG (yrsg R va frpbaq ebj)
5. QVRG (Q va frpbaq ebj)
6. GVQR (G ng evtug raq bs guveq ebj)
7. QRRQ (Q va gbc ebj)
8. QVRQ (evtugzbfg Q; jbeq vf onpxjneqf)

Answer #150
PENO / LBXR / FCVA / GRAQ

Answer #151
FGNVA / BOGNVA / PREGNVA

Answer #152
QNAPR / TYNAPR / EBZNAPR

Answer #153
Gur pbzzba yrggref bs gur avar frgf ner T, C, X, P, J, O, A, Q, G (bar cre frg) naq fubhyq 
or fbyq va gung beqre sbe na rnfl ivpgbel.

Answer #154
Rira gur jvfrfg bs gur jvfr ner abg jvfr ng rirel zbzrag.

Answer #155
QRAVMRA / SRNESHY / SNVERFG / ZHSSVAF

Answer #156
“Nqivpr... gur Jvfr jba’g arrq vg, gur Sbby jba’g urrq vg.”

Answer #157
GENVGBE / FGBENTR / PNYYBHF / FHOYVZR / YBTVPNY

Answer #158
CEBQHPG / NOHFVIR / SNFUVBA, jvgu VYR yrsg oruvaq.
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Answer #159
BGURE / JVGURE / CNAGURE

Answer #160
VADHVER / ERDHVER / RFDHVER / NPDHVER / ONEBDHR

Answer #161
CNFGL / CNFGBE / CNFGVZR

Answer #162
PBAGNVA / PBZCNER / PEHPVNY / IVARTNE

Answer #163
Rnpu frg bs frira jbeqf vf oebxra vagb gjb unyirf. Guerr bs gur frira jbeqf bs gur frg 
pbagnva bar guerr-yrggre jbeq; guerr bgure bs gur frira pbagnva n qvssrerag bar. Gur 
friragu jbeq pbagnvaf obgu guerr-yrggre jbeqf. Va gur rknzcyr va gur fgbel, VZCNFFR, 
VZCERFF, naq VZCNYRE nyy pbagnva gur jbeq VZC; RNEYVRE, PBYYVRE, naq 
ERCYVRQ nyy pbagnva gur jbeq YVR. VZCYVRF pbagnvaf obgu VZC naq YVR.

Answer #164
Gur jbeqf ner PBVAPVQRAPR, RYVZVANGVBA, VAQVSSRERAG, BCCBEGHAVGL, 
CVPGHERFDHR naq HAPREGNVAGL. Gur anzr vf NOREPEBZOVR.

Answer #165
NRYC + C = NCCYR; NPRF + H = FNHPR; OQRE + N = OERNQ; OPEH + Z = PEHZO 
NPXY + U = PUNYX (abg OYNPX); NOBE + Q = OBNEQ; NOAE + V = OENVA; BEFG 
+ Z = FGBEZ
QRVE + O = OEVQR; ZBBE + T = TEBBZ; REFF + Q = QERFF; NRXE + Z = ZNXRE
RAEH + Q = HAQRE; NREG + X = GNXRE (abg JNGRE); NORY + G = GNOYR; PUBG 
+ Y = PYBGU
BEGH + P = PBHEG; RUBF + H = UBHFR; RRFG + J = FJRRG; NUEG + R = URNEG
NREJ + G = JNGRE; RUYJ + R = JURRY; TVAE + Q = TEVAQ; RABG + F = FGBAR
NOXY + P = OYNPX; UVFG + Z = FZVGU; RZBF + X = FZBXR; NPXF + G = FGNPX
QABH + F = FBHAQ; BBCE + S = CEBBS; UBGH + Z = ZBHGU; PRRC + V = CVRPR
PBEF + F = PEBFF; QRRE + O = OERRQ; RREI + L = RIREL; TUVG = A = GUVAT
NPUG + J = JNGPU; RBEG + J = GBJRE; NRUG + E = RNEGU; NRDH + X = DHNXR

Answer #166
VAIBYIR / GERNFBA / IVBYRAG / SBEZHYN / URKNTBA
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Answer #167
“V unir terng snvgu va sbbyf— frys-pbasvqrapr, zl sevraqf jvyy pnyy vg.”

Answer #168
Rnpu frg vf znqr hc bs frira jbeqf, nyy bs juvpu pbagnva guerr fcrpvsvp ibjryf. Gur 
pbzovangvbaf bs ibjryf sbe gur frgf ner:
N-R-V: OVMNEER / PNOVARG / QRFCNVE / RYNFGVP / ZVENPYR / 
CEVINGR / IVARTNE
N-R-B: PBZCNER / URKNTBA / WNJOBAR / BIRENYY / EBZNAPR / FGBENTR / 
GERNFBA
N-R-H: ONADHRG / PNERSHY / SHARENY / ZHAQNAR / CNFGHER / 
DHNEERY / ERSHFNY
N-V-B: NCEVPBG / PBAGNVA / QVNZBAQ/ VZZBENY / YBTVPNY / ZNAFVBA / 
GENVGBE
N-V-H: NATHVFU / PEHPVNY / UNYVOHG / YHANGVP / ZNKVZHZ / 
CNVASHY / FHFGNVA
N-B-H: NFGBHAQ / PNYYBHF / SBEZHYN / WBHEANY / BHGPNFG / 
CBCHYNE / FDHNYBE
R-V-B: QRCBFVG / SBERVTA / UBFGVYR / VAIBYIR / CEBSVYR / GRAFVBA / 
IVBYRAG
R-V-H: QVFCHGR / VAPYHQR / ZVKGHER / CERZVHZ / FHOYVZR / 
GEVOHAR / HGRAFVY
V-B-H: PBHAPVY / VZCBHAQ / ABHEVFU / FHPGVBA / GHEZBVY / HAVPBEA / 
JVGUBHG

Answer #169
“Bhe cneragf? Gurl fnvyrq jvgu gur Guerr Fuvcf.”

Answer #170
FCBG / NHEN / PENZ / XRYC

Answer #171
RIR, AGR naq REF, RAS naq VFC, EBZ naq FJU, GUR naq RRG, FRN naq FGE.

Answer #172
YNPDHRE / ZBYYHFX / ERTHYNE / ONPXYBT / HAHFHNY

Answer #173
Gur jbeqf ner ONAXEHCG, SRFGVINY, VTABENAG, YNHTUGRE, AVPXANZR, naq 
BETNAVMR. Gur anzr vf GERZNVAR.
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Answer #174
Rnpu znc cvrpr gung unf n sbhe-ahzore frg, va rssrpg, pneevrf n frg bs pbbeqvangrf sbe 
jurer vg orybatf ba gur znc. Gur svefg ahzore bs rnpu frg vf nyjnlf ‘1’. Gur frpbaq 
ahzore qrgrezvarf gur ebj gur cvrpr orybatf ba, naq gur ynfg gjb ahzoref fcrpvsl juvpu 
pbyhza ubhfrf vgf qrfvtangrq fcbg. N cvrpr jvgu gur ahzoref ‘1101’ jbhyq tb va gur gbc 
yrsg pbeare (1:01) ; n cvrpr jvgu ‘1701’ va gur obggbz yrsg pbeare (7:01); n cvrpr jvgu 
‘1205’ va gur frpbaq ebj naq svsgu pbyhza (2:05), naq fb ba.

Answer #175
QEBJA SBBY

Answer #176
Gur yrggref ner sbhaq va gur sbyybjvat beqre:
Q ~ orybj gur evtugzbfg jvaqbj
B ~ orgjrra gur obggbz yrsg naq zvqqyr yrsg jvaqbjf
J ~ nobir gur jvaqbj gung fvgf nobir gur frpbaq pbyhza bs anzrf
A ~ orybj gur hccre yrsg jvaqbj
S ~ whfg gb gur evtug bs gur jvaqbj jurer lbh sbhaq ‘J’
Y ~ nobir gur guveq pbyhza bs anzrf
B ~ n ovg orybj gur A, nobir gur zvqqyr yrsg jvaqbj
B ~ va gur pbaarpgbe gb orgjrra gur guveq pbyhza’f gbjre naq gur evtugzbfg jvaqbj
E ~ nobir gur jvaqbj pybfrfg gb gur zvqqyr; qbja naq gb gur evtug bs ‘S’

Answer #177
“Ertneqyrff, jr bja Cnyngr, Cnyrggr, naq Cnyyrg.”

Answer #178
FNTN / BINY / QBYY / NJNL

Answer #179
“Creuncf vg vf jr jub unir gebhoyrq gurz.”

Answer #180
Gur jbeqf ner UBEVMBAGNY, VAFVTUGSHY, BOYVTNGVBA, CNEGVPHYNE, 
DHRNFVARFF, naq FPNAQNYBHF. Gur anzr vf EBFRAPENAF.

Answer #181
FXRGPUL / BOIVBHF / FNHFNTR / AREIBHF / FPUBYNE
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Answer #182
“Evqvphyr vf gur svefg, naq ynfg, nethzrag bs n Sbby.”

Answer #183
ZNKVZHZ / ZVKGHER / ZHAQNAR / VZCBHAQ / QRCBFVG

Answer #184
CBCHYNE / CEBSVYR / PNERSHY / WBHEANY / DHNEERY

Answer #185
TNYYNAG / OEBNQRA / PEBJONE / RQHPNGR

Answer #186
Gur jbeqf ner NAABLVAT, RQTRJVFR, WRBCNEQL, ARHEBGVP, BSSVPVNY, naq 
HAYVXRYL. Gur anzr vf VATENUNZ.

Answer #187
Guvf nafjre fnlf gur beqre gb znxr gur jbeqf naq jung yrggre gurl fubhyq fgneg jvgu. 
Gur qverpgvbaf nffhzr lbh unir sbyybjrq nyy gur cerivbhf fgrcf ‘gb gur yrggre’.
1. NERN (zvqqyr N va gbc ebj)
2. FRNY (F va gbc ebj)
3. FNFF (evtugzbfg F va guveq ebj)
4. FRYY (F va frpbaq ebj)
5. WRYY (W va guveq ebj; hfr gur R va gur obggbz ebj)
6. ERRY (evtug E va frpbaq ebj)
7. ENWN (E va frpbaq ebj)
8. RYFR (yrsgzbfg R va guveq ebj; jbeq vf onpxjneqf)

Answer #188
“Va fcvgr bs gung, juvpu vf Evtug... Evgr be Jevgr?”

Answer #189
“Qhfg ba cnepuzrag. Jul jbhyq gurl gebhoyr hf?”

Answer #190
NC, CRN naq OYR, EFV naq VGN, ACN naq EBS, VEF naq HAC.

Answer #191
RPB, AQGU naq EBJF, RAPB naq EBAR, YHZA naq NSGR.
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Answer #192
“Jr jbhyq sbyybj gur Cvengr Xvat vs jr pbhyq.”

Answer #193
RZONFFL / JUNGABG / ENPRJNL / JUVFCRE / NAGURZF

Answer #194
URYCSHY / JNEEVBE / RLRONYY / NCCNERY

Answer #195
Tb gb gur Pbzcraqvhz bs Gehr Oryvriref. Glcr va ‘QEBJA SBBY’ (gurer’f ab arrq gb glcr 
gur fcnpr). Gur Sbby jvyy snyy vagb gur evire!

Answer #196
Gur frdhrapr vf O, E, L, frpbaq N guerr gvzrf, naq Y. Or fher gb uvg ERFRG orsber lbh 
ortva.

Answer #197
RZONETB / PNOONTR / SVERSYL / PNONERG

Answer #198
Gur funqbjf ner ahzorerq sebz yrsg gb evtug, jvgu gur sbhegu funqbj gur Sbby.
1. Frpbaq funqbj [gur zna jvgu gur fgnss] hagvy gur frpbaq yrggre fubjf ‘N’
2. Guveq funqbj [jbzna whfg gb gur yrsg bs gur Sbby] hagvy gur guveq yrggre fubjf ‘E’
3. Frpbaq-gb-ynfg funqbj hagvy gur svsgu yrggre fubjf ‘R’
4. Evtugzbfg funqbj hagvy gur fvkgu yrggre fubjf ‘F’
5. Yrsgzbfg funqbj bapr, frpbaq funqbj gjvpr, guveq funqbj bapr
6. Svsgu funqbj [ynql jvgu n chefr naq srngurerq ung, whfg gb gur evtug bs gur Sbby] 

hagvy gur sbhegu yrggre fubjf ‘A’
7. Fvkgu funqbj [jbzna jvgu n sna] hagvy gur friragu yrggre fubjf ‘G’
8. Ercrng fgrcf 5, 6, naq 7 hagvy gur jbeq vf fbyirq.

Answer #199
“N terng sbeghar, va gur unaqf bs n Sbby, vf n terng zvfsbeghar!”
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Answer #200
Guvf nafjre fnlf gur beqre gb znxr gur jbeqf naq jung yrggre gurl fubhyq fgneg jvgu. 
Gur qverpgvbaf nffhzr lbh unir sbyybjrq nyy gur cerivbhf fgrcf ‘gb gur yrggre’.
1. MVGV (M va obggbz yrsg pbeare)
2. OHMM (O va obggbz ebj)
3. MRGN (M va obggbz evtug pbeare)
4. OBNG (O va gbc ebj)
5. OBHG (O va frpbaq ebj)
6. NDHN (yrsgzbfg N va frpbaq ebj; rvgure jnl jvyy jbex)
7. ORNH (yrsg O va guveq ebj)
8. ONVG (O va guveq ebj)

Answer #201
Fryy gur yrggref va gur beqre X, O, S / J, J, G / R, G, G / N, L, Y / P, Z, J / N, G, G / T, 
T, S / S, X, X / U, J, U / J, U, Y

Answer #202
“Fgevxvatyl, En naq Gubgu ner gur Rlrf bs Ubehf.”

Answer #203
“N Sbby znl gnyx, ohg n Jvfr Zna fcrnxf.”

Answer #204
OVTBGEL / GJVAXYR / IREQVPG, jvgu RCZ yrsg oruvaq.

Answer #205
SBHAQ / NEBHAQ / VZCBHAQ

Answer #206
ZVARENY / WBHEARL / IVFVGBE / PNENZRY

Answer #207
Gur svefg tevq’f jbeqf ner LRN / RTT / JBR.
Gur frpbaq tevq’f jbeqf ner ORT / VIL / TRZ.
Gur guveq tevq’f jbeqf ner PHO / BER / BAR.
Gur jbeq vf gurersber JBRORTBAR.

Answer #208
VZCRNPU / QRSHAPG / XVATQBZ, jvgu OZH erznvavat.
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Answer #209
“Hagehr. Gur Svir bs Phcf oerjrq guvf pbapbpgvba.”

Answer #210
JNEGUBT / FGBZNPU / TYBEVSL, jvgu VQA yrsg bire.

Answer #211
JBZO / VQBY / YBER / QERJ

Answer #212
CERZVHZ / GHEZBVY / NCEVPBG / QRFCNVE / VZZBENY

Answer #213
“Ohg gur Sbby qrsyrpgrq gur fcryy onpx ng ure.”

Answer #214
HFRYRFF / YRTRAQF / PHEGNVY / VPRORET / NOQBZRA

Answer #215
Guvf nafjre fnlf gur beqre gb znxr gur jbeqf naq jung yrggre gurl fubhyq fgneg jvgu. 
Gur qverpgvbaf nffhzr lbh unir sbyybjrq nyy gur cerivbhf fgrcf ‘gb gur yrggre’.
1. QBQB (evtugzbfg Q va gbc ebj)
2. RQTR (ragveryl va gbc ebj)
3. ABAR (frpbaq A va guveq ebj)
4. URRQ (U va gbc ebj)
5. ARRQ (A va guveq ebj)
6. TBAR (frpbaq T va guveq ebj)
7. TBBQ (T va guveq ebj)
8. ABHA (obggbz ebj)

Answer #216
ONANAN / CNCNLN / PNFNON
Gur ynggrezbfg vf n glcr bs zryba.
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Appendix:
TAROT RULES & STRATEGY



Imperial Tarot

Imperial Tarot is one of the harder of the five Tarot games found throughout the Land. 
However, this strategy guide will help you to conquer it.

What Makes a Hand?

A table of the hands of Imperial Tarot is at the end of the section, as it is quite long. It 
lists each of the 14 types of hands, and their relative scores.

It’s generally a good idea to prefer cards that can be used in multiple hands. 
The  Hierophant is in the Imperial set, but also in the Gifted and Insidious sets, for 
example. The Sun is part of the high-ranking Celestial set, but is also found in the 
Treacherous and Masculine sets.

Two of the special hands, the Perdition Triplet and the Duality Doublet, deserve 
special mention. Perdition Triplets are made by combining a Rhadamanthine Doublet 
(two of Justice, Judgement, Death, or the Devil) with the Fool. If you have one of these 
cards, and the Fool comes up, it’s well worth grabbing it.

Secondly, Duality Doublets use only two cards: Either the high-value Sun and Moon, 
the mid-value High Priestess and Magician, or the normally low Sun God and Moon 
God cards, paired together. If you can pull off one of these doublets, you’ll beat almost 
every other hand in the game. Be careful, though. A Duality Doublet in the same hand 
as the Book of Thoth will cause a rupture— this means that Sun+Moon+Book of Thoth 
is a Duality Rupture, and not a Celestial Triplet. Be warned.
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Strategy

Once you know what cards can be used in which hands, you’re well on your way to 
conquering Imperial Tarot. However, the Rogue wants that High Priestess card pretty 
badly, and he’s adopted a strategy of trying to block you from getting good hands at 
every opportunity.

First off, some of the cards in the game are found in multiple sets. In relative order of 
desirability (from most to least), they are the Prince, the Hierophant, the Devil, the 
Sun, the Moon, the Emperor, the Empress, the Star, the World, the Magician, the 
High Priestess, and the Fool. These cards are highly desirable, because you have more 
chances to make Doublets and Triplets.

Your general strategy is going to be to try to pick cards that:

1. Help complete a combination in your own hand
2. Can be used in multiple sets (see the list below)
3. Are high cards,

in this order of priority. You’ll also want to keep an eye out on what the Rogue is 
doing, too— you might be able to block him from forming a Triplet or a Duality Doublet 
if you choose your cards carefully.

Here’s a more detailed strategy:

• If it’s your turn to pick first, you’re kind of at the Rogue’s mercy. If there’s a choice 
that would get you a good pair, grab it! Otherwise, try to pick a card that can be used 
in multiple different sets (such as the Devil or the Star). If there’s none of those, try to 
pick something that’ll keep the Rogue from drawing a good first card— and if all else 
fails, just try to draw a high card.

Once the Rogue’s grabbed his two cards, pick whatever’s left that’ll give you the best 
hand.

•
• If it’s the Rogue’s turn to pick first, you’ve got an advantage. For your first pick, 

choose whatever seems to be a good choice for your hand. If there’s nothing that 
forms an obvious doublet, try to choose a card that can be used in multiple different 
sets. This’ll better your chances for the second pick.

Before you choose your second card, take a look at the Rogue’s hand. Figure out 
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what’s the highest hand you can make with each of the three cards on display, and 
what hand-making choices he’ll be left with. There’s always the chance you could win 
the hand by keeping him from drawing something good.

To Thoth or Not to Thoth?

The Book of Thoth card can be a powerful ally in your quest to win a game of Imperial 
Tarot, but if you grab it at the wrong time, you could instead find yourself sitting on a 
Rupture.

• If it’s your turn to pick first, and the Book of Thoth comes up in the choices of your 
first card, leave it alone! The Rogue will grab whatever card you could have used to 
complete your hand, and leave you with -99 points and a bad mood.

•
• If the Rogue has picked, and the Book of Thoth is one of your two choices for your 

first card, it’s more complex. You have a chance of winning big, but it’s not certain.
You should only grab the Book if the card in your hand can be used in more than one 
set (so, if it’s the Hierophant, go for it; if it’s Temperance, leave the Book alone).

• If the Book shows up as a possibility for your second card, take it only if it’ll complete 
your hand. Don’t ever take the Book of Thoth solely to try and block the Rogue from 
getting a Triplet; Ruptures are not fun.

• Finally, sometimes you’ll wind up with the Book of Thoth starting in your hand. If 
you’re in this situation, try to pick cards that are used in multiple sets and hope for 
the best. Note that when this happens to you, you 
might want to try for some of the special hands, such as 
the rare Bewitched or Malevolent triplets, if you 
can— after all, you’ve got nothing else to lose.

• One more thing to note: The Rogue will only go for the 
Book of Thoth if he thinks it’s a sure thing, but it’ll still 
find its way into his hand unbidden from time to time. 
When this happens, try to block him as much as you 
can— if you’re lucky, he’ll be stuck with a Rupture and 
you can score, free of charge!
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Imperial Tarot: Table of Hands

Light blue rows denote the four special hands. The Book of Thoth will complete a 
Triplet when placed with two cards from any normal hand. When a card’s name is in 
blue, that indicates it is found in multiple hand types.

Name Hand Score (Triplet) Score (Doublet) Score (Singlet)

Bewitched 
Triplet

[Prince, High Priestess, 
Book of Thoth] 111 Triplets

only
Triplets

only

Duality 
Doublet

[Sun, Moon] or
[Sun God, Moon God]

or [Magician,
High Priestess]

+ anything except
the Book of Thoth

Doublets
only 108 Doublets

 only

Imperial
The set

(Emperor, Empress,
Hierophant, Prince)

105 69 39

Perdition 
Triplet

Fool + two of
(Justice, Judgement, 

Death, Devil, 
Book of Thoth)

102 Triplets
only

Triplets
only

Malevolent
Triplet

Fool + two of
(Emperor, Empress, 
Hierophant, Book of 

Thoth)

99 Triplets
only

Triplets
only

Rhadamanthine
The set

(Justice, Judgement, 
Death, Devil)

96 66 36

Celestial
The set

(Sun, Moon,
Star, World)

93 63 33

Enchanted
The set

(Strength, Temperance,
Star, Devil)

90 60 30
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Name Hand Score (Triplet) Score (Doublet) Score (Singlet)

Gifted

The set
(Hanged Man, Hermit, 

Hierophant, 
Wheel of Fortune)

87 57 27

Worldly
The set

(World, Chariot, 
Lovers, Prince)

84 54 24

Treacherous
The set

(Sun, Magician,
Tower, Fool)

81 51 21

Insidious
The set

(Moon, High Priestess, 
Hierophant, Prince)

78 48 18

Feminine
The set

(Moon, Moon God,
Empress, High Priestess)

75 45 15

Masculine
The set

(Sun, Sun God, 
Emperor, Magician)

72 42 12

Rupture
The Book of Thoth + 
any two cards that 
don’t go together

-99-99-99
Duality 
Rupture

[Sun, Moon] or
[Sun God, Moon God]

or [Magician, 
High Priestess]

+ the Book of Thoth

-99-99-99
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Cutthroat Tarot

Cutthroat Tarot takes some getting used to! If you’re clever, you can outsmart the Hook 
and win passage from the Kingdom of the Swords.

What Makes a Hand?

There are two types of hands in Cutthroat Tarot: The first is a Straight in the suit of 
Swords— an example would be the 9, 8, and 7 of Swords, forming an ‘Anguish’ set. 
However, each Swords card (apart from the King of Swords) has a Substitute, a single 
card that can stand in for it in a Straight. Instead of the 9, 8, and 7 of Swords, you could 
also make an Anguish hand with the 9 of Swords, the Hanged Man, and the Hermit.

A table of which cards substitute for which is on the next page. Note that the highest 
card of any Straight must be a Sword; you cannot Substitute for it.

Straights score more than Triplets, the other type of hand. There are seven different 
Triplets. Four of them contain two specific cards, plus one of the Three Ships: the Monet, 
the Paradist, and the Errant. 
One Triplet contains all of the Three Ships, together. Finally, the last two Triplets involve 
different combinations of the Five Kings: the King of Swords, the King of Cups, the 
King of Wands, the King of Pentacles— and the King of Pirates.

A Table of Hands is located at the end of the section.
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Table of Substitutes
The cards in blue can be used in both Straights and Triplets.

Card Substitute

King of Swords no substitute

Queen of Swords High Priestess

Knight of Swords Devil

Page of Swords Moon

10 of Swords Death

9 of Swords Tower

8 of Swords Hanged Man

7 of Swords Hermit

6 of Swords Fool

5 of Swords Judgement

4 of Swords Wheel of Fortune

3 of Swords Star

2 of Swords Hierophant

Ace of Swords World

Strategy

Knowing the hands is one thing, but the Hook is a staunch opponent. You’ll have to 
keep him at bay to win the game.
Your first objective in Cutthroat Tarot should be to make things to fill your own hand. If 
nothing comes to mind, or the Hook has two cards of a Straight or a Triplet, you’ll want 
to think about blocking him as well.

Which person goes first is determined by who won the last hand. Loser picks first, 
winner picks second. While making the first move gives you a shot at finishing a set 
immediately, it’s risky: the Hook might steal a critical card straight out of your hand.
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Whether you go first or last, when it’s your turn to pick, first check your hand. If you 
can make a set, do so! After that, take a look at the Hook’s hand and see what he can 
make. This will determine whether you have to disrupt his strategy.

If the Hook has two cards out of a three-card set, what you should do depends on 
whether you draw first or second.
If you’re first, you may need to steal a card from the Hook— but only if the Hook can 
complete a set in the same turn. Try to swap something good from your hand with 
something bad from his. Do not, under any circumstances, attempt to keep a card from 
the Hook by taking it from the bottom row into your own hand; the Hook’ll just steal it 
from you and score.
If you draw second, you should always steal a card from the Hook. There’s no 
guaranteeing what cards’ll come up in the next draw. Note that the Hook won’t go for 
triplets very often, so you might be safe if he has two cards of one of them.

If you’ve got nothing good, and the Hooxk’s got nothing good, your best bet is to try to 
find a card that goes with what you’ve got. If you have a Sword, look for Swords, or 
Substitutes, that could form a straight with it. If you have a Ship or a King, look for the 
ingredients to a Triplet. Just take whatever looks likely— a Sword, a Ship, a Substitute— 
into your hand, and hope the cards turn in your favor.

A few more tips:

• Try to look for Triplets. The Hook won’t play them often (they’re not worth much), 
but if you grab them when they come up, they can save you from losing ground.

• Swords are always better than Substitutes. Try to filch 
the former from the Hook’s hand, and replace them 
with the latter— this is a good way to block the Hook 
from getting Straights.

• If you have two cards of a set in your hand, and the 
third card of that set is in the bottom four, the Hook’ll 
usually take it— even if there are better choices 
available. Why this is is unknown, but you’ll be able to 
steal it from him immediately!

• One more thing: Have a look at the bottom of the screen 
while the cards are being cleared away between turns. 
See anything... familiar?
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Cutthroat Tarot: Table of Hands
The Monet, the Paradist, and the Errant will all complete the triplets marked ‘any ship’.

Name Type Hand Score

Berserk Straight High card: King of Swords 151

Ferocious Straight High card: Queen of Swords 143

Rampant Straight High card: Knight of Swords 135

Vigilant Straight High card: Page of Swords 127

Desolation Straight High card: 10 of Swords 119

Anguish Straight High card: 9 of Swords 111

Powerless Straight High card: 8 of Swords 103

Theft Straight High card: 7 of Swords 95

Abandon Straight High card: 6 of Swords 87

Discord Straight High card: 5 of Swords 79

Revenge Straight High card: 4 of Swords 71

Betrayal Straight High card: 3 of Swords 63

Prospect Triplet Fool + Wheel of Fortune + (any ship) 55

Portent Triplet High Priestess + Hermit + (any ship) 47

Pillage Triplet Pirate King + Star + (any ship) 39

Plunder Triplet Isis + Horus + (any ship) 31

Three Ships Triplet Monet + Paradist + Errant 23

Parley Triplet Any three normal Kings 15

Counsel Triplet Two normal Kings + King of Pirates 7
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Remedial Tarot

Remedial Tarot is a game of give-and-take, the third of the Tarot games scattered 
throughout the land. This strategy guide should give you the game’s secret of success.

What Makes a Hand?

Every hand worth something in Remedial Tarot is a Couplet. There are three types of 
couplets— Boons, with an Herb and a Wand card, Balms, with two Herb cards, and 
Banes, with two Wand cards.

The key to which combinations of cards score is as follows: The 18 Herb cards and 18 
Wands cards have a rank, from highest to lowest. Each Herb card has a counterpart in 
the Wands. 
A Boon is an Herb and its counterpart Wand. They score highest. A Balm is two Herbs 
that are right next to each other in the ranking. A Bane is two Wands that are next to 
each other. These score lowest. Three examples of valid couplets might be
• Toadsilk + 7 of Wands (Boon)
• Toadsilk + Nightclaw (Balm)
• 7 of Wands + 6 of Wands (Bane).

For a Balm or a Bane, the higher of the two cards decides how much the set scores. A 
Table of Hands is located at the end of the section.
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Strategy

All of the strategy in Remedial Tarot revolves around one thing: Proper use of the strip 
of 24 cards at the bottom of the screen, known as the Slide. Only half of the Slide is 
visible at any one time, and it loops around in both directions; if you pull it enough in 
one direction or the other, you will see the cards you started with moving in from the 
side. You can move the Slide to the right; the Heiress can move it to the left.

In the game, because making a Couplet clears both players’ hands, your primary 
objective is to make Couplets as fast as you can. While you might have to block the 
Heiress from time to time, especially when you’ve just made a successful Couplet, 
scoring your own hands is priority.

Before you take any cards into your hand, have a look at the current state of the Slide. If 
there’s any Herbs and Wands that match up, those’ll be your target Couplet— Boons 
score the highest, even if the cards themselves are of a low rank. 
If there’s no Herb/Wand pairs, next try and see if there are any pairs of Herbs visible, 
and then any pairs of Wands that are close in value. If nothing presents itself, just try to 
pick a high-value Herb and hope for the best.

Once you’ve found a pair, your next step is getting at it. The location of the cards is key. 
If the two cards are over towards one side, move the Slide so that you can get the 
leftmost of the two cards into your hand. The idea is, when the Heiress pulls the Slide 
back, the other card will reappear, ready to be placed.

If the two cards are at opposite ends of the Slide, you can try putting either card in your 
hand, and hope that the Heiress either moves the Slide only a little (if you chose the 
card to the right) or quite a lot (if you chose the card on the left). However, this isn’t 
guaranteed. You might be better off picking the card on the right side, and looking for a 
match in the Slide once the Heiress has moved it.

If you have just made a successful Couplet, the Heiress will pull a card into her hand, 
and yours will be empty. In this case, you will need to be a bit more careful— in 
addition to looking for Couplets as described above, make sure there aren’t any cards 
that directly match what’s in the Heiress’s hand.
If there are, either slide the Slide all the way around so that the cards are out of her 
reach, or take whatever card she needs into your own hand. From there, it’s a matter of 
keeping the Heiress at bay until you find something good. You may end up gaining a 
string of Banes this way, but you will be scoring something... and the Heiress will not.
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A Few More Tips

• The Heiress will almost always go for high cards exclusively, except when completing 
a Couplet. You can take low cards and form Boons, and she’ll be quite 
accommodating about it.

• While Boons and Balms take priority, don’t forget that Banes are easy to spot and still 
score points.

• The Heiress will only be able to take the two cards that are at the far right side of the 
screen into the right slot of her hand. You can use this to block her from gaining a 
good hand.

• The reason the Seven of Pentacles is the second-highest face card in the deck, below 
the Book of Thoth, is simple: He is the farmer that started the Herbs craze.

• Be on the lookout for cards that could be revealed for the Heiress’s use when you pull 
the Slide to the right. The Slide doesn’t change between hands, so if you remember 
what was around the Slide’s reverse side, you can almost always keep the Heiress 
from making any Boons.

• The cards that are cleared from both players’ hands go to the bottom of the deck 
(which is not shown onscreen). The deck contains up to 12 cards, so they’ll reappear 
after a little while in spaces where you draw cards in the Slide.

• It is possible to be stuck such that one card will 
match the Heiress’s hand if you leave the Slide as 
is, and another will match if you pull the Slide 
over. In this case, take the action that will leave 
her with the lesser Couplet, and take a card you 
don’t want into your hand (it’ll be cleared away 
when she scores).

• Finally, did you notice? This is the first Tarot 
game in the Land to display the complete absence 
of the High Priestess...
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Remedial Tarot: Table of Hands

The table works as follows: A Boon consists of an Herb and its matching face card. A 
Balm contains an Herb, partnered with the one just below it in the table. A Bane 
concatenates a face card and its neighbor just below it. Note that the table also wraps 
around— a Taciturn Balm contains Firegrass and Rottenroot, while a Taciturn Bane 
matches the Ace of Wands to the Book of Thoth.

Herb Face Card Hand Name Boon Balm Bane

Rottenroot Book of Thoth Iniquitous 171 117 63

Lynchwort Seven of 
Pentacles Woebegone 168 114 60

Dungthorn The Prince Paranoid 165 111 57

Cankerspore The Fool Callow 162 108 54

Oysterbeard King of Wands Enraged 159 105 51

Bungleweed Queen of Wands Forgetful 156 102 48

Angelpike Knight of Wands Timorous 153 99 45

Wormsfoot Page of Wands Distracted 150 96 42

Goosebane 10 of Wands Exhausted 147 93 39

Monkthistle 9 of Wands Obstinate 144 90 36

Peepfeather 8 of Wands Foreboding 141 87 33

Toadsilk 7 of Wands Overwhelmed 138 84 30

Nightclaw 6 of Wands Bellicose 135 81 27

Jackclover 5 of Wands Pugnacious 132 78 24

Hogsalt 4 of Wands Forlorn 129 75 21

Sandpepper 3 of Wands Suspicious 126 72 18

Eagleberry 2 of Wands Demented 123 69 15

Firegrass Ace of Wands Taciturn 120 66 12
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Drunken Tarot

Drunken Tarot is not so much hard as it is confusing. Fortunately, the tables in this 
section are here to help you cut through the mysteries of the Elixir.

How It All Works

In Drunken Tarot, the Elixir card currently on the table determines the current ruleset of 
the game. There are seven Elixirs, and thus seven different rulesets.
The current ruleset changes in one of two ways:

• If seven turns pass (with each turn taken by the Fool and the Mistress counted 
separately), the current Elixir card will change.

• Either player can also force the current Elixir to change by using it in a Pair— though 
this can be risky.

The Elixirs appear in a preset order: Heal, Repose, Calm, Relief, Rest, Soothe, 
and Relax, before starting again with Heal.
The seven rulesets differ only in what may be played to score— not in any other 
mechanics of the game.

What Makes a Hand?

Hands in Drunken Tarot are Pairs— arrangements of two cards that fit a certain pattern. 
The order of these cards matters, and there are four types of pairs. Each type of hand is 
only scored when one of two or three specific Elixir cards are on screen.
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Every card in the Drunken Tarot deck (except for the seven Elixirs) has a duplicate that 
has been flipped. This card will be called a mirrored card.
Whether a card is a mirror or not does not matter when determining the type of a Pair— 
only how much it scores later. If a card can be used, its mirror can be used also.

A pair can contain cards from the Ace through King of the Cups (in which case it is 
referred to as a Cups pair), or it can contain cards from the fourteen Arcana cards 
interspersed throughout the deck (making it an Arcana pair). It’ll never contain one 
card from each set.

The Cups cards are ordered from Ace to King in the usual way. From lowest to highest, 
the Arcana cards have the following order: Fool, Hanged Man, Hermit, Star, High 
Priestess, Prince, Book of Thoth.

An Ascent and a Descent contain two cards that are next to each other in the Cups or 
Arcana order (the Fool and the Hanged Man, or the Queen and King of Cups, would be 
two possible examples). An Ascent has the lesser card above the greater; the Fool over 
the Hanged Man, or the Queen over the King. A Descent has the opposite ordering, 
with the King over the Queen or the Hanged Man over the Fool.
Ascents are scored when the Elixir cards Relax or Calm are shown. Descents are scored 
when the Elixir cards Heal or Rest are shown.

A Mirror contains a card and its mirror. The Queen of Cups and Cups of Queen would 
be one such combination. Mirrors are scored when the Elixir cards Repose, Relief, or 
Soothe are shown.

There are two other types of Pair, both belonging to the Elixir series. An Elixir 
Cleansing is an Elixir card over an Arcana card (or its mirror). Each Elixir card has one 
and only one specific Arcana card it will respond to, and the Elixir card must be on top.

Anything else with an Elixir card is Poison, and scores -99. Avoid this if you can!

Scoring, and Drunken Tarot

Once a Pair is made, it must be scored. This is where things get extremely confusing. 
Not only does each Elixir card have a different system of valuation, your hand is ranked 
according to both the values of your cards, and whether either of your cards are 
mirrored (and if so, which). The simplest way to explain things is to break them down 
into cases.
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The two Elixirs Relax and Calm both score Ascends, but in different ways. The game’s 
rule notice for Relax says ‘Arcana to Cups’. The game’s notice for Calm says ‘Cups to 
Arcana’.
The difference between the two is this: Making a Cup pair while Relax is active will net 
you somewhere between 11 to 113 points, while making an Arcana pair will gather 
anywhere from 115 points to 161! 
By comparison, if you make a Cup pair while Calm is active, you could gain anywhere 
from 59 to 161 points. However, making an Arcana pair will only net you around 11 to 
57.

This holds for the Descend Elixirs, Heal and Rest. While Heal is active, Cup Descents 
score high, and Arcana Descents score low; when Rest is visible, Arcana descents score 
high, and Cup descents are less valuable.

When we come to the Mirror Elixirs, this mostly holds accurate. When Repose is on the 
table, Cup Mirrors are more valuable than Arcana Mirrors. When Soothe is on the table, 
the opposite is true.
The Elixir of Relief is something of a special case. While it’s active, any Mirror either 
player makes will score at least 135, and often more. The game won’t discriminate 
between Cups and Arcana sets at all.
Elixir Cleansings are always worth 191; Poison is always worth -99.

Ascends

There are three subtypes of Ascends, once the question of whether a set is Arcana or 
Cups is resolved.
A normal Ascend contains no mirrored cards. Normal Ascends are always worth most.
Both cards in a False Ascend are mirrored. These are worth less than a normal Ascend.
Finally, a Mixed Ascend contains one normal card and one mirrored card. Mixed 
Ascends are worth the least.

Within each of these categories, Ascends with low-value cards score the most. A simple 
way to explain this is by example.

1. A normal Ascend with the Ace of Cups and Two of Cups is worth more than a 
normal Ascend with the Page of Cups and Knight of Cups.

2. Both of these are worth more than a False Ascend with the Cups of Ace and Cups of 
Two.
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3. All three of these hands are more valuable than any Mixed Ascend, such as one 
containing the Ace of Cups and Cups of Two.

Tables for Relax and Calm, the two Ascend Elixirs, are at the end of the section.

Descends

There are also three subtypes of Descends, which work the same way.
Normal Descends contain no mirrored cards, and score the highest.
False Descends contain only mirrored cards, and score a bit less.
Mixed Descends contain one mirrored card and one normal, and score the least.

Within each type of Descend, pairs made with high-value cards score the most. For 
example:

1. A normal Descend with the Knight of Cups and Page of Cups has a higher value 
than a normal Descend with the Two of Cups and Ace of Cups.

2. Both of these are more valuable than a False Descend with the Cups of Knight and 
Cups of Page.

3. All of the above three are more valuable than any Mixed Descend.

Tables for Rest and Heal, the two Descend Elixirs, are at the end of the section.

Mirrors

There are two subtypes of Mirrors. They differ only in the order of the two mirrored 
cards. A normal Mirror has the unflipped card on top, while a False Mirror has the 
mirrored card above the normal one.
A normal Mirror will always score more than a False one, so make sure you swap your 
cards to the correct position before drawing the counterpart card into your hand!

Aside from this, Mirrors that use high cards will score more than those that use low 
cards (so a Book of Thoth Mirror would score more than a Fool Mirror, and a King of 
Cups Mirror would score more than a Five of Cups Mirror.)

As with Ascends and Descends, there is a table for each of the three Elixirs that score 
Mirror hands.
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Elixir Cleansing

The final type of hand, the Elixir Cleansing, is hard to make, but worth it. Every Elixir 
Cleansing scores 191 points, much higher than any other hand in the game. Playing a 
Cleansing will immediately advance the type of Elixir visible on the board (as will 
playing Poison), and thus the rule set.

Each Elixir can be Cleansed by one specific Arcana card, or its mirror. Here is a list that 
relates Arcana to Elixir:

Elixir (Top Card) Arcana (Bottom Card)

Heal Prince

Repose Fool

Calm High Priestess

Relief Book of Thoth

Rest Hanged Man

Soothe Star

Relax Hermit

The Cleansing combination for a particular Elixir may also be found at the top of its 
table, at the end of the section.

Strategy

Once you know how to make high-scoring hands in Drunken Tarot, there’s still a good 
amount of strategy involved in beating the Mistress once and for all.

The first thing you need to keep an eye on is Elixir Cleansings, and when the Elixirs 
change. To win the game, you’ll probably need to make the majority of the available 
Elixir Cleansing opportunities.
Past that, there’s two strategies you can pursue: Either make anything that you can pull 
up with your current hand, or take a turn or two to set up high-value Pairs. A mix of 
these can also work, depending on circumstances.
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Your first priority is always Elixir. Check the board to see if the Arcana card for the 
current Elixir Cleansing is present. If it is, you should grab it, unless...

• The current Elixir is about to change: If you’ve been counting turns and this is the 
seventh turn, you won’t be able to make the Elixir Cleansing. Try looking around for 
the Arcana card for the next Elixir’s cleansing— if it’s not around, try to make 
something that will score in this turn or the next.

• The Mistress has the card, or its mirror, in her hand: Sooner or later, this will happen 
to you— the person making the Elixir Cleansing won’t be the Fool. If you spot trouble 
about to happen, there’s a three-step procedure to minimize the damage:

• First, look for the Arcana card for the next Elixir card’s Cleansing. If you see it, 
grab it and you’ll be able to counter the Mistress’s Cleansing with a Cleansing of 
your own.

• If that Arcana card is nowhere to be found, try to make a Pair that scores over 92 
points, on this turn. The Mistress’ll still make the Cleansing, but the Pair you made 
was your best response.

• If you can’t even make a high-value pair, there’s only one option left: Pick up the 
Elixir yourself! This will be scored as Poison (-99), but now the Mistress is only 99 
points ahead of the previous turn, instead of 191 points ahead.

The next turn, if everything went well, you should be able to make an Elixir Cleansing 
on the spot. (This can also happen if you get a lucky draw.) If you can make a Cleansing, 
there’s only one reason to hold back: if the Mistress has the card for the next Elixir 
card’s Cleansing in her hand, she’ll counter your Cleansing with her own and ruin 
your hard work. In this case, it’s your choice: You can make the Cleansing and neither 
of you will gain an advantage— or, you can go back to trying to make ordinary Pairs 
and wait for the next opportunity to come along.

When the materials for a Cleansing aren’t on the table, you’ll need to concentrate on 
normal play. If you choose to grab anything you can, and there are multiple possible 
hands, you should always try to make the Pair that will get the highest score. The rule 
listing next to the Elixir type will say what type of hands are higher and what are lower 
(“Arcana to Cups” means that Arcana hands will score more than Cup hands).
Past there, remember that normal and False Pairs are both preferable to mixed Pairs.
If you can’t see anything immediately, try to pick up both cards of a Pair over two turns.

An alternative strategy is to try and go for larger hands, taking more turns to put them 
together. This is the opposite of the grab-anything-you-can strategy, and focuses on 
making hands of high value. 
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If you’re using this method, take a look at what cards are on the table and find the 
highest-value set you can. Next, try and take these cards into your hand and make your 
set. You should be able to bring the cards together with little interference, unless you are 
trying to make a Mirror. In that case, try and keep the card you want to match in your 
hand and hope the Mistress releases it.

To summarize, when you can make a Cleansing, do so; if 
the Mistress is about to make a Cleansing, either get 
ready to make another, make a high-value hand, or drink 
Poison if all else fails. Otherwise, try to make valuable 
hands and increase your score.

Using this strategy and the knowledge in the following 
tables, you should be able to win a game of Drunken 
Tarot in very short order. If your first game doesn’t 
succeed, keep trying— if the above strategy is played 
observantly, it can only be sunk by bad luck, and that 
won’t hang around for too often.

Tips

• In case it’s not clear: It’s almost impossible to win Drunken Tarot without paying at 
least some attention to Elixir Cleansings.

• The cards the Mistress discards go back on the table; the cards discarded by the Fool 
vanish back into the deck. Use this wisely— you don’t have to worry about the 
Mistress picking up your cards, but if you toss something from your hand, it’s gone.

• During Mirror rulesets, the Mistress will often take the card you need to complete a 
Mirror. If you draw enough unrelated cards, she may just toss it into the table in a few 
turns. High-value cards tend to work better, for some reason.

• Every Elixir hangs around for seven turns, at most. If you count turns, you can pick 
up cards to make scoreable hands (or Elixir Cleansings) just before the active Elixir 
changes— or, arrange matters that your hand is scored just after the switch.

• Don’t bother trying to pick up cards to block the Mistress, except in the case of Elixir 
Cleansings. It’s not worth it— she’ll just make something else. 
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Drunken Tarot: Tables
Each table is for a different Elixir. Mixed hands take the higher of the two listed values if 
the bottom card is the mirror; the lower of the two values otherwise.

Pair Type: Descend HEALHEAL Elixir Cleansing: PrinceElixir Cleansing: Prince

Cards Type Normal False Mixed

King / Queen Cups 161 135 109 or 107

Queen / Knight Cups 159 133 105 or 103

Knight / Page Cups 157 131 101 or 99

Page / 10 Cups 155 129 97 or 95

10 / 9 Cups 153 127 93 or 91

9 / 8 Cups 151 125 89 or 87

8 / 7 Cups 149 123 85 or 83

7 / 6 Cups 147 121 81 or 79

6 / 5 Cups 145 119 77 or 75

5 / 4 Cups 143 117 73 or 71

 4 / 3 Cups 141 115 69 or 67

3 / 2 Cups 139 113 65 or 63

2 / Ace Cups 137 111 61 or 59

Book of Thoth / Prince Arcana 57 45 33 or 31

Prince / High Priestess Arcana 55 43 29 or 27

High Priestess / Star Arcana 53 41 25 or 23

Star / Hermit Arcana 51 39 21 or 19

Hermit / Hanged Man Arcana 49 37 17 or 15

Hanged Man / Fool Arcana 47 35 13 or 11
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For Mirrors, a False Mirror has the mirrored card on top.

Pair Type: Mirror REPOSE Elixir Cleansing: FoolElixir Cleansing: Fool

Cards Type Normal False

King of Cups / Cups of King Cups 161 133

Queen of Cups / Cups of Queen Cups 159 131

Knight of Cups / Cups of Knight Cups 157 129

Page of Cups / Cups of Page Cups 155 127

10 of Cups / Cups of 10 Cups 153 125

9 of Cups / Cups of 9 Cups 151 123

8 of Cups / Cups of 8 Cups 149 121

7 of Cups / Cups of 7 Cups 147 119

6 of Cups / Cups of 6 Cups 145 117

5 of Cups / Cups of 5 Cups 143 115

4 of Cups / Cups of 4 Cups 141 113

3 of Cups / Cups of 3 Cups 139 111

2 of Cups / Cups of 2 Cups 137 109

Ace of Cups / Cups of Ace Cups 135 107

Book of Thoth / Thoth of Book Arcana 105 91

The Prince / Prince The Arcana 103 89

High Priestess / Priestess High Arcana 101 87

The Star / Star The Arcana 99 85

The Hermit / Hermit The Arcana 97 83

Hanged Man / Man Hanged Arcana 95 81

The Fool / Fool The Arcana 93 79
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Pair Type: Ascend CALM CALM Elixir Cleansing: High PriestessElixir Cleansing: High Priestess

Cards Type Normal False Mixed

Ace / 2 Cups 161 135 109 or 107

2 / 3 Cups 159 133 105 or 103

3 / 4 Cups 157 131 101 or 99

4 / 5 Cups 155 129 97 or 95

5 / 6 Cups 153 127 93 or 91

6 / 7 Cups 151 125 89 or 87

7 / 8 Cups 149 123 85 or 83

8 / 9 Cups 147 121 81 or 79

9 / 10 Cups 145 119 77 or 75

10 / Page Cups 143 117 73 or 71

Page / Knight Cups 141 115 69 or 67

Knight / Queen Cups 139 113 65 or 63

Queen / King Cups 137 111 61 or 59

Fool/Hanged Man Arcana 57 45 33 or 31

Hanged Man / Hermit Arcana 55 43 29 or 27

Hermit / Star Arcana 53 41 25 or 23

Star / High Priestess Arcana 51 39 21 or 19

High Priestess / Prince Arcana 49 37 17 or 15

Prince / Book of Thoth Arcana 47 35 13 or 11
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Relief is an odd one. No distinctions are made between Cups and Arcana Pairs; no lines 
are drawn between normal Mirrors and False. All that’s left is to score, and score big.

Pair Type: Mirror RELIEF Elixir Cleansing: Book of Thoth

CardsCards Value

King of Cups / Cups of King
or Book of Thoth / Thoth of Book

King of Cups / Cups of King
or Book of Thoth / Thoth of Book

161

Queen of Cups / Cups of Queen
or The Prince / Prince The

Queen of Cups / Cups of Queen
or The Prince / Prince The

159

Knight of Cups / Cups of Knight
or High Priestess / Priestess High
Knight of Cups / Cups of Knight
or High Priestess / Priestess High

157

Page of Cups / Cups of Page
or The Star / Star The

Page of Cups / Cups of Page
or The Star / Star The

155

10 of Cups / Cups of 10
or The Hermit / Hermit The

10 of Cups / Cups of 10
or The Hermit / Hermit The

153

9 of Cups / Cups of 9
or Hanged Man / Man Hanged

9 of Cups / Cups of 9
or Hanged Man / Man Hanged

151

8 of Cups / Cups of 8
or The Fool / Fool The
8 of Cups / Cups of 8
or The Fool / Fool The

149

7 of Cups / Cups of 77 of Cups / Cups of 7 147

6 of Cups / Cups of 66 of Cups / Cups of 6 145

5 of Cups / Cups of 55 of Cups / Cups of 5 143

4 of Cups / Cups of 44 of Cups / Cups of 4 141

3 of Cups / Cups of 33 of Cups / Cups of 3 139

2 of Cups / Cups of 22 of Cups / Cups of 2 137

Ace of Cups / Cups of AceAce of Cups / Cups of Ace 135
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Pair Type: Descend RESTREST Elixir Cleansing: Hanged ManElixir Cleansing: Hanged Man

Cards Type Normal False Mixed

Book of Thoth / Prince Arcana 161 149 137 or 135

Prince / High Priestess Arcana 159 147 133 or 131

High Priestess / Star Arcana 157 145 129 or 127

Star / Hermit Arcana 155 143 125 or 123

Hermit / Hanged Man Arcana 153 141 121 or 119

Hanged Man / Fool Arcana 151 139 117 or 115

King / Queen Cups 113 87 61 or 59

Queen / Knight Cups 111 85 57 or 55

Knight / Page Cups 109 83 53 or 51

Page / 10 Cups 107 81 49 or 47

10 / 9 Cups 105 79 45 or 43

9 / 8 Cups 103 77 41 or 39

8 / 7 Cups 101 75 37 or 35

7 / 6 Cups 99 73 33 or 31

6 / 5 Cups 97 71 29 or 27

5 / 4 Cups 95 69 25 or 23

 4 / 3 Cups 93 67 21 or 19

3 / 2 Cups 91 65 17 or 15

2 / Ace Cups 89 63 13 or 11
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Pair Type: Mirror SOOTHE Elixir Cleansing: StarElixir Cleansing: Star

Cards Type Normal False

Book of Thoth / Thoth of Book Arcana 161 147

The Prince / Prince The Arcana 159 145

High Priestess / Priestess High Arcana 157 143

The Star / Star The Arcana 155 141

The Hermit / Hermit The Arcana 153 139

Hanged Man / Man Hanged Arcana 151 137

The Fool / Fool The Arcana 149 135

King of Cups / Cups of King Cups 133 105

Queen of Cups / Cups of Queen Cups 131 103

Knight of Cups / Cups of Knight Cups 129 101

Page of Cups / Cups of Page Cups 127 99

10 of Cups / Cups of 10 Cups 125 97

9 of Cups / Cups of 9 Cups 123 95

8 of Cups / Cups of 8 Cups 121 93

7 of Cups / Cups of 7 Cups 119 91

6 of Cups / Cups of 6 Cups 117 89

5 of Cups / Cups of 5 Cups 115 87

4 of Cups / Cups of 4 Cups 113 85

3 of Cups / Cups of 3 Cups 111 83

2 of Cups / Cups of 2 Cups 109 81

Ace of Cups / Cups of Ace Cups 107 79
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Pair Type: Ascend RELAX RELAX Elixir Cleansing: HermitElixir Cleansing: Hermit

Cards Type Normal False Mixed

Fool/Hanged Man Arcana 161 149 137 or 135

Hanged Man / Hermit Arcana 159 147 133 or 131

Hermit / Star Arcana 157 145 129 or 127

Star / High Priestess Arcana 155 143 125 or 123

High Priestess / Prince Arcana 153 141 121 or 119

Prince / Book of Thoth Arcana 151 139 117 or 115

Ace / 2 Cups 113 87 61 or 59

2 / 3 Cups 111 85 57 or 55

3 / 4 Cups 109 83 53 or 51

4 / 5 Cups 107 81 49 or 47

5 / 6 Cups 105 79 45 or 43

6 / 7 Cups 103 77 41 or 39

7 / 8 Cups 101 75 37 or 35

8 / 9 Cups 99 73 33 or 31

9 / 10 Cups 97 71 29 or 27

10 / Page Cups 95 69 25 or 23

Page / Knight Cups 93 67 21 or 19

Knight / Queen Cups 91 65 17 or 15

Queen / King Cups 89 63 13 or 11
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Kingdom Tarot

Kingdom Tarot: the ultimate Tarot game, born of the Pentacles and played by the Fool. 
Surprisingly, this game becomes quite simple— once you know a strategy that will beat 
the Duke’s.

What Makes a Hand?

Each hand in Kingdom Tarot is a Trio, which forms a Lineage. A Lineage is three cards 
in the same suit, with their values in a row (for example, the Six, Seven, and Eight of 
Wands). Aces may be high or low.

The deck consists of the Ace through King of every suit (the Swords, Cups, Wands, and 
Pentacles), as well as a few outliers: The Monet, the Paradist, the Errant, Ra, Thoth, Isis, 
Horus, and the King of Pirates. Since it can be hard to make a full Trio, these ‘un-suited’ 
cards act as wildcards. Wildcards will always take the highest value they can in a 
scoring hand (so for the hand Seven of Cups, Eight of Cups, Paradist, the hand will be 
scored as though the Paradist was the Nine of Cups).

A hand’s score depends on the highest card in the Lineage, and the suit of the Lineage. 
Pentacles Lineages score most (this is a Pentacles game, after all), followed by Cups 
Lineages, Wands Lineages, and finally Swords Lineages.

The table on the next page shows how much each Lineage is worth.
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Highest Card Suit 
—> Swords Wands Cups Pentacles

Ace 97 147 197 247

King 90 140 190 240

Queen 83 133 183 233

Knight 76 126 176 226

Page 69 119 169 219

10 62 112 162 212

9 55 105 155 205

8 48 98 148 198

7 41 91 141 191

6 34 84 134 184

5 27 77 127 177

4 20 70 120 170

3 13 63 113 163

For a Lineage that contains one wildcard, divide these values by two; for one that 
contains two wildcards, divide by four.

Strategy

Kingdom Tarot is a race to the top, and each player has little (or no) chance to interfere 
with the other. As such, the best strategy for the game is focused about scoring often, 
and scoring big.

Scoring Often

The key to making Trios quickly is wildcards. If you try to avoid wildcards entirely 
while playing, and just make Lineages that contain only suit cards, you’ll make a lot of 
points— but you’ll accumulate them very slowly, and the Duke will trounce you.
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Instead, try to move towards making a Trio out of your hand, every turn. Look around 
for cards that could form a Lineage with cards you already have (so, if you had the Six 
of Wands, keep an eye out for the Four, Five, Seven, and/or Eight of Wands); if you 
don’t see any, try to take a wildcard into your hand instead. This is one of the main 
ways in which you can gain an advantage— the Duke will never pick up a wildcard 
unless it completes a Trio that turn.

Once you have a wildcard handy, it becomes far easier to find a card that’ll complete 
your desired Lineage— one usually shows up next turn, or the one after that. If nothing 
shows up right away, swap out low-valued cards for high-valued ones and wait for a 
match.

Scoring Big

Making Lineages regularly is only half of the strategy. If your Lineages are all Swords 
lineages, or all have two wildcards, your score will change quickly but rise slowly (and 
yes, the Duke will trounce you.)

At the same time as you try to make Lineages, you need to focus on choosing high-
value cards over low-value ones. Pentacles are the highest-scoring suit, followed by 
Cups and Wands; try to make Lineages with them in that order. Avoid making Swords 
Lineages, especially with wildcards. They don’t score much, and unless the game drops 
all the conditions for one in your lap, trying for one mainly wastes time.

Careful use of wildcards can help with all of this. When you bring a wildcard into your 
hand, and have a free choice on what to swap out, replace the lowest-valued card. If 
you can’t find anything that matches the cards in your hand (and you already have a 
wildcard), try bringing in some Pentacles or Cups and see what matches next turn. Both 
suits are worth so much that even if you divide by two, you can still see some 
respectable scores from Lineages in those suits.

Note that if the game gives you two (non-wild) cards of a Lineage in your hand, and the 
third is on the table, take it! This is always a good move.

Putting It All Together

Taken together, scoring often and scoring high seem contradictory. To score quickly, you 
need to marshal wildcards and cut scoring-related corners. To score well, you need to 
know when to delay turning in a Lineage for a turn, in order to set up a bigger windfall.
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This section can help with the balance. Below are the primary situations you can find 
your hand in, and rough ‘good-enough’ guides to what’s typically best in each 
situation.
‘Related cards’ refers to a pair of cards that could make a Lineage together with the correct third. 
(as above, the Six of Wands would have the related cards of the Four, Five, Seven, and Eight of 
Wands.) Pentacle cards are valued higher than all Cup cards, which are taken to have higher 
values than all Wands, which are worth more than any Swords.

1. Three unrelated cards
This is the deal you’ll get most often. If there’s a card on the table that’s related to a 
card in your hand, grab it! (unless the card in question is a Sword). 
If nothing related shows up, try to take a wildcard instead, replacing your lowest 
card. This gives you more options when the next turn comes around.
No wildcards on the table? Just grab a high card, and hope for a better deal soon.

2. Two related cards and one random other one
This happens less often, but you’ll often bring this state about in your hand by 
moving from deal #1. If a third suit card is handy to complete the Lineage, take it! 
Otherwise, look around for a wildcard to make a Trio— or, if nothing shows up, grab 
a high card and replace your third (unrelated) card with it.

The exception to the above rules is if your two related cards are Swords; Lineages 
with both Swords and wildcards score beans, so if you can’t complete a Swords 
lineage with all suit cards, start looking around for cards that match your random 
third (unrelated) card— you should to shift over to making a Lineage with it if the 
third Sword doesn’t show up in the next turn or so.

3. Two unrelated cards and a wildcard
This happens with a certain degree of regularity; like having two related cards, you 
should definitely take advantage of this one. If you can find any card that will 
complete a Lineage with one of the suit cards in your hand, grab it! 
If one of the suit cards in your hand is fairly high-valued (think a high Cup or most 
Pentacles), and there are no related cards but there is a second wildcard handy, you 
should consider taking that, too. You won’t make much, but it’ll clear your hand for 
the next Trio.
Otherwise, just bide your time and swap your lowest suit card for something higher 
on the table. Something good should come up soon.
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Tips & Tricks

There are several quirks of how Kingdom Tarot works that are best paid attention to if 
you’re after success:

• For those coming from ordinary decks of playing cards, the order of the face cards is 
10-Page-Knight-Queen-King. A hand like 10-Knight-Queen will, sadly, not work.

• Since Aces can be high or low, a Queen-King-Ace Lineage often turns up in the cards. 
Be sure to look for it, as it’s always worth a lot.

•
• If a card is presently on the table, it will not reappear again for at least three or four 

turns. Kingdom Tarot uses a 64-card deck which is shuffled at the game start, then 
never again; scoring hands and the residue from the table are put on the bottom of the 
deck, and come around again once the cards on top of them have been dealt (whether 
to the table, or to fill someone’s hand once they score).
This means that if you see more than one card that would complete a lineage on the 
table (example: You have the Seven of Wands and one wildcard, and you see the Six 
and the Eight of Wands on the table), you can know to grab the one that’ll be worth 
more in the long run.

• Note in the score table that a high Cups hand and a low Pentacles hand score about 
the same. The same goes for high Wands and low Cups, and high Swords and low 
Wands. If you have to choose between two hands that fall in the overlap (usually a 
wildcard is involved in this situation), you might want to check the table to see which 
will actually score higher. In the same vein, it might be all right to make Swords 
Lineages with a wildcard if the suit cards involved are very high (think, Page or 
higher). It’s up to you.

•Since the Duke always moves second, he can pick up the 
card you drop. On rare occasions, you may have a card 
he wants. It’s almost always not worth it to block him 
from getting it. Just focus on racking up the points.

Once you’ve mastered Kingdom Tarot, it becomes almost 
impossible to lose the game (except by very bad luck). If 
you don’t succeed, keep trying and the Duke will soon 
have to give up his Tarot stash. 

Best of luck on the final Tarot game in the Land!
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